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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report summarizes a national state of the.art study of Job Search*

Training programs (JST) as offered in Labor Department funded programi--CETA

and WIN, and the employment service- -with special emphasis on youth programs.

The field research involved observations andk interviews at 30 JST sites,

selected for their unique modeling dimensions Telephone interviews were

conducted with,and program materials were obtained from at least that'many

addition0 JST programs. All of these materials were examined and analyzed
5

on multiple levels. The most=significant .findings were:

,

1. JSTs appear to be an important and valuable social intervention. They
are 'capable of %proving the jOb search skills and increasing the
intensity Of search efforts for all types of job seekers. There is
strong evidence that JST' programs meet with much.. public favor. In

contrast to other employability development programs, JSTs are
-.reasonably' short, low-cost, and effective. The group format is

particularly suited to public agencies whose resources are rapidly
declining.

2. Though there-are a rich array. of JST models, a few'have been widely-
eWlulated and dominate. the field. Frequently, these models were
developed for ,white collar and prof ssional. clientele and, involve

I,techniques which are' not always ap ropriate or relevant to the'

target populations of the DOL funded programs. Reflecting previous
funding levels, they drew on -a fairly ,substantial resource base
resulting 'in some cases in excessively drawn out programs which
require full stipends. It is doubtful whether these models will
survive in the current atmosphere. If JST is continued in the
future, new models should be explored.

3. JST Programs have suffered from persistent neglect, and lack of oversight
from national policy makers and administrators. Assuming that USTs"will
be a legitimate service compohent in the future, and that some national
quidande and leadership will be forthcoming, the QRC' study identified
minimum needs, gags, and'unanswered questions:

%

a., Most of the JST programs had a relatively meager body of knowledge
"about. their basic subject matter--how people can best conduct a

productive search for work. The content, the substance of the programs
need to be improved. A few relatively simple steps could be . taken
nationally to help alleviate this problem.

b. The administration of JST programs has been hampered by duplication
of effort, underbtilization, absence of criteria for staff selection and
training, and. inadequate national standards for 'measuring costs and
outcomes. Several adminittrative actions would be useful to alleviate
these administrative problems.
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.4)

,c. JST programs woul4 benefit from two types of research effort; (1)

More evaluations are needed of JST, cost effectiveness, some comparing
JST to other or no interventions, and additional ones comparing, the
results of different JST models; (2) labor,market- research is sorely
needed to examine hiring processes in different hiring environments.
Now, the JST field is permeated with mythology, and over-dominated by ,a

1 . singular image .of the white coliar professional 'job-finding process.
Very little research has been conducted about these processes in blue
collar and service occupations, areas where most participants find work.

d. Government sponsored JST programs suffer from ,inadequate
dissemination of information to job seekers and employers about the
existence and value of JST: 'A national clearinghouse to disseminate JST
materials could be of major assistance ti program operators.

,If JST is here to stay, it needs more attention than it has been getting

from policy makers. A supporting infrastrdcture of policies and

administrative actions is' needed to support, underpin, and, refine the JST

programs. An investment in building this infrastructure would: appear,

worthwhile because.there are skills and knowledge about finding work which

can be imparted successfully,,. theveryoness benefit.

.11
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Chapter I.

BACKGROUND AND'SETTING

Early' in 1978, Olympus Research Centers proposed to the Office of

Research and Development'Ahat a study of job search training (JST) programs

be undertaken. Some of the ORC principals had long been interested in JST

efforts. They had noted a growing national awareness that job search skills

were a factor in_the employment picture. Experimentation with JST as a

service component was also on the increase.. Fora, variety of reasons, the

proposed study .was delayed. Two years later, this study of job search

training programs was undertaken. During the two-year hiatus, the interest

had grown markIdly. JST programs had proliferated at such a fast rate as to

complicate the research task,. and, at the same time, increase the potential

value of.the study.
.

This is the final report of the research project, following nearly two

years of total immersion by ORC staff. It is best Chdracterized asia report

of the "state of the art" in JST. It describes the evolving field in an

orderly and analytical fashion, examines the diversity :which flavors the

relatively early stages of this complex component, and raises theo/retical and

administrative issues which, if resolved, would increase the potential value

of this relatively new tool in the kit of employability interventions.,

It is important thatthe reader understand clearly what this report is

not designed to accomplish. It. is not an,evaluation. It does not grade or

rate different program models or offer the ideal model. It does not separate

and delineate which factors' contribute more, or less to successful outcomes,

assuming that su0 vcomplex task is actually possible. It is not a ,field

manual or a technical assistance
\

guide. It does not provide precise

guidelines to program operators about how to establish, operate, or improve'a

JST program, though the issues raised may provide a more thoughtful basis for
;

program decisions. In ORC's view, "what's out there?" must first be

described as it is ,ip this report before the evaluative questions "does it

work, what makes it work, and what works best?" can be knowledgeably

addressed.

It is. also important for the reader to be aware that all of the'research

and much of the analysis was rooted in the 'institutional realities of

1979/1980 at Which time it was assumed that the Department of Labor delivery
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systems--CETA, *WIN, the state employment services, youth programs--were

relatively stable. It was also assumed that changes in budgetary allocations'

would not significantly affect the variety of options open to program

operators who might administer a JST program in any one of the delivery

;systems.

This report is submitted at a point when the delivery

undergoing massive changes, leading to possible elimination of

programs. and-instItutions. The shape of what will eventually

level of resources that will -be available, and the populations

programs will be targeted are unknown. Yet the report continues

relevance based upon the following assumptions: \

systems are

some of the

emerge, the

toward which

to have

l., By whatever title, and in whatever form,'one or more institutions will
be charged with delivering some type of employment and/or employabiliti
services to people looking for work.

2. There will be fewer resources and feweir options available to program
operators than there were when field\ observations were conducted.
Hence, the cost elements Of various, models will assume greater,
importance.

3. A major, task of the service delivering institutions will be

facilitate the movement of people into unsubsidized employment.

4. One relatively effective and low cost method for fulfilling that task is
almost certain to be JST: teaching people, in group format, to become
more effective in conducting their own search for work.

This introductory chapter defides Job-Search Training. as used in this

study. It then provides a brief history of JST development against recent'

American social trends and undercurrents. The chapter continues with a

thumbnail description of the most pervasive JST models found in the field and

then assesses the adequacy of research and development into this

intervention. It concludes with an introduction to the remaining chapters in

the report.

Definition of JST

The term "job search training" has many different meanings to field

operators. Imparting infOrmation about hoveto look for work appears in many

forms, in many types of activities and programs. However, research requires

specificity about what it is that is to be studied. The\perimeters of the

2



playing field needed to be clearly fenced lest all manner of peripherally

related activities flow in and obscure the phenomena under study. For

purposes of this study, JST was defined as follows:
/-

.

A discrete, entifiable continuing component -9perating within
employment -and/or training programs. This was intended -to keep out
those episodic, single events whereby job search information is provided
in lecture br.other form*. Such activities are too difficult .to capture
for study purposes and their effect is too limited to be worth studying.

The activity. prepares, informs, teaches, and/or gives practical
experience to job seekers to carry out direct contact with employers in
pursuit of a job for themselves. :

The prbgram- format requires. that participants are directly and
1, personally involved in a group activity.- This eliminates any form of

one-to-one advice giving and counseling about looking for work. It also
excludes activities- tha are limited ,- to the preparation and

i

dissemination of job searc materials. . -

Participants --are.job seekers who are currently-or imminently involved in
a search for. work. .This eliminates in- school, in-training;) br
assessment programs that oler JST as.i'part of other curriculuMs a. as
a secondary 'activity which iparticipants would not put into immediate

\

practice. I . t

i

The orOnizations providing assistance are Department of Labor-funded
agencies active in local label. markets. This was intended to mark off
the widespread -development outside of DOL. delivery. systems. College
programs, Women's *groups., the\private sector, educational TV, a whole

. host of activities devoted tp both career choice and job search had been
emerging which';., if examined; would have diluted the central focus of
this study.

A job search training program Could include any one or all of the

following. basic c?mponents: (1) Providing information- about the search for

work and the labor market, (2) providing training-and practice in acquiring

job search skills, (3) providing supervsion during the!actual job, search,

and (4) providing positive reinforcement and group support.

3



Undercurrents Leading. JST

_The widespread proliferation' oi JST nationally appears to be a somewhat

inexorable expression o a number of undercurrents and rends in'the United

States during the decades of the sixtieOnd_s_eyenties. These pressures have

affected the delivery'of most human services, and employability services in

particular:

1. For many years public
employability services
decreasing resources,
inevitably, discouraging

institution.; _charged
have beee grappling
increasing demands

and-uninspiring success

,(For examples, in real terms, the, resources of the public employment
service* had been shrinking in the past\ten years. _Yet the flow of job
seekers, continued unabated_ and, in fact;,\was enlarged by new groups of
displaced workers from numerous plant closings, by an influx of needy
refugees, and by a flow of women returning to the work force. The
ability of the \employment service to deliver a one-to-one, job
development and brokering service to a significant portion of its job
seeker clients, which was strained and somewhat mythical even in the
best of times, was becoming more and more Oestionable. As of December
1981 the public employment service is fa ed with budget cuts of such
magnitude that its very existence is in opardy.

The WIN _program had never been able to provide full one-to-one
services to all potentially eligible clients, and even less so-'as WIN
budgets failed to keep up with inflation. Even more' compelling,
increasing national sensitivity to the welfare "burdni" created a

special onus on the WIN program to demonstrate'effec:i.e methods for
moving people off of welfare and into gainful private employment. Th'

reported success rates of JST prorgrams seemed to provide answers to
both limited resources and moving people\ off of welfare.

\
.

.

In CETA the reduction and subsequent dismantling of public service
employment obligated prime sponsors to develop some ,type of. transition
services to aid in placing terminees into .unsubsidiz employment. JST

was a reasonable 'response to that obligati° .

with the delivery, of
with a triple onus:
for services and,

rates.

In sum, delivery systems in the employ m int and employability arena
have been.in real difficulty for some time. The traditional modes for.
providing services were not fulfilling expectations .A There had.to be
ways to extend the limited resources to more people and show better
success rates for the effort.

state employment service agencies are called different. things in dif-
ferent states. The'term "Job Service" is in common use. However, this
report will use "employment service" and "ES" as the more readily identified
name and initials.

12
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2. Over the past decade, research into job search and recruitment patterns
intensified and threw greater .light one the processes by which job
openings occur and are filled: iThe behavior of the labor market was
becoming less obscure as increasing flows of hard data came from-the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, from the Employment Service Potentialt
Project, and from other studies. The data proved what had only beena
hypothesis of labor economists--that most people find jobs and most
employers seek workers 'through 'Very informal but effective means.
Better turnover data became available, indicating that there is far more
movement of workers,/in and out of jobs than had been suspected,
he etofore. Presumably, each'movement opens a Job, which-gives rise to
th assumption that there are always jobs "Out ,there" somewhere if

Ahpe ple just kpoW how-to pursup.em. If, the logic goes, most people do
in eed get jobs through their oWlieffor s, and there are always jobs out
there, why can't client's of publiclrf nded institutions be taught to
get them?

The late 60s and 70s saw a marked growth in the United States in the
movement of people towards self-help groupings. designed to solve or
confront a whole host of persobal and social'problems. There .are many
explanations for this development including the popular' feelings that
professional service deliverers are-either unwilling or unable to meet
growing needs and expectations, or meet them inadequately. and .at
prohibitive costs. Among other benefitt derived from self-help groups,
the therapeutic potency of sharing common problems and supporting one
another's efforts to solve them has, been widely proclaimed. National
disenchantment with authority figures and instftutions has also resulted
in a demystification of the professionals' role. \To fill the gap,
people were impelled, to acquire some of the skills,apd knowledge that
had heretofore resided solely in the professionally trained, licensed,
or credentialed service deliverer.' In the employmet and training world
the self-help consciousness was translated into a delivery mode whereby
the agency itself undertakes to impart" its technical skills and the
knowledge of its professional labor maaket brokers to client job
seekers. It is done in group format, for the vAlue of the shared
experience, but the major responsibility for getting a' job is shifted-to.
the client.

4. An importantimpetus towards proliferation of JST proglrams has come,from
.

outside of the Service delivery system--from the response of-

entrepreneurs in the private sector to. a perceived need. , All

manner of personnel consultants, ,career-guidance, and 'educational
firms as. well as a 'whole -array of authors are discovering a

lucrative field by providing an avalanche of "how-tbrdo-it"
packages, articles, literature, newspaper columns, TV programs, and
books designed to educate' the individual about how ito select
careers and find jobs. Across the countm6 numbers of private for
profit and not for profit firms nd organiz tions have emerged that
solicit CETA primes and other service delivery organizations for
contracts to provide .packaged JST 'progr ms for their clients.
Newstands and bookshelves are showing' an ev r growing list of book
titles devoted to inspiring' readers with be te?1 agement of their
working lives. What Cot be Is Your Parachut ? y Ric :olles has
been an on and off best -se er ever sinceli was first pu' ed.

533
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\Hotel meetit*--cooms, are filled with workshops about career choice
and se,arch,-04-colleges offer regular courses as well as

costly weekend seminars devoted to _confronting the labor market.

There/is a ready abdince for books and seminars among the swelling
number of youth attending college but unsure of whit to do beyond, the
flood of former housewives seeking' a meaningful role in the labor
market, the .displaced and disgruntled middle-aged executives and
-professionals seeking to reorient their careers, and the growing number
of early retirees 'wanting vsecond .career but uncertain how to apply
their skills. That audience ii very different, however, from most
participants in employment /and training programs whoseinteiests: are
usually more immediate and/compelling. Theinteresfs of the former are
mainly focused on car er choice,. with job search as a secondary
component; the latte seek immediate employment. Nevertheless, t is
perhaps inevitable hat the literature and practices of; career - choice
enthusiasts would be grasped by the eager curriculum developers of the

w JST-progra offered within the employment and training systems.

History of JST and Recent Developments

Anyone who has. ever worked at the delivery point of an employment agency

is sharply aware of how often the behavior of a client, during the job search

process proves to be a more potent element, for good or evil, than more

objective qualifications balsed on experience and job skills. Front line
1

professionals have repeatedly seen a better qualified referral lose out to a

competitor with a more relaxed manner or attractive appearance but less

experience and. fewer job skills. Harried pl*ment interviewers in, the

employment service have often. attempted to privide personal advice to a

referral about what to say to an employer or what to wear to an interview.

Unlike other brokering activities, such as in real estate, the job seeker

himself usually plays an active role in determining the final outcome of a

labor market transaction.

Despite 1h0 front line knowledge,. the public 'employment service

excrlit : to authorize the developm nt and 'distribution of written/
nationally has heretofore stayed out of the arena of "educating" job seekers

"how-to-"lt." brochures for client u4 in the local offices. ES has always

Percei4d its primary function as a labor market intermediary whose main

concern was to provide a one-to-one placement service. The system by which

,xt<iurcwidere allocated to states has reflected this policy emphasis.
,

Credit for placement was counted only when the agency matched a person to a-

job. The activity of assisting.people to find jobs on their own was not

6



legitimized and jobs obtained through such, activity have never been credited

as placement. With neither credit nor funding, state agenciei'have been

disinclined to move in the direction of JST.

Yet through the years despite sucn institutional. disinCentives, JST;

programs,have emerged land persisted,,- both within the 'ES and -in the

employability progr'ins even before the advent'of CETA. During.the:60s, under

the Manpower Development/ and T;6ining Act (MOTA), a number of JST programs

emerged with varying degrees 'of effectiveness.. In Oregon, for- example,

iietween 1965 and 19671 a.masSive JST program was instituted which reached

33,000 indivichiVs.in both day and night activities. In Washington state,

during the heavy aerospace layoffs in 1971, a JST program'was undertaken,

which Is still operating for a wider population, under legislation enacted by

the Washinoton State legislatu0e.- Between 1972 and 1978 the.Washington

program-served over 27,000 participants. The history of the 60s and 70sis

replete with efforts of innovative and dedicated individuals who developed

and experimented with ways to teach people how to remove the additional

barriers'created when the job - getting game is poorly played.

Despite the. gut sense of its value, and despite its many enthusiastic

adherents over the years, none of the JST efforts were subMitted to the hard

test of 'rigorous experimentation 'and evaluation until the mid-70s. .Though

national ES leadership. has until now made no formal acknowledgement of the

field efforts, and provided neither research nor demonstration funding,these

earlier 'attempts have had a persistent lateral effect on the delivery

systems. Periodically and sporadically, various 'Ideal offices or programs

across the country undertake a JST program. Perhaps the most important

impact -is seen in the'California ES, the Employment Development Department

(EDD). ft apprnved and institutionalized the delivery of a JST-service'to

the flow-of-traffic in its local offices in the late 60s. The effort

floundered until 1975 when JST became a 'reportable priority item in most of

the local ,offices. The program is still actively pursued, despite the

absence of placement credit or special funding support.*

4 In the past six years new impetus towards JST proliferation - /has come

frnm the emergence of three JST models which have.recei4d considerable

71TErWITIT-TCFrocai offices to report on the service offered and number of
participants but no outcome datalwas obtained. The activity was -incor-
porated under regular ES grant funding.

7 15
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national recognition and have been widely replicated. Together with the

ES /EDO model, these four constitute the most frequently encountered JST

models in the field and exert strong influences upon- the content of nearly

all programs. They are here reviewed briefly.

ES Model

Whether in California or in other states, ES local offices delivering a

'JST program all confront a common reality which determines the most important

characteristic of an ES model" and distinguishes it from JST programs in tZTA

or WIN. The participants, whether referred to JST from the local* office

traffic flow'or through word of mouth, are there voluntarily, with neither

"carrot".nor ,"stick" to attract or retain.them.* As a consequence, ORC did

not .encounter any ES program cyies that exceeded a total of fifteen hours,

usually offered within one week, and many programs consisted of less than

eight hours a week.

Because of the short cycle, none of the ES programs observed by DRC

included any element. of supervised search or provided participants with the

"learning by doing" practice in interviewing or telephoning that characterize

longer, stipended programs. The JSTs consist mainly of providing information

by lecture and discussion in group format. Because' ES is a labor market

Institution, the information is generally quite rich but little effOrt is

devoted to morale building or group dynamics. Beyond th4cited common

characteristics: ES programs vary widely in curriculum. 'emphasis, in

participant targeting, in organization of time, and in personal delivery

style.

Job Clubs I

Early in the seventies, Dr. Nathan Azrin, a behavioral psychologist in

Carbondale, Illinois, first began to apply concepts and techniquesjfrom his

own field to the development of a JST model which he called .Job

i
ubs. He

tested the model and compared outcomes to unserved control group Results

indicated that the Job Club members found, work far sooner then did the

control groups. The Department of Labor theh provided Dr. Azri

I

with funds

71n a few cases, unemployment insurance _claimants are require, to attend a
short session which is combined with the Eligibility Benefit ,Rights Inter-
view (EBRI) at the beginning of a claim.
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to conduct an experiment with WIN,clients in five cities which compared

outcomes for Job Club members with results obtained when clients went through

the regular one-to-one services offered by WIN. It was found that 64 percent

of those in Job Clubs obtained work compared,to only 33 percent in the

Comparison group.

Dr. Azrin submitted report of the WIN'experiment in 1978. Though the

findings were viewed with some caution, theSe were the first hard data which

suggested the value of JST, and it had reverberating effects in the

employment and training community. The leaders of the WIN.pfogram were so

impressed that they adopted group job seeking training as a national program.

Other institutions besides .WIN have been trained An Job Club methods.

The Job Clubs' approach retains the strong influence of behavioral

psychology and depends heavily 'on a tight and rigid curriculum delivered in a

directive style, weighted heavily. towards producing behavioral change, with

little emphasis on *providing knowledge and labor market information. The

course consists of 25-30 hours of classroom work, sometimes offered full-time

for one week or half-time for, two weeks', ,the- rest.. of the time being devoted

to supervised search activities. The length of a cycle' is vague--from six

weeks to three months. Participants are AFDC welfare clients who receive

incentive payments -while in Job-Club in addition to their welfare benefits.

Though there are voluntary participants, better than calf are mandated to

make the .effort.

One of the questions that remains -unanswered by the Azrin WIN-

experiment is whether the impresSive results reported are properly '

attributable to the particular model spawned by behavioral psychololgy.

There has-not yet been a study which compares that model to alternative JST

group approaches. One may conjecture that the most critical element leading.

to such impressive Success rates .as.i.reported by Dr.-Azrin might well have

been the mere grouping of individuals 'while supervising and supporting their

search for work.

Self-Directed Placement

In the early 70s Charles Hoffman, i businessman in San Diego, became

concerned about the high fees paid to private employment agencies by

applicants placed in jobs. He went to work' aS a counselor for a private

agency for a few.months and became familiar with their methods. Stuck by
0%0'7
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the possibility of "eliminating the middle man," he established a private

corporatiorrto teach individual clients how to use the private agency methods

to find their own jcibs. Hoffman then signed a contract with the San Diego

prime sponsor to provide JST to CETA clients. The individual servici was

Changedtqa group'format. The. first effort produed an 80 percent placement,

rate, and the Hoffman contract has since been .repeatedly 'renewed. Hoffman

-also contracted with the California State WIN program to train staff of five

WIN units in the "self-directed placement" approach.'

The "Bill Moyers Journal" filmed the program in action and presented it

on a one-hour show on national public television. The Moyers' tape has since
. .

circu ated widely in employment and training circles throughout the country.":

Its in. uence on JST consCiousnessand on the Content.of programs has 'been

extensive. At one point, the Self-Directed,... Placemen Corporation had

contracs to deliver JST .programs in 19 - different locations. Reported

placement rates very markedly from program to program, ranging from less than

50 perceto as high as 92 percent. The Hoffman model has not been subject

to formal evaluation, nor has there been any comparison made to other models,.

As a private, profit-making firm, the company exercises proprietory rights

over its materials and curriculums. ORC was permitted only one day IIof

observation, but did visit other programs that have drawn heavily from the

"self-directed placement" model,- including one of the Hoffman-trained WIN

sites.

The Hoffman model reflects its private employment agency inspiration and

point of origin. It depends heavily on a high energy delivery style, on the

exclusive use of the telephone to unearth job openings, and it emphasizes the

importance of learning typical sales techniques when approaching the

employer. The course is four weeks long, full -time, with one week devoted to

classroom training, and the rest to supervised search. CETA eligible

participants receive full CETA stipends.

Job Factory

' This model originated in Cambridge, Massachusetts. It represents a

joint effort of the director 'of the CETA prime sponsor, Joe Fisher, and a

consultant, Burt. Cullen. Cullen' had been a -personnel direCtor for a

manufacturing firm and a private consultant to both.industry and the prime

sponsor. The initial effortwas targeted to CETA-eligible clients who had
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1k7
been unemployed for six months onlonger. This was later modified to include

all CETA eligible tlients.

The most significant feattices of the model are reflective of Cullen's

manufacturing-orientation find his personnel work. The program initially set

out to simulate the blue-Collar ;i611-seiti-ng, with time clocks, a "foreman"

accountability for production, and.a fUoll eight hour Iriiii9e.v"--day--:demoted to

classroom training or superviied search, with pay docked for tardiness

absenteeism. The. rat+ nale for this apprOiai-lasth erceived need for .

resocialization -cf the long-term unemployed. 'Cullen believed tha

individuals lose the habit of thinking of themselves as working people and

abandon all of the routines associated with working. Job Factor); was
4

represented as a "job," demanding 4he behavior of an employed person:,

The program has been ih Openrition for over five years and stiff has

provided training to other CETA primes' interested in replicating th
N

Job

Factory model. Program edministrators claim an overall '66 percent succ ss

rate. Job Factory has not been subjeCt to.an evaluative -comparison with

other interventions orother JST models.. However, a nationally funded Youth

Demonstration Project was conducted in the Job Factory installation 'called,.

Job Factory for Youth (JFFY) which was carefully evaluated (Hahn, Andrew and

Barry Friedman. 1981). Though retainingmost elements of the adult model, a

few accommodations were ,made for the.yo4th population.

The 'program at Jop/Factory.was one of the sites Visited for the ORC data

base. Like the self-directed plitement model, Job Factory and JFFY operate a

four-week program. More than a week is devoted to classroom "work," and the

remaining time to supervised direct search. Both youth and adult clients are

provided with full CETA stipends:

Comparisons

The 'three non -ES models all -emerged with '.n two years of one another.

Though generated by different images and bell fs, thlr have always shared

certain common characteristics. All three mod ls depend on a "carrot" or

"stick" to motivate participants to engage in a'full-time, concentrated,

sometimes demanding, period of search. All three provide some. level of

information about finding job opportunities, all train in interviewing

skills., and all supervise the actual search process. Iey differ in what
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they teach, what they emphasize, and how'they conduct the groups. Over time,

however, these differences have beCpme less sharply defined as program

operators borrow liberally from all sources, and then put their own

particular stamp on a program. Even those sites from which models originated

have undergone some adaptations as they developed a base of'experience.

All three are organically distinguished from ES programs by virtue of

client support and inducement, which, in turn, affects the length of prograni

and, inevitably, curriculum. Though a Jew of the more adventuresome ES

programs have sought. to infuse their presentation with materials garnered

from the three models cited as well as from the popular literature, none of

ti----;17-----tenporntmodeling elements that characterize these extended programs

`appear to be transferable to an ESsetting. It is difficult to conceive how

a_local office could successfully motivate the flow-of-traffic job seekeri to

engage in a prOlonged, 4full-time efort without providing some form of

inducement.

Dangers to JST

The history of employment and training programs is replete with cycles

of panaceas, "fads,' and overexpectations followed by disillusionment and

abandonment of efforts. Programs which have worked well under one set. of

circumstances were often arbitrarily .replicated in entirely different

settings - -and died there. The charisma and personal vision of inspired

innovators created programs which drew attention to what appeared as exciting

alnd promising, but when institutionalized, paled and floundered. The

tTnuousness of suctes5 sianda:rds, the sensitive interactions of people and

t4rcumstances, the length of time required creafe enduring institutions

eh"an debugged programs, are all factors whi are still too little recognized

by those who make policy, administer or study publicly funded programs. Such

cyc es pose a dangerous set of traps for the future of JST-.programs which

can, perhaps, be circumvented by looking at JSTs critically- -not for tale

purpo e of debunking but .nather to enhance the process of learning and

improting% The JST movement needs to be given thoughtfu attention and

ieriou and consistent commitment.

Rio t program operators make impressive claims for JST outcomes and theirl
tf

low cost's. To date, the research and controlled experimentation has been

12
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extremely meager. The findings suggest that JSrs may be more effective than

other types of- interventions, but the issue/ is far from resolved and Las yet

to be explored in all of its dimensions. :Despite the growth, size, and the

diversity of JST offerings 'over the years,-only four evaluative studies of

individual job search training prograMVhave peen funded 'by the Employment

and Training Administration. Of th0 four,.-two {.Hahn' and Friedman, 1981 and

,Roberts, 1981).deal with youth programs and the other two (Azrin, et el.,

1978 and Jordan-Laurenti, 1981) cOtipare the gutcomes ofWIN.Job Clubs to

regular WIN services. The nearly fanatical commitment of operators working

with JST programs coupled'withithe persistence of its appearance and

reappearance in the field over the years,_despite.institUtional and policy.

neglect, hints at a kind of)activity. that has a powerful, observable,

positive impact on participants, the - consequences. of -which may elude the cold

demands of evaluative research designs. The rigors of quantifiable outcome

measurements do not always capture the most critical verittevand'values of a,

human service. 'Further, it' is questionable whether it would be possible to

identify, dissect, andidisaggregate various subtle elements that ape

different among programS/1 or even within'the'same program, with the degree of

precision necessary to/hold.an isolated factor responsible for differences in
/

outcomes. Even so, efforts need to be. made to evaluate the ,differencei

between models on such gross, cost related-factors as 'a one-week cycle as

compared to a four-week cycle, or a stipended program compared to one paying

only expenses to- participate. The JST movemento needs better guidelines on

important dimensionS which can best emerge froM controlled. experiments and

evaluative comparisons. .

From the onset, ORC was made sharply aware that field operators were

encountering much difficulty in tracking down. programs and materials,

obtaicing technicaliassiitance, and meeting training needs. During the two

years that ORC was involved in.this study, it was beseiged with requests from

program'operators for materials, assistance, and advice. Since ORC's mandate

and resources did not permit the operation of a clearning house, it- was,

regretfully, unable to fulfill the requests. But the need for a clearing

house and technical assistance was clearly demonstrated..



Structure of the Report

In conceptualizing this final product of research, ORC thoughtof the

potential audience. as (a) policy makers who need to-know how programs operate

and need to decide whether or not the activity should or should not be

supported and proliferated; (b) administrators who need to decide whether to

undertake a JST'- program in' their operations, and (c) JST program operators

who nei?d,to compare what they. do and why they do.it with what others are

doing. Hopefully, the issues that are surfaced in this report by

knowledgeable.observers who worked within a careful analytical framework will

help fill4those needs.

The report is structured to concentrate the reader on the kernel of the

ORC research effort - -the JST activity itself. It has been largely reshaped

frnmkthe original draft to be more reflective of the current upheaval in

employment and training programs. Chapter II deals with critical

administrative issues such as problems surrounding outcome and cost

accounting in JST programs, most particularly those associated with' the

changed ES policy towards "obtained employment." Chapter 'III focuses on how

the group sessions are conducted and on the main actors--group leaders and

participants. The' substance of what is, in fact, taught about looking for

wok, is the preoccupation- of Chapters IV andll, the former dealing with the

pre=seard preparation and orientation of the job seekers and the latter

centering. on the instructions and training provided for the actual job

search. The final chapter summarizes the conclusions, identifies the

implications, and explores alternatives. The methodology and a description/

of the selected sites is found in the appendix. Since ORC &Ise tof

concentrate its limited time and resources on the kernelthe'JST programs

tfiemselves--the chapter& are uneven in size and detail, but designed to be of

maximum assistance to the policy maker and the program operator.
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Chapter II

ADtINISTRAT'IVE ISSUES

0
The single most important influenCe on JST programs that distinguished

the major models was the institution in 'which they were embedded. The

employment service, CETA, and. 'WIN each had its own funding 'and cost

accounting systems, its own goals,* its own client characteristics, its

institutional incentives and disincentives to operate JST programs, and its

own administraave structure which, in a large measure, shaped models that

were uniquely suited to that system. However, as this final report is"being

prepared, all of the conditions under which JST programs have been Operating

are in the process'Of enormous upheaval and change. At the end'of 1981, it

is not yet possible to discern the shape that future legislation and delivery

systems will take,lbr'what level of budgeting will finally prevail, except

that sources will be severely reduced. Hence, the first draft of ,this

report, which examined JST and reached..con.clugions about it in the context.of\-

these threeinstitUtional settings, may have lost much,of As'rele4ance.. The

institutional comparison of Table I may be largely of historical interest >

This chapter briefly describes JST as it exists in each 'of the major

employment and training settings' and highlights the major issues- which have

emerged therein. Subsequent chapters then focus on substantive issues which

will persist to the extent .JST is- made available to a competitively

disadvantaged poplation, regardless of the institutional setting.

JST in the Work Incentive Program

. In 1979 the national, WIN office, officially endorsed JST as a valid,

--credit-producing...intervention for its AFDC welfare client's, and.ihas since

aggressively pressed forliii iMplementation of that volley. It supported the

program with demonstrition funding, and provided training -and- technical

assistance to state programs. By summer!of 1981 Over 100 local JST programs .

(called Job ClUbs).in 40 states were established. 'WIN was the first national

delivery system to institutionalize JST and in doing so, performed a major

'groundbreaking service to the fields

At the 'beginning of 1982, WIN is facing a cut in budget amounting' to

approximately' one -third of its former funding. 'Its continuance 'into- iscal

1523.
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EMPLOYMENT SERVICES

Usual Title 'Job Search Workshops

'
TAM 1 BROAD TROEED JST INSTITUTIONAL MODELS

WIN CETA'

Job Mb Self-Directed Placement, Job CIO
Job Factory, many others

TINE Range-- 4 !lbws every two weeks to 15
hours one week, every week

1

1

PARTICIPANTS :loth heterogenous and homogenous
targeted populatioris

PARTICIPANT Traffic flow from local office or
SOURCES centralized for'alf local offices.

.UI claimants. Word of mouth,

UEIIYfRY ICIassroom Straight lecture. Many
ISIRE reading handouts.

Average classroom time-- 25 tio
hours Sometimes half.day split with
supervised searcl, sometimes full week
followed by search.

3 to 4 week cycle. One week
classroom.

AFOC clients, mainly female. Half
"voluntary" and half "mandatory" clients.
Nile to work.

Generally mixed groups. PSE and
youth are homogenous. Economically
disadvantaged.

.

CONTENT

3ow WIN registrants invited or referred
by intake or placement.

All titles. Referred before and after
assessment following training, free
standing intervention. Advertising

werd,of mouth, counselors.

Very little lecture. Exercises, morale
building, films.

Delivery hyprivate entrepreneurs or
CETA central staff. Nigh eoergy,uch
sales "hype."

r

It-Mitre;

SUPERVISEb
SEARCH

_ .

CARROT/STICK

Stronglabor market orientation. JST
material, equipment, aids available..
Emphasis on work application. No skill
'training in interviewing, telephoning.

.

ES staff. ntermit,Often temporary itent.
30 formal Selection process. Experiences
nlacement interviewers seldom used.
Leaders usually have other duties.
Frequent changes. Occasional Es
regional training.

None

Heavy on motivation. Little emphasis on
occupational choice, or labor market tiFor
!nation. Skill training in.interviewing
and telephone use. Letters to home. Thank
You letters following interviews. Strong,.
self-help emphasis.

"Anyone can do it." WIN staff, seldom with
front lines ES exj!Hence or knowledge. No
formal selection. process. Occasional
training seminarskoffered.

Wide range, Weak in knowledge of labor
market: Skill treining in interviewing,
telephone, application card, resumes.

Staff selected and trained by sub contractor
or CETA prime, Generally high powered.--____
Occasionally ES staff for this purpose.

1 to 6 weeks. Telephone from yellow pages.
ads; etc. Emphasis calling friends and
relatives.

:lone; UI claimants occasionally

air

National incentive $30/month;I3 to $5 per
day expenses._ (States 4ary)oThreat of
sanctions for non-participationthough
seldom invoked.

TelepOne "boiler room "; Informational
.inttrifiews; Field supervision.

CETA stipend. May be "fired" for non

attendance.
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1983 is problematical. In addition, the essential WIN structure may be

undergoing basic institutional changes as 26 states have exercised their

option and elected to operate a Work Incentive Demons4ation Program for the

purpose of demonstrating a single agency administration of WIN. This would
P

effectively return the dministratipn of WIN, social elfare agencies

and dismantle the presen MIN deliveilf system.

However, by whatev r title and under whatever aegis, welfare clients who

are able to work will surely be required to participate in a funded program

designed to move them off welfare and into gainful private employment. It is,

likaty_sthat some form 'of JST for AFDC recipients will be continued, both

because of its relative success and its comparative cost effectiveness. A

study conducted by an independent evaluator under contract with the state of

Texas Compared the Azrin model Job Clubs to regular WIN pla6ement services

(Sordan-Laurenti and Associates, 1981). Though the margin of difference

between` he two types of interventi n was considerably/smaller than was found'.

by!,Dr, Azrin's earlier evaluations, the Texas study concluded that Job Clubs
4 -

hold a greater promise for moving AFDC welfare clients into employment at
*

less cost. 'However, the Texas study 'also surfaced a number of institutional

problems surrounding the JST program and recommended some changes in -.the,

model.

CETA and JST

In the course of its study, ORC found-a wide range of differences in the .

JST programs offered under the CETA system by themany prime sponsors Ad

thei....subcontractOrs. .With all of the current conjecture concerning CETA's

future, the most important CETA characteristics which influenced the JST

proorams appeir subject to drastic changes:

I. :The decentralized CETA system created a, number of JST. programs, all
discrete,. with very different 'characteristics, without centralized
direction, technical' assistance, or oversight. some .cases, a -

singre 'prime, sponsor had several subcontactots, each Providing 3ST
services to a specific target, group. One conjecture ft that the
CETA delivery system will be replaced by a 'smaller administrative-
network incorporating -larger geographic areas. A possible's, effect

of this on JST programs, if they are adopted as a service component
of the mew system, might be the creation of a centralized JST offering
for a labor- market area, serving many different targets. Considerable,
cost savings,could be realized,'with improvement in program quality..

4
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2. JST participants in CETA programs have typically received full'stipends
for 4 to .five .weeks 'while they attended Classes and searched for work.
At the minimum wage level, this stipend conitiituths a "job," the task
being to find work. In any new employment_end training program, it
seems unlikely that people.will be 'hired' to find work. Indeed, the
greatest problem confronting the next generation of employment and -

training pro§ramswhich opt for a JST component will likely be to
develop .new, shorter models which can operate without a full stipend.
Job search expense money, or some other type of participant payment that
offered so m _minimum assistance and had some holding power but did not

. -equaYljob in pay level, might be a model with which to experiment.

3. Paying full CETA stipends to'louth in JST programs is even more unlikely
in the future. A youth program that.pays tax-free stipend equal to the
federal minimum wage .for up to four weeks is, in many cases, offering
more than' the youth could get on a job. The volatile nature of youth
employment, the usually short duration 'of jobs obtained, and the
frequent shifts between school and work force status raise serious
doubts about the wisdom of paying full stiperkls'to youth. At the very
least, there is a need for measures to offset the confounding of
motivation that stipends create. One two-week youth JST program with
very high success rates used/such a countervailing measure.* The youth
were warneci-lhat they would' be ineligible for any other type of paid
program following JST, thq-eby increasing the pressure for a serious
approach to the JST program demands.

4, One consequence of the decentralized CETA System, with nearly 500
-.different prime sponsors, has been the proliferation. and extensive use
of commercial subcontractors delivering packaged JST programs. It is to
the benefit of the 'service deliverer that a single JST cycle be long
enough to warrant the contract. As a result, CETA JST programs have a
relatively long cycle, conducted at a leisurely pace. Under more
exacting conditions,. JST programs could be tightened and shortened. .

5. The question of JST timing in relation to other CETA offerings has been
a concern of prime sponsors. In many locations, the JST program was "up
front " -- enrollees went from intake and assessment directly into JST,
either as a discrete service or as a prerequisite for other CETA
services, if the person was unsuccessful. Thus, JST was essentially a
screening device: Those who could find a job with JST assistance were
encouraged to do so, with further employability development reserved for
those who could not. With vastly reduced resources, it seems certain
that the .future employment and training Jelivery system, whatever its
specific structure, will be able to extend services to many more
individuals if JST is used as an "up front" service. It may,
indeed, be the only component available to most individuals.

27
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JST in the Employment Service a

New developments in the employment service have changed the playing

field since the ORC state of the art field work and analysis were conducted:

1. An initial round of budgetcutting iii mid-1981 resulted in extensive
cuts of ES staff across the nation and the closing of'500 local offices.
News broadcasts report that unemployed workers in some areas are
required to travel over 50 miles and wait as long as eight hours to
receive' services. The traditional one-to-one interviewer/job seeker
delivery method insures that the hard pressed staff will be unable to
offer'much pore service than the most cursory acceptance of a work
registration. Given such grim _alternatives, it Would seem that
grouping the job seekers into a ,self-help mode and assisting them to
brgahize a well planned search forwork offers a better solution to the
hard pressed agency than prolOnged waiting for individual interviews.
Now', as We enter 1982, another far more severe round of budget cutting
has been announced.

Offering JST in ES local offices is., more than ever, an appropriate
response to reduced staff and increased unemployment. The ES.
mandate--to facilitate the movement of workers into jobs--surely
incorporates an activity that extends the knowledge and capability of
the agency beyond the limits imposed by the traditional one-to-:oni

method, and the traditional placement definition.

2. 'One deterrent, which accounted for the reluctant ES approach to JS7
nationally,, was the' national reward system-which did not legitimize, or
count, jobs obtained through any method other than a. placement
transaction wherein the agency acted as an intermediary between the
worker and the job. Under the long-maintained definition of a countable
"placement," jobs obtained by the clients themselves,, though heavily
assisted by the agency, had no reportable value. Hence, this service
component is not in place nationally. In fact, California has been the
only, state in the union that provided JST, as a matter of priority and
policy, for' the flow of traffic in its local offices out of its basic
employment serviceunds.

3. Recently, actions have been taken to legitimize JS7 in the employment
service. Job search assistance, at it is called, is in the process of
being established as a reportable service and an outcome category of
"obtained employment" has been created., However, the establishment of a
comparatively new, viable service component on a national scale is

costly and time- consuming. In this period of emergency reactions to
budget cuts, the change in national policy may not be actively pursued
by many states.

The traditional system for rewarding credits has not been the only

disincentive to the development of JST programs in ES. There are others that
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operate more subtly, but with powerful effect:

To many employment security leaders, the mandate.to ES is to operate a
labor exchange. Teaching people-to find jobs for themselves is seen as
a. violation of that essential role. In fact, often it is seen as
directly competitive with the agency whose validity has for so long .been
measured solely by the number of countable placements it.makes.- A state
director encapsulated the issue most succinctly. When asked by an ORC
researcher if his agency conducted any. JST program, .he replied: °I.

should*say not. Do you think we're crazy? That's just cutting our own
throats. People getting their own jobs is our-biggest competition."

Large portions of the professional employment service staff are
resistant to JST. because- it encroaches on their turf and-on their claim
to professional competency. As stated by one placement interviewer:
"It tookihe years to-learn my job. Don't tell me that welfare clients
can learn to do it in a few weeks." The problem of professional turfism
appears in all of the delivery systems.

ES offices are generally crowded -and often cannot easily accommodate JST
programi in a separate space.

The scheduling of JST programs is difficult and erratic, given the
uneven flow of applicants. This can create a disruptive. element in a
local office.

Prograis require any initiat investment of time anA money in order to
develop a broad word-of-mouth base before full utilization is attained. 1

The ability to handle groups in a dynamic and energetic fashion is not
one of the selection criteria for' recruiting permanent employment
service civil service staffS. Hence, agency staff do not offer a large
pool of individuals with such skills or experiences. To recruit such
staff would require changes in civil service specifications.

Unlike CETA and WIN, ES has no "carrot" to offer clients in order. to
retain them for an extended period of supervised search and training.
Though untested, it has been assumed that a job seeker Would require
some typeof incentive; however small, to remain in a longer program..

Yet the employment service is the natural institution to .offer some

level of JST to the general public. Free of the requirement to limit

participation to CETA-eligible or welfare clients, ES has access to

individuals who, by definition, are looking for work at the moment, which is

the best time to offer a JST program. At least, motivation is not confounded

by stipends and other goals. And the employment service is a storehouse of

information about the local market.

There are; in fact, a number of potential institutional incentives for

the employment service to develop and install JST capability:.
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A JST progam could improve the referral/hire ratio and increase
placements by enhancing the ability of the referred applicant to deal'
with the interview.

A well -run JST program can improve the marketing and public image of
employment service with employers who complain about -the' presentation
made by ES referrals. In fact, a number of employment service programs
have used JST, as an effective device for involving segments of the
employer community in a helping role.

A well-publicized and well-run JST program becomes a valid public
service to the entire community and often draws a flow of participants
through word-of-mouth that would normally not be inclined to use ES
facilities. This was especially evident .in one program which was
targeted for professionals changing occupations.

There is strong evidence that the public likes and apprediates a JST
service. Too often, ES' has been seen as the agency that tells people,
"No, there's no job for you." Offering JST allows the agency to say to
everyone, "Yes, we can help you." .

The effects of the institutional -restraintsestraints ofl the employment service\

are clearly evident in the delivery model that was most commonly found there.

Programs are short, never exceeding 15 hours a week, filled with much

lecturing and little training, with a strong labor-market orientation. It is

doubtful whether the longer cycle models in WIN and CETJA.are replicable.in ES-

for flow of-traffiC clients. It is difficult to*concA+- f unsupported,

voluntary job seekers being willing to accept, the demon's for full-time

search activity that are of the type imposed by a welfare or stipended

program.

Implementation of "Obtained Employment"

Though ES has noW:moved towards validating an. "obtained employment"

Outcome category, the implementation process involves a number of critical.

problems which are undei- discussion. Because of the knowledge gained in the

course of this study, ORC staff believe' they can,contribute some useful

insights to that dialogue, and raise questions that might be productively

pursued.

The most difficult problem appears to, be the development of a follow-up

system to verify job finding outcomes.... Unlike the process of verifying

regular ES placements, the job search training relationship is not with
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employers who can be easily contacted at the place of business withip a few

days of referral to determine whether someone has started.wOrking. Instead,

JST participants must be contacted at their homes several weeks after

commencing their job search.

Some insights on follow-up techniques, as well as on likely JST

outcomes, are provided by examining a recent .survey conduCted by the

California Employment Development Department (E00) related to its program.

JST Follow-up Survey in California

In the summer of 1980 E00 undertook to obtain some level of hard data

about JST outcomes. The California agency has been conducting JSW (the term

'4n EDD is "Job Search Workshops") as an "act of faith" for a number of years.

Since no credit was' given to the agency for providing the service, the

activity his been a cost-only item. The state has required local offices to

report regularly on the following dime items only:

JSW Field Office Activity

FY 1978-79 FY 1979-80

,Number of participa-hts 76,738, 87,102,

Number of.workshop cycles 7,374 7,976

Sessions unavailable 10,771

An activity ,code was assigned in order to capture. all staff time

chargeable to -JSW. In FY 1979-80, 34,274 hours were charged statewide under

that code. This is equivalent to-about 19 perSon years of work, or less than

1 percent of the 2,213 total 'person years Worked by EDD staff during -that

year.

Not only. did the -traditional placement definition for reportable

outcomes give state officials no incentive to determine JSW outcomes, but any

follow-up activity to arrive at outcome figures actually incurred additional

costs. Nevertheless, a number of local offices, on their own initiative, did

keep their sign7up sheets and regularly sent out'follow-up letters fo JSW

participants. two months after attendance, requesting responses. The volume

and `quality of responses shown to ORC researchers by some workshop leaders

22
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and by state officials suggested that further follow-up efforts.milihtbe------

productive.

Both ORC and stateERD officials were intrigued by the question, what if

the placement definition were broadened to include "placement 'assists" and

jobs obtained by participants became reportable revenue- producing outcomes,

whether obtained by self - directed or agency efforts, as has been the practice

in both.WIN and CETA? To address this issue, a low-cost evaluation plan

evolved which would require little additional effort from field staff but

Would nevertheless provide some insight into JSW outcomes. EDO agreed to

conduct a statewide mail follow-up survey 30 days after the JSW experience,

with standardized survey questions. The critical outcome question asked if

the respondents were working at the time they received the questionnaire-

card, The name and address of the employer and the starting wage were also

requested. Other survey questions sought the- opinions. of the JSW
.

participants regarding the value of the workthop to them. The three-month

survey period was set for June, July, and August of 1980.

EDD was understandably 'unwilling to undertake any expensive follow -up

beyond mailing the survey card. TherefOre, the survey design hato depend

entirely on voluntary responses, without even the ability to sample the

non- respondents. The latter would have to be assumed to be "not employed" or

negative outcomes. The number of respondents rePorting employment would then

be displayed againit the entire universe ofJSW participants to arrive at an

-"at least" outcome measure, i.e., at- least this many found jobs. If the

response rate were to be enlarged by any means, the success rate could only

go up, since the minimum number obtaining jobs had already been determined.

Results of the Survey

Of 151 field offices, 123 participated in the survey. Survey cards were

sent to 13,094 participants. There was considerable variation in when and

how JSW leaders explained the importance of the survey and requested

responses from participants. The response rate was 35 percent and 34percent

of all who responded were employed.

Using the "at least criteria, 12 percent Of all JSW participants

surveyed were employed. Considering-that the 123 offices. charged 7,533 hours

worked to the JSW code during the three-month' period and at least 1,563

individuals obtained employment, the very conservative estimate is that "at
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most" 4:8 hours of staff time were invested for each employed participint.

Even though it could only be taken as indicative rather than definitive, EDO

found this tombe a reassuring result. If the response could be taken as

representative (which, of course, they realized it could not without a

further probing of the nonrespondentsY, the total number employed would'have

been 4,460 and'the staff hours per employed participant would ha4e been 1.7

compared to the 11.6 staff hours per placement for all EDD placement

activities.

Of those who answered the opinion question, 82 percent pesponded

positively and considered the workshop helpful. No data are available on the

relationship between positive results and becoming employed, except that more

people responded positiVely than were actually employed.

The three-month survey 'was a first. attempt, somewhat hastily mounted,

and lacked tight instruction to field staff. But; the survey offers a,

valuable starting place to consider potential problems connected with

'installing a regular follow-up system in the ES. It also offers the first

indications of the potential value of JST in the ES, suggesting that staff .

allocated to JST activities may more than earn their keep if the outcomes are

counted fo-r budget 'purposes.

Outcomes Issues

The establishment of national standards for any institution involved

with JST, and most particularly the ES, requires decisions about basic

questions: Who is to be counted? What measure should be'used? When should

the measurement be made? How should the data be collected?. The following

observation& emerge from the state of the art study.-

,r Who is to be Counted?

What is the criteria by which a-person is considered a participant in a

JST program? Is it to be everyone who is enrolled and attends the first

session, or the major portion of a cycle, or only those who complete the

program?' This is a difficult question in JST because the effects' of the

..inlervention are so amorphous and varied.. Yet,' unless there is a standard by

which 'participation' is determined, outcome data becomes meavingleSs.

10
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. People who do not complAte a cycle may have dropped out for a variety of

reasons, including going to work. Even a short amount of training in how to

conduct an interview, for example, may,be very instrumental in assisting the

person to get the job. It has been observed that the 'get-going' effects of

even an initial session 'have res ted in people getting jobs.

ORC, in its youth demonstratio project, considered all who attended the

first morning of the two full-day programs, or about 25 percent of the cycle,

as being 'participants' for follow -up purposes. The logic was based 'on the

fact that a good portion of the curriculum and considerable personal

attention to the work 'application was accomplished in the very beginning.

The ES national office designated that reportable JST activity required eight

hours of ins'xuction.* For follOw-up purposes, a person might be regarded as

a participant if one -halfof the cycle--i-half-day-were attended by a job.

seeker. in longer programs, such as those found in WIN and CETA, different

criteria may be more appropriate.

What Outcome Measures Should-be-Used?'

This question goes to' the heart:of.JST goals and the employment problem

it purports- to address. in ORC observers' view, the intervention 'is

primarily addressed to...reduting. the .perod of unemployment. Most JST

programs are. not primarily addressed to getting .a better job, or retaining a

job longer, though there-is some evidence that this may occur. -Though some

programs claim long -term goals of teaching life-time-job search skills, there

is presently no way to ascertain Whethei' or not this occurs.

Some observations on measures follow:

The EDP 'survey asked whether a perSon.was employed thirty days after
workshop attendance. .If people had found jobs and left them before the
thirty day survey, they would not be .couhted as-successful outcomes.
The implication is that participants will not only find a job but will
also retain, them longer because of JST. Thus, using employment at a
certain time after JST as the outcome criteria does not appear to. be the
most suitable measure for ES programs. A more.appropriate measure in ES
is simply to ask whether and when the. person went to work after the
workshop,. without regard to how long the job was retained. Such
measures are essentially identical to those used for a regular ES
placement. To be counted, the placement need not last longer than it 6

*The eight-hour standard is puzzling froM a field point of view. As a
practical matter, a day of job search training typically starts at 9:00 a.m.
and ends at 4 :00 or 4:30 p.m., with an hour for lunch, Longer than that
exhausts everyone and makes administration difficult.
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takes a person to go on to (and off of) the payroll. The critical
outcome measures should not go beyond the limitations of a-short-term,
low 04t intervention.

Other outcome data can provide valuable information such as the name of
the employer, the occupation, the wage rate, the duration of the job,
and how each individual fir&t learned about the opening where the person
went to work.

. Some ,level of Amble count may occur between J5T outcomes and formal,
/ placements. Though this may be estimated, it is Important to understand

that the goal of JST is to improve the job finding experience for all
job seekers, some of whom may well have learned how to be more effective
in using ES itself, just as'they learn to be more effective in the use
of the newspaper want ads. and their networks of friends and relatives.

One measure which can be of great value is the participant's opinion of
the JST service. This data can be helpful as a monitoring aid to
maintain and. improve the quality of the.program.

Measuring outcomes ip WIN and CETA JST programs have ramificationt which
add additional dimensions to the problem. The welfare recipient
programs understandably emphasize job retention in order to keep people
off of welfare, but even the WIN programs report two figures--the number
of participants finding employment and the rate of retention after a
certain time pertbd.

The .CETA concept of "positive terminations" is really another set of
outcome measures since returning to school or entering another program
is regarded as a positive termination along with obtaining employment.
The effeCt of the 'positive termination" outcome concept has confounded
the success claims of many JST programs 'operating under the CETA aegis
in the field. This was one factor that reduced the ability of ORC to
deal with comparable data,

How Soon After JST Participation Begins Should the Outcome be Measured?

-4 .The.problem of timing is critical and seriously affects the level of

outcomes reported.* The question. is to find the balance between, on the one

hand, allowing enough time for the maximum impact of the intervention to

become manifest and on the other hand, not extending the time interval beyond-

a period when a reasonable assumption Cansbe made that the JST programs had a

causal relationship to the job obtained. The fact is, the longer the period -

'ode variations were found in the field in the follow-up time periods.
These variations were not only found between programs in different
institutions-(CETA, WIN, and ES), but also to a degree between programs
within the same institution. These variations produce non-comparable data
and were an additional factor making Oomparison of outcomes impossible in
this study.
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between the intervention and the follow-up, the morp individuals wi l l have

obtained work. In studied6of unemployment insurance claimants, it is found

that by six months, 85 percent will have left the unemployment insurance

prOgram and it is a fair assumption that the large bulk Will have done so

because they found jobs, with or without any intervention.;

,.In the evaluation of ORCs youth demonstration projectJOB TRACK--it
. b

was found that the biggest *Oct of the intervention occurred at about the

fifth week. Beyond that period, the .curves representeld by the comparison

group and the treatment group tended to come together. ,Similar findings were

reported by the evaluatiop of the Cambridge Job Factoryi ffor Youth program.

The California EDO Survey was 'conducted at four/weeks which may be a
./

little short of capturing the maximum benefits. Sidi weeks seems to be a
,

reasonable compromise. t
ii

. .ii

What Is the Most Reliable anal Least Costly System for Collecting Outcome

Oata? '1

*It is clear from the years of experience vf4th participant follow-ups

that no system can pro e anything comparable tc the.kind of 100 percent

verification required for,recording ES plaCemeryts in ESARS. An attempt to

-obtain that. level of response from, participants would become prohibitively

expensive. More importantly, in the end, alCattempts will, merely produce

samples anyway. Some samples, of course, arebarless reliable than others.

The E00 experlence suggests 35 percent,is a likely response rate for a

follow-up system whereby -the cards are mailed. to the participants at a

specific -follow-up point after the. JST* program appearance. The -syStem

proposed by the ES national office- is to hand the card to participants at the

close of the workshop and hope' that they mail them in. Such a system is

certain to produce a far lower response rate than the 35 percent in the EDO

survey. In the end, both of these card systems are going to produce highly

unreliableoutcame estimates. DOL policy sets a 75 percent response-. rate as

the minimum standard' for good survey work- and usually won't even' permit

publication of a survey with:a responSe rate below 50 percent. .

The', least costly and most .reliable. data 'collection method for JST

outcomes would be to use the'smallest sample statistically representatiVe.of

the participant universe. Experience with small sample follow-ups ,suggests

that it may be possible to achieve the 75 percent response rate. Actually,
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mailed cards could be used.n conjunction with telephone calls. Initially,-

cards could be sent to all of the participants in the selected sample,

folloWed by phone calls to those who didn't respond.- To reach the 75 percent

Cc\response rate 'woUld require persistence, including the willingness a
1 .11%

ability to phone,afterWrkhours, but it can be Alone. .

A majorldilemma inhirent in the use of a' sampling system is that a small

sample which produced highly reliable estimates of job finding rates 'for an

overall state program would undoubtedly be inadequate for producing separate

estimates by loCal ogfice. Yet. the participant opinion' data is valuable

primarily' because it provides feedback.on the quality of each individual.

program. One way out of dilemma might be.to send out opinion cards to

all participants,. in order to gain a broad base of phrticipant responses, at
. .

relatively low cost. This would-have to.be a separate function, ,answering a

different. purpose, than the sampling system Aesigned 'to. gain the most
i

reliable estimates% of total employment associated with,attendince at JST:

workshops..-
0..

One thing appears Certain, .however. Neither 'the placement verifiCation

method nor the follow-up criteria. used in CETA and WIN offer sensible models

for': ES. Substantial experimentation .with' follow-up methods'partiCularly.

appropriate for JST is needed in the .ES before a final reporting method is '
-.

adopted. In turn, a final reporting system must be validatecand adopted

before funds can be allocated for JST based on.any measure of productivity,

or "entered 'employment." Until that time, JST supported levels must be.

determined by a direct allocation method.

O

Cost Issues

A number of JST cost'issues surfaced in the course of the ORC study

which may not be readily perceiyed in initial program planning. Among' them
.

arethe size of the group, the extent to which the program is utilized, the
./ .*

length of the cycle, and payments. made to participants.

.Size of Groups

All JSTs plan their operations around what they consider to be the

optimal or feasible size of :the group during a cycle. Program operators

disagree about what size they consider, optimal. Some insist that a noup
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that exceeds ten participants is unwieldy and loses the "workshop" qualtty.

In their view, the group becomes a classroom and personalization becomes

impossible. Azrin indicates a limit of 12 because the counselor can't give .

enough individual attention to each 'participant in a larger group. Others

insist that-if a group falls below fifteen, it loses vitality, gets dull, and

adversely affects staff and participant morale. ORC observed spirited and

dull groups of varied sizes,. though gr'oups with less than five do tend to

become .demoralized. The skill of the group leader to personalize the

curriculum material, and the'ftnamitm and energy injectedlbithe leader

appeared. .to be a more importane factor than the size of the group.

However, apart from the effect,that group size may have on the quality

- of the program, it.pis a critical cost factor. Like all other overhead costs,

staff hours are relatively stable. Staff are allocated in relation to the

anticipated group size, the length of the program, and the importante that

the institution places on the .activity, or the self-interests of the

contractor. The Self-Directed Placement Corporation which, at the time of

this report, had 19 contracts to deliver JST, insists that the sponsoring

organization insure _groups of at least 25 people for each cycle. In its

view, it loses money when groups consist of less than 15 participants.

However, as a private4OrTprofit corporation, its overhead costs are apt to

be higher .than they might be in a government institution where JST is pre of

many functions. Without a doubt, however, the planned groUp size,ls' an

important factor when considering costs. ORC observed groups that ranged

from two to 33.

Underutilization

ORC found that about half of the programs were underutilized--the groups

were consistently .smaller than had been planned. Even in WIN, staff

overscheduled by 50 percent in order to assure full attendance.

Underutilization is a significant cost .item. Staff hours, space, and

equipment are geared to' serving a give number cf people. If the group

consistently falls below the planned size, the'cost per participant rises.

The biggest problem appeared to be the drop-offs between.sign-up and shoW-up.

Dropouts were. surprisingly, not considered a serious problem in either

stipended or non...stipended programs.



ORC staff were also startled to find that no consistent relationship

existed between underutilization and the payment of stipends or _allowancse,

Of the programs that were fully utilized, more thin one-half were ES programs

with no payments to participants.

Program operators offered a number of,. explanations for the under-

utilization of their programs. .these. related to internal

recruitment processes, turf fighting for eligible populations, and, technical

problems such as time lag between the referral and the start of the program.

What day of the week a program began seemed to be an important'factor. Some

operators found that moving the starting day to Wednesday helped'increase

attendance.

There were strong feelings prevalent among JST staff, whether in CETA;

WIN, or ES, that staff responsible for recruitment and referral to JST were

either hostile to'the Idea; lax in their efforts, or tended to "dump" their-

least motivated, least employable clients, reserving those more easily placed

for placement staff, who also have outcomes concerns.. .Some programs Made

deliberate efforts to. overcome the resistance 'of' the ,referring staff by

arranging for their attendance at JST sessions. to;entourage more awareness of

theivalbe of the program.

A -more universal explination offered for underutilization was the

perceived' everNsituration of employability offerings in an area, directed

essentially to'the same group. For example, theORC/EDD Youth Demonstration

project was designed. for unstipended, out-of-schodl youth who came to ES

looking 'for a job. The central youth-office is jointly administered by ES

and the CETA prime. Initially, the attendance at JOB TRACK was heavy.

Shortly after its initiation, a stipended PIC program open to youth Was

instituted; "At* the same time, summer youth jobs were being offered, and CB0s-

werelooklog for youth to fulfill their contracts. Predictably, attendanCe

at JOB TRACK dropped significantly.. Evidence of programs doing battle to

fulfill their quotas, struggling 'for proprietorship over the same persons,

could be found at many Sites.

In examining those programs that did not appear to have any consistent

problems of utilization, certain characteristics surfaced:

1. Programs in existence for a longer period, such' as some of the $
programs in California, had over time developed a wide word-of-mouth
base and were no longer dependent upon internal referrals to run at or
near capacity. Referrals `;come from former participants and from other



,

institutions in the community. Regular . EDD referring staff ,also
developed a greater awareness and.respect for the program andits value
as previously referred clients reported a favorable experience. -Yet,'
there were utilization problems initially. Clearly, JST prograpisdtake
time to develop, mature, and draw an adequate number of clients.

2. Programs that are well-publicized and develop a geheal community
awarenes and a constituency draw clients directly to them from many,
Sources including employer referrals:

3. Programs at- are centralized and mix clients appeared to have fewer
problems: The i;ore narrowly targeted the gr'OUp; the-more-

the'problem merged. .

4. Ambience appe red to have much to d6 with utilization. ' piffy"
programs with pleasant environments, conductive to relaxation, es abiish
'reputations that'make them preferable to other' kinds of employ Wity
and training offerings. Though this is not a decisive factor, it seemed
to ORC observers that such programs drew.and retained clientis--more
easily.

5. Consistent attention to all of the facets of recruitment seem to be
productive.- For example, continuous contact with the referring s- taff--a
news letter, .a joint meeting--is effective. Group leaders
pre-interviewing each referral, attention paid to exactly how the
invitation is made and what precisely is offered,, feedback to
counselors andplacement interviewers--all seem to bear fruit.

The broader question of underutilization can well be '-of 'concern to

policy-makers. Why is this a problem? Is JST really'needed, if therets no

visible public- demand for the service among those who are the targets °

employability, programs? Actually,. the conscious need of that population is.

for a job, or. 'for training. It is not for a teaching program about how to

get a job. The inability of government programs to provide the profeStional

one-to-one service is the major reason that people must learn' to do it lor

themselvei. For job seekers to become aware of JST, it imuld be necessary

that they also be made aware of the depleted.level of free, profesiionalt,

government-provided help:- There needs to be a change of publit consciousness

about the individual's own role in thejob-getting processes. A deliberate

campaign to change public- awareness and create the need fdr JST is a

necessary ingredient for the 'full development of such an offering. JST and

its value need to be "sold:"

In sum, progams .take time td evolve, to, develop a. wide word-of-mOuth.

base, to stabilize. Programs must devote time and energy to the recruitment

effort; and that effort must be extended to the general public. Dependence
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on referrals from internal sources only does not supply an adequate flow of

participants to sustain many' programs. Even in mandated WIN programs,,

potential clients should hear of their value through sources other than toy

staff, to overcome the punitive implications. Programs should be

well-administered,iirofessionally run, well-appointed, and inviting. All of

these are cost factors that must be taken into consideration by policy makers,

and administrators, if JST is to become a fully utilized., successful public

service.

Length of Cycle

Certain critical cost factors appear to be interrelated- -the length of

-program cycles, supervised search time, payments to participants, staffing,

and space. Among the 30 sites visited, ORC `encountered no JST effort with a

cycle of 15 hours or.lest that paid anything to parttcipants or supervised

the actual search effort. Conversely, all programs with a cycle exceeding 15

hours did include search supervision and some form of cash incentive to the
.

clients. Since a supervised search usually involves the use of the

telephone, the installation of telephones and adequate space is another cost.

Among the longer prograMsr.the cycle lasted anywhere from two to seven weeks.

It seemed to ORC observers that many programs proceeded at apace of uncommon

leisure, and were somewhat inflated and spongy. Outside of WIN, the longest

programs were those. delivered by commercial firms,. for whom a longer program

is a distinct advantage. Their prominence in the field does confound the

question of what the optiMum cycle length mtght-be:

A number.of questions ari a-6ot be answered by this study, but

which should b essed in the future:

e What is the relationship between outcomes, costs, and-the length of a
JST cycle?

Is it possible to develop,a model which would incorporate some type of
supervised search and 'actual training in job search skills in a

one-week cycle?

Is it possible to attract and retain non-supported clients for a
period that exceeds 15 hours?

a&

At tliis point, there is no evidence to support the proposition that a

six-week program is more effective than one that runs for two weeks. The
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severe reduction in available resources makes the questions about program

length particularly relevant now.

Payments to Participants

As has been previously stated, the question of full stipends for JST may

now be entirely academic. Nevertheless; the issue is important .for reasons

that go beyond costs. The "carrot-stick" question and its impact on

participants in employability programs has been argued ever sinc programs

began. The dilemma is that the payment of stipends tends to effect who gets

into programs and how they are run, sometimes adversely. And yet, without

payments of some type or other, an essentially poor population c uld not

sustain a prolonged training effort. Looking for work does cost money, and

the'dynamics of being forced to do so in group-supported form often changes

motivation and does Immercome inertia and fear. It is unfortunate that the

pnly alternatives that were available in CETA were full stipends or nothing,

and in ES it is nothing. A simple expense fund which. would enable job

seekers to conduct a search for work may prove to be highly cost' effective.

Summary

Though the administrative issues surrounding a JST program extend, beyond

those discussed in this chapter, some important eloments that affect outcome

measurements and costs have been probed. ',Success percentages are dependent

upon what is regarded as the universe Of.partiCipants, what'is regarded-as

success, and when it can be attributed to the JST program. Success measures

are also somewhat dependent on the methods used to obtain the information and

the assiduousness with which follow -up is pursued. A speciak EDD follow-up

study was reviewed. Despite its limitations, it offers the most convincing

evidence available of the potential effectiveness of JST as an ES program.

While it is true that JST is far less costly than other-types of

employability programs, it is alio a fact that the goals of JST are much

narrower than many of the others, such as occupational skill training. Yet

JST has important cost issues--start up, length qf cycle, underutilizatio6,

size of group, and participant payments--which are all interrelated and

affect other costs such as staffing and space requirements. Given scarce
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resources, experimentation is' needed to determine whether the 'cost

effectiveriess of existing models can be-improved. ,

There is -a clear peed for the establishment of sound and :,workable

outcome measures and standards-that are applicable to any delivery. system.

Who is to be counted, what is to*be counted, when, and how the data will be

gathered need to be thought through, tried, and standardized, This concern

is especially critical in the ES as it attempts to implement the "obtained
/

employment" concept. Arbitrarily lifting methods appropriate for the

placement function onto JST, a very different'land Of intervention, could so

burden'field operators and prove so'costly as to destroy the program; Also,

concepts lifted from a case work, medical model operation such as WIN or CETA

have little operating relevance to an ES market model. ,Prematurely

establishing a ratio of "obtained employmeneoutcomis.to placement outcomes

could. result in either discouraging the placenient function or,- conversely,

discouraging development of JST progrims. Clearly, a 'of

experimentation is necessary.

For policy makers, critical research questions remain unanswered. Only

four steciies have used comparison "or control group designs: the 1976.

five-city' Azrin study, the Texas study of WIN programs,, the Brandeis

University study of Job Factory for Youth, and the ORC youth demonstration

project, J613 TRACK. The first two compared JST to regular WIN services.--one

intervention compared to another. Only the last two compared JST to groups

that received no other designated service.

In a program like JST, where the agency is not directly involved in the

hiring transaction; there is always a persistent,.nagging question about

whether, to what degree, and when people would have obtained jobs without

that intervention. To answer that'question adequately would require an

experimentill design with a' non-treated contro) group. Ideally, the design

would make. a three-way comparison--JST, traditional agency service, and no

treatment. Until that is done, the contribution of JST towards moving

workers more rapidly into jobs wilq have to static' on less convincing

evidence. Given the current incursion on the institutions, budgets, and

staffs of delivery systems, relatively loW cost job search training may rise

in importance among the public services. remaining for the 'unemployed

population. These questions do need answers.
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Chpter III

TEACHING ENVIRONMENT AND METHODS

1

!

Central to job search training, whatever its admini rative taseilare
1

the environment within which the raining occurs, the i structional methods

used, and the curriculum taught. n this chapter, the ocus is on what takes

place in 'the JST groups between 1 ader and participants, the methods useld by

leaders, and the general flavor of the experienc . The two chapters that:"
_.

follow deal with the curric um.' They ,d,vide the content be een

instructions leading up to the ob search and the job search itself.

x7
.ORC staff decided that he technique o participant observation fl...the.

most natural and. least dis uptive one to pply when making site visit. It

allows the observer to/ share the e eriences and impressions o the

participants, 'and,. at the same time provide the group with an onest

explanation for the presence of the observer and "note-taker." Group leaders

were asked to introduce the ORC observer and explain the purpoSe of th visit

;
in low-keyed fashion, deemrhasizin§-the national aspect of the study nd the .

reasons for selecting-the site. Many leaders did as asked, but otheri chose
1

to make no introduction and offered no explanation for the presence of a

"note-taker." As participants, ORC staff engaged in the group acti ities,

I
completed many work- applications and resumes, took the required tests,

practiced Interviews before the. video, played "get acquainted" games, and

joined in the discussions when appropriate. On occasion; leaders called on
I

the knowledge and expertise Of ORC staff to assist in-the training process.
I

Aside from content, the ORC researchers focused their observation;
1

!

,What messages are imparted to participants through the physical
environment? 2

1

1

.
,

.Wb t is the interaction between leaders and participants? What roles do
le ers assume? What use is made of the group?

Who are the'participantt? How are they-Mixed? What generally is, their
response to the pr,pam? ,,

\

--,.

Who are )he group leaders?, What has influenced them? What knowtl
and orientation shapes the program? ..

. . 1

the following major questions:

What view of the clients does the,progam impart, overtly and implicitly?

fa



The data analyzed here are-based. entirely on the 30 site visits.

Observers spent:anywhere from one day to a'fullweek at a, site, depending on

the length of the prograM, the agreement made with the program operator, and

the constraints of resources. Site visits included both formal and informal.

exchanges, with group leaders and participants. Observations

favored- the classroom' phase of the program, with 'far less time spent

observing the supervised search phase. No 'direct 'observations were possible

in two of the sites because of the proprietary concerns of the operators.

The analysis is basically impressionistic, though.objectivcinformation

and quantification were sought wherever possible. ORC observers.brought.t6

the task an uncommon background of knowledge and experience in group

processes, teaching methods, psychological theory,, and qualitative research

skills, well' as previous experience with job search assistance. However,

the greatest value of participant observation is that the observer is sharing

the experience with the participants while in the program.

The Physical Environment

t

A wide assortment of bui dings, neighborhoods, and settings greeted ORC

observers, imparting very di erent messages about the importance of the

program, the degree of instit tonal support; how participants were viewed,

and how they were expected o behave toward the program. Five _of the

programs, including two condctedN.1.0y, commercial firms, considered the

ambience a critical factor affecting the program..message and participant

response. One program operator said, 'We want these people to feel that they

have now become part of the successful world. of buiiness. We insist that our

_leaders dress like professionals, our rooms are carpeted, our equipment is

first rate, the plants, paintings,, all are designedeeto make people feel that

they are already 'in.already part of the working world." AnOther leader

insisted that 'participant self-image is stronglienhanced when the decor and

settings are imparting a'sense that "this program isn't a mickey mouse

putdown. It's expensive, and highly professional; That's because you're

Worth it.".

ORC observers came to agree that the setting; the seating arrangement,

the organization of space, the areas designated for socializing ind'coffee

drinking, the degree of distance, and separation ,between leaders and
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participants all had significant impact and imparted potent hidden messages.

Though vital and spirited.. programs were 'sometimes conducted in drab and

discouraging settings, the leader had a difficult task overcomingthe impact

ofthe initial impression.

Employment service and WIN programs operated within the regular offices

of the agency. In about half of the ES programs, JST had no permanent,.

"home," and used a borrowedroom for the session; a major complaint of ES

leaders since they could not decorate or arrange the space to soften the

effects of "institutional 'grey." The permanently atsigned areas reflected

the activity with wall decorations,' charts, equipment, library, and seating

arrangements. However,-the ES and WIN programs generally were set within a

functioning office and participants usually entered and left by walking

through the larger area. Generally, this precluded the availability of an

area for the participants to :socialize at coffee breaks either with each

other or with group-leaders.

In CETA, JST settings varied widely, ranging from . donated, somewhat

dingy classrooms in an Army Reserve' building or the Voluntary Fire

Department, to what might be considered optimal conditions in modern

offices -- ample space, carpeted floors, windows, thoughtful appointments and

decorations, with specially designed telephone room 'cubicles. Commercial

firms with more than one contract to provide JST'servAces were the most

concerned with decor.

ORC-observers found themselves reacting along with the participants to

the "hidden.message'lOf physical environments which ignored the esthetic

sensibilities and physical comfort of the participants 'With no evident

attempt to alleviate the force of dreary circumstances. These, did, indeed,

treate a sense-of 'mickey mouse' programs, thrown together carelessly, with

leaders apt to "do their own thing," very nearly oblivious of their own

impact or the effect the physical environment was having on the group.

However, theplushniss of the setting is, of itself, not as critical to

the total impact of the program as is the organization of the space,

especially as. it reflects the relationship between professional staff and

participants. A description of two programs will serve to make the point.

Program A, a resource center, assigns most of the available and quite

ample space for the convenience and use of the participants. The' kitchen or

coffee area is Shared by staff and participants and-becomes a focal point for-
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socializing, both among clients and between clients and staff. People get to
. ,

know one another, and the formation of the group often occurs more rapidly

and more effectively in" that setting. tree coffee is provided, and almost

from the first dry clients are invited to participate in' keeping the area

clean,!washing the dishes, making the coffee, running errands, and generally

sharing in the housekeeping and operations. of the Center. The Center becomes

their own. Independence, equality between staff,and: client, and active

.participation in making something happen are not just words. They are

enacted at every moment. In the Classroom, the leaders had no difficulty in

maintaining 'control, and in asserting their rational authority over-the

curriculum. There was a clear consistency between the implicit message and

the overt one, "You are a valid, independent; adult person who is expected to

.contribute, just as you are expected to act,on your own behalf in getting a

job. Our authority here is rationally determined--we are not better than

you. .We simply have knowledge you don't hive which we are happy to share."

On the other hand, Program a/has a suite of nine. offices, orwhich one

is used as a classroop and another as 'a telephoning room. The rest are.

closed-door private, offices for staff, except for one small .room that

contains a coffee machine and water cooler for participants, and a room that

serves as-a central reception 'area. The reception room is off limits to the

clients, though staff congregate in the area. In fact, when the ORC observer

was-talking with a young male participant in the reception area; the director

came by and curtly. informed the young man ..,that he would>have to leave, that

they couldn't have people, sitting around because .it would look like a

"dentist's waiting room." No area was made available for the social use of

participanti. Socializing between staff and clients was discouraged.

Leaders conducted groups from a podium.. A staff' specialist interviewed each

person and then supplied a prepared "package" of selling points.to be offered

to. the employer, somewhat like A commercial resume-producing firm. All

participants' were instructed about what to .put on their application forms,

whether' the information was true-or not.

The behavicir was rationalized asin emulation of the .boss-employee

relationship, as conceived by theedirector. However, classroom instruction

was full of "hype," replete with ialk of independence, "doitlyourself,"."be

on your own." The overt program goals--to enhance self-image, reduce

dependency, increase assertiveness--were continuously belied-by and in direct
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contradiction to the hidden messages imparted by the use of space and other

subtleties.

Clearly,-the pirticipants were .more comfortable in Program A. People

lingered, talked together, made friends, laughed, overcame shynesS, spoke up,

shared. Whether the greater comfort ys translatable.into a more. active and --

productive search for work, whether more-jobs are. obtained, or obtained more

quickly,. cannot be determined by this study. Both programs ,claimpd

respectable success rates.. But atmosphere and setting does, indeed, effect'

the ability of a program to attract and retain participants, to develop a

good reputation in the community, and a wide "word-of-mouth" base.

Overview--Description of JST Methods

As with the ambience, the style, tone and teaching methods adopted by

the 30 programs vary widely, and either serveto reinforce or conflict with

the overt, goals of the program. Most JSTs assert that they use-' the group

approach not only to save costs but also to use the group itself as a

socializing, motivational element in the =design.* Yet, programs differ,

markedly in how, effective they are in making use of the group format. The

ensuing material categorizei tne non-substantial JST processes.

Amenities

This category 'includes the time. spent in introductions, discussions

about administrative and housekeePing issues, setting up contract

relationships between program administrators and participants, arranging for

payments, coffee breaks, graduation exercises, and similar non-curricular

exchanges.

All of the programs 'had some element of such activities, occupying froM

three to 19 percent of classroom- time. In short programs,' such as -those

found in ES, this element was barely present, if 43-.. all. ,People were seldom

introduced to one another and, since the groups ar Voluntary and

*Dr. Nathan Azrin, in a speech in Indianapolis, September 4, 1980, which was
recorded; does state that the group format in Job Clubs is -used Only because
it is cheaper. He does not regard it as a key positive 'factor and considers
the group less effective than one-to-one counseling.
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unstipende no contractual 'relationship between participant and leader was

implied beyo d courtesy. .

In programs involving payment to clients, however", the tone is often,

but not alwags, set by the "boss/worker" relationship that is established at

that point. Time'clocks, warnin9s, threats of docked pay, and "firings,"

"production" criteria, contracts--all are designed to establish that

participants are now "employed" and are expected to produce. The dichotomy

between the subordinated "employee" role and the verbiage in the rest of the

program, urging independence, assertiveness, and self-help, is an inherent

doul?Ile-message problem. Some programs are mare restrained than others in

asserting the "boss" role and more.successful in reconciling the dichotomy:,

Morale-Raising/Groupffluilding Activities

PreSullAbly, the entire program is designed to raise morale. However, in'

this caleg'Ory are those activities, games, and exercises which are

specifically introduced for the purpose of welding the group and raising

self-image, andre unrelated to the curriculum content. They could just as

well be used in any group work. They include films such as the widely used

"You Pack 'Your Own Chute," which deals with fear and independence;

ice-breaking-exercises intended to introduce, people to one another for group

cohesiveness and relaxation; assertiveness exercises; "bragging" exercises;

three - minute TV commercials of one's non-job related virtues; "I am proud

because. . ." exercises'. Except for the introductions,' these are

interspersed throughout the program..
. .

About,hali\ the programs spent anywhere from 4 to 19 percent of theirof

classroom time on\such activities. Again, ES'programs were generally devoid

of such efforts, except Ahote with CETA stipends. The JSTs. that devoted a

larger portion of theilctime to such activities tencled to be those using the

"sales" psychology approith where the main job-finding problem is seen as one

of selling oneself by making the .employer. "like you." These exercises have

apparently been widely circulated and are passed from _program to program

since ORC staff-found the same material-appearing in many different JSTs.

Teaching--Imparting Information-

Most of the JST programs, particularly the short ES model, offered

information in a highly structured classroom style with a quite rigid

/
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curriculum Averning the time and co ent. information was imparted in

straight lecture- format, intrespersed o asionally with "brainstorming" to

elicit group response, administered in con rolled and orchestrated fashion,

with the aid of a flip Chart. Visual aids, ritten handouts, and exercises

were sometimt used. Within that general fo t, however, there were wide

differencesIdgiween programs.

Another format, seen ,less frequently, can be characterized as the

workshop model. In its purest dorm, this is loose, semi-struCture'd

activity in which thecurriculum is extremely flexi le, and the needs and

problems verbalized in the group largely determ e agenda'. emphasis.

Discussion, participation, and the surfacing of feelin regarding the job

search are encouraged. Though the leader has the responsi ility of'providing

information, the.experiences of the group are *called forth and used as a

base:. The leader's rolOs that of facilitator and consultant to a self-help

group, and social support from the group is fostered and encouraged. ORC

staff observed only one program, that was fully committed to the workshop

method, though a number attempted to combine the workshop and. Classroom

approaches.

` .1tb Clubs that are based on theories of behavioral psychology reject

bothlhe lecture and workshop formats. They are unconcerned with teaching a

body of information or eliCiting group participation. The original.model

subscribes to a thgory of learning which holds that the desired behaxjor is

attained through practicing, through enforced repetition, while providing

positive. reinforcement 'during the process.- The model has a one6minute

rule -- leaders are required/to limit their general presentation of a topic to

one minute (Azrin-iind Besalel, 1980). Participants are almost immediately

involved in perforniing prescribed activities' related to job finding. The

leader is required to maintain a continuous stream Of directive'counseling

and support to each individual tn the group, in rotation, spending only a'.few

minutes at a' time with each. In the Indianapolis speech previously

mentioned, Azrin stated, "If the counselor is silent, he -or she is not doing

the job." There is no effort, in this model, to elicit participant attitudes

or to form a group. However, considerable departures were observed from the-
prescribed ,format in Azrin-originated programs. The Texas evaluation also

noted many violations of the Azrin manual. .Essentially, the'Azrin model is
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devoid of a teaching or knowledge - imparting e ement and rests entirely on

shaping behavior.

Training--Imparting Skills

Training Dere refers to.the process whereby. people translate knowledge

into action by practicing, the new behavior until. it-As Otfected and

internalized. 1n4JST this involves:four areas: how to conduct an interview,

s

9(talk on th telephone, complete a work appliationt and design a remise.' The

skill of qu tioning people in informationil interviewing was alio dealt with

briefly in n-a few of the visited programs: Iii most programs, training in' the

use of the telephone was part of the supervised search phait.of the program,

'while interviewing, application completion and resumes were:essentially a

,classroom activity: Most short ES programs do not engage in any training

activity; though participants are urged to practice interviewing and

*telephone techniques at home.

. Trainfing m*thOdsivary in use and in effectiveness. ORO%staff.observed

the-following techniques:' ' .

Paired practice of interviewikg or telephoning, 'using "stress

questions.
.

Video taping of the.....interyiewing or telephoning, using "stress"
questions.

Exchanges between the leader and one participant at a time before the
group--role playing- -for interviewing and phone practice.

Small group exercisesr

Classroom paper. exercises.

HomeWbrk assignments, writing, and drawin/2>g.

Tape recording.
i'

Ale playing with visiting \ eMployers or other staff.

4 Listener devices on the telephone for training purposes.

Selections from four case study' reports by ORC observers illustrate the
.,

se of thhe methods: ,$.

r --
i

Each participant had the'ppportunity ofg ing 'through one or
.

two mock phone calls with the leader who acted as the employer.
Each person had a standard script form_ before them at their seats.
The leader had an engaging technique of beginning each 'call' by
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saying, "Ring.; ring. Barnes and Noble," or some other .company
familiar to- the group. 44e then addressed each person's particular
'sore points' such as lack 'of experience, long- period of
'Unemployment, etc. He was interested, in having nem' just get.

through the,first phone call,. and was careful to.point out when
someone did something right. They were nervous and.mide mistakes.
But gradually they began to state their qualifications more
confidently.'

The interview practice was somewhat 'weak. People were paired,
with one acting as the interviewer. Each person ended up
pretending to hire the other--no one got turned down.' The
experience was not -very real and probably nOt'very helpful.

We ali go.into a separate, room to ,watch the video'Teplays.
The :only instruction we are given in what is usually a 'critique'
session 'is to .make only positive remarks about Ourselves and
others.' 'We're all -trained to be critical. This time, look for
the things you like instead... Firit the person .on the't10e makes
comments about him/herself, then others make comments.. A dramatic.
change now takes place; in the'group. It welds together. People,

come,. through this session feeling, good about thehiselves since;:

something good *was 'pointed out 'in every case. TherVi a

purposea its base it builds self-confidente.

During the replays, the leader, sitting at the back of the
'room, operates a device that allows him to stop the tape when he
chooses to make a point. He and the other leader are the only ones-
who comment on the performances. Critiques from, the group were-not

elicited. fnstead, written anonymous-forms were used to elicit-
whatever comments they were generating but not expressing. Once
again, the potential for developing a group sense is'rejected in
favor of maintaining distance and authority between staff and
participants.

ORC staff did observe that some leaders who were decidedly unimpressive

i/in the teaching role were considerably more effective in the training role;

partkuiarly in the telephone room. A quiet, undynamic personality can be

deadly before the group, but the same quiet quality may become a.very-real

asset when providing individual assistance and advice.

Program operators.defined a number of purposes served by the training

process:

Making cold calls on the telephone is very alien to most people. They
need practice just to become 'familiar with a more "pushy" role than one
they are normally accustomed to.

Fear and nervousness, in both telephoning and interviewing, are
-confronted in the practice sessions. Mechanically learning what to say,
with scripts, packaged statements, reduces the tensionas language is
repeated.
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The video' tape recording of the. actice interviews is the' most
, effective and extensively used device for improving interviewing skills,.
Program operators. maintain that it provides convincing visual evidence
of both the self-defeating behavior and of the. improvement, when used at
the beginning and at the.end. ORC observers reported repeated examples
of visible behaVior changes following the. video' experience. In all
tests of participant responses, the video is regarded as the most useful
part of the training.

Impressions-and Comments

A teacher or trainer provides the group with a. role model. The tone
.

that prevades the experience and the kind of behavior expected from the group

is modeled by the leader, no matter what wordi area actually said. just as

the .job seeker is taught how subtle _messages, body language, facial

expressions, and tone of voice affect the employmegt interview,- just so the

leader's non-verbal .communtcatin*affects the group. A lecture, in and of

itself, is neither 'good.nor lad.' One lecturer with solid information to

offer, may do so in such a fashion as to impart the feeling that "I'm- going'

to do my thing. Whether it interests you or not is no concern of mine, so

long as 'you are quiet. If you speak up, you're intruding." Another

lecturer, with the seine material, can create an exciting, piought7provoking.,

funny experience whiCh thoroughly engages the group, and interaction, group

identity; and particiatiein bebins almost immediately.

-A classroom/lectu0 format is. nOt generally conducive to discussion and

debate when there are time constraints and curriculum commitments. Though

",brain- storming" provides'a temporary shift from passive listening, too often

leaders, used this method mechanically, giving the appearance of inviting

participant responses, but actually. emulating a grade-school classroom.

Leaders controlled the boundar'ies, decided on what questions to pose, knew

all the answers while pretending to depend on the group responses. The class

obediently called out ,the expected answers, with little ,enthusiasm,' as the

leader dutifully developed the flip chart laundry list.

Despite theAiscouraging structure, people often did attempt to talk

about what they wanted to, and'groups and individuals did, in fact, assert

themselves. 'Some leaders responded by revising their planned curriculum in

order to accommodate 'the spontaneous discuSsion, but 'most of the time the

leader simply cut it off. ORC obserimreports are replete with examples of
f
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leaders -who appear to' be oblivious-of the` group and, the expressed needs of

the individuals, and who repeatedly fail to take adyantage of the situations

that present themselVes, The curriculum reigns supreme over thel)roceedings

and is doggedly pursued even when the material is irrelevant. to that

particular group. FoUr examples from the site reports will suffice: .

.The leader'asked.the group to contrast what they had expected
with what they had actually gotten from their -CETA,PSE jobs.
Overwhelmingly, .the participants stated that. they had actually
gotten more from the PSE jobs than they' had expected. . The
curriculum design apparehtly assumed Oat most answers would be
negative. The .leader Continued the.e4erCise as if the opposite
response had been true for the group, to everyone's bafflement.

The participants were still .employed as PSE. ,employees,

awaiting layoffs. Yet, in the entire discussion about what jobs,
people might look for, not one ward wasluttered or elicited about
what skills.they were 'performing or had learned on the jobs they
were currently doing, and how. these might be to. a

targeted search. The Curriculumcalled for,ahother method.

During the morning, Mr. X. said that, he had an interview
scheduled for that afternoon wfth an employer, and he asked- for
help in preparing him for it. The leader refused, saying that the
curriculum called.for,°interviewing" in the afternoon session and
the program could not be shifted 'to accommodate him. The person .

left. 4

Thd discussion centered on where people were apt to find jobs.
One participant raised the issue of the quality of jobs. She said-

that too often, availabl, jobs were bad, jobs offering nothing for
the future and paying poor wages, and they were available mainly
because people quit them as soon as they could. Wasn't it

important, she asked, to make some inquiries about the upgrading
and training opportunities at the plade, before a person wasted
their time? She was clearly trying to wai'i the group 'about the
secondary labor market trap she'd been in for sa long. Theleader
treated hel- contribution with patient forbearance, .but failed 'to
recognize the ,importance of what she was saying because there was
no curriculum item dealing with poor jobs.* He simply didn't pick
up the ball.

4

Melding curriculum with the emerging concerns of individuals in the

.group isa difficult problem. Some leaders solve it, -but not often and not

in many programs. These are two of the examples garnered fr- om the case study'

reports:

Leader was quite skillful
still responding to issues as
entire atmosphere.was informal

at keeping a focuied curriculum and
they are raised by the group. The
and. relaxed, despite the tightness

. . .
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of the curriculum and the shorn time' available to deal with
important information. When he moved away from subjecti which were'
diversions, he would do so with respect for the' group For
example, "This is ,a fascinating and important discussion, but we
have only an hour left:to cover how to plan a search. Why don't we
pick up the discussion-again after the workshop is officially over?

During the morning, -a number of people asked about the
availability of CETA, training slots, which apparently was their
main concern. During the lunch break the leaders discussed the
afternoon agenda. They decided to drop a skilling exercise because
it seemed excessive and inappropriate. 'Instead,' they confronted
the CETA slot issue, realizing that unless it was laid to rest,
those concerned would not make an active effort.

In summary, the teacher-classroom model for a JST program has many--

potential disadvantages and traps for the unskilled. and uninspired leader.

It can create distance between group and leader and reinforce the

superior/subordinate role. It may recall earlier life experiences centering

on a passive student role.. Learning may be impaired by discouraging

participation. The classroom .model may militate against the development of

group cohesiveness and support. It often 'discourages assertive behavior

while expounding the virtues of assertiveness in the job search. If so, it

is not apt to address fears, change behavior, or Create the atmosphere for

psychological impact which,are the.overt goals ofmany 'programs. However,

the teacherclassroom model does have. the virtue of imparting a great deal of

organized -information to a number of people in a structured fashion. A

leader--or for that matter, a math teacher in high school--who is relaxed,

energetic, and imaginative, can overcome most of the negative factors

inherent in the model.
4.

The alternative--the workshop model--with its capacity to.respond to the
. .

issues' as they arise, would appear to represent the ideal amalgam Of a

.variety of goals. It provides information that is directly applicable to the

concerns othe group and 'maintains-flexibility and sponteneity. Only one of

the sites used the workshop model throughout and., in it, most of the problems-
,

inherent in the classroom model were overcome. However, it is questionable,

whether such fully flexible, workshop modes could be replicated in large

institutions. To operate such a program successfully requires leaders of

uncommon skill in group dynamics who exude relaxed self-confidence as well as

a solid foundation of ,knowledge about occupations, labor markets, and job
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search techdi)ues. Bureaucracies are not plentifully endowed with

individuals* as skilled and trained as were the leaders in that one program..

Neither are such skills easily imparted through in -se ice training.

There are also historic experiences with loose formats which serve as a

warning. During the 60s the employment and training world witnessed a. rash

of "therapy" programs administered by less than qualified individuals, and

the results were hardly impressive. "Rap" sessions went on endlessly,

sometimes enjoyably, but often led nowhere. Unlike other types of therapy

and self-help groups, JST is a short, finite program, with limited

limited capacity:and a limited intrinsic contract between the person and the

program operator.

Nevertheless, any leader's performance can be improved through training..

For JST to become and remain an effective social intervention, reasonable and

possible goals should be set. However lofty the prevailing rhetoric, it is

unreasonable to expect that if only, the 'right' leaders and the 'right'

method were instituted in a large delivery system, JST could be an effective

mechanism for changing the basic personality and outlook of its users. Even

with 'optimum leadership skills and teaching methods, such quick "fixes" are

generally ephemeral and shallop It is reasonable, howeveC't1 scut.a goal

for improving: JST programs a

least, leaders should be disa

job is getting through all of

A silent group, that doesn't

the leader. Even less of

provided with built-in exerc

mood and some group-sense. At a minimum, participants should introduce

.themseves to the group and state the kind of jobs.they are looking for.

This is possible even fn the short ES programs.

Leaders need better training and supervision than merely being provided

with written materials and seeing someone run one session. They need to

observe effective models in operation, they need's) period of internship, of

try-out, of critiquing, and supervision. And, in the last analysis, some

leaders simply should be replaced, for their own sake as well as for the

program's. While the goal of having .highly trained "therapists" in a mass

delivery system is unrealistic, ft is equally foolhardy to'assume that anyone

d making them more effective. At the very

sed of the prevalent notion that their main

the prescribed material as quickly as possible.'

interrupt should not earn "brownie" points for

ective leaders could be helped if they, were

es or techniques for creating a more relaxed
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can run a group, that the job is easy. It isn't and it should not be treated

in a cavalier fashion.

The Participants

In all, ORC staff observed approximately 3a0 individuals participating

in JST programs_ Three groups had more than 26 participants, while three

groups had three or less. More than half of the participants were women,

although only one program had only women. Racially, about half of the

programs had mixed participints. However, the other half reflected the wide

differences in minority distribution of population at selected locations.

Thus, they were strongly "ghettoized"--almost all white, or black, or

Hispanic. As would be expected, the participants came from all walks of

life, all levels of educational attainment, and a wide range of occupations.

About half were seeking white collar jobs, the other half were in blue

collar, service occupations.

ORC observers were especially interested in the relative degrees of

homogeneity and heterogeneity, on any significant dimension. Of the 30

programs, 16 were targeted for particular groups -- youth, PSE employees,

welfare clients, or professionals changing careers. The other fourteen were

available to the full flow of ES job seekers or to any CETA eligibles,

regardless of other characteristics. Hence, participants with college

degrees sat next to high school dropouts and artists and musicians exchanged

experiences with Waitresses. The prepOderance of participapts were in their

20s and 30s, but eighteen-year-olds jo'ned in discussion with middle-aged

clients. Most of the heterogeneous prog ms included some welfare clients,

rehabilitation clients, ex-offenders, and o er people with special problems.

There were relatively few older workers noted..
44,2*

Of particular interest was the way participants felt about the programs.

Many feed-back comments were made to ORC observers during coffee breaks, and

in the course of discussion. Most were very p itive,'except in a' few

programs where there was clear irritation and anger at being "treated like

children."___Occasionally, individuals engaged in hostil and angry attacks on

the leader. By and large, however, the participants a eared to enjoy the

experience and to appreciate the opportunity to attend. .'in order to check
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the validity of the observations, an evaluative questionnaire was offered at

the completion of the classroom phase at 11 of the sites, 'to which 84 .

participants responded. In response to pie question, "Do you feel that the

program has made you better able to find work?" 59 of the 84 (70 percent)

answered, "Yes, much better." Another 25 (30 percent) said, "Yes, somewhat."

Asked how the program had met their expectations, 35 resp6ndents (42 percent)

indicated that they had gotten more than they had expected, 43 (51 percent)

said that they had .received about what they expected, and six. (7 percent)'

felt that they had gotten.less. In addition, follow-up telephone interviews

were conducted with 21 participants from nine of the programs" three to six

months after their attendance. Of the 21., TO (90 percent) thought that the

program had been useful. Eleven were working at the time of the contact but

.several more had had short-term jobs in the interim.

The participants felt that the two most valuable aspects of the training

were improvements in their interviewing abilities and the boost given their

self-confidence.

Comments on Releifa t Issues

1. The California EDD survey of -participant responses, the survey of
participants at visited sites, and the impressions of ORC. observers are
in agreement. Generally, JSTs are 1)ed and appreciated by users who-
appear to consider them a useful and helpful social intervention.
Participants of programs which ORC felt were dull and uninspired still
maintained that they had been helped. Even in very short programs there
is evidence that the public appreciates. the effort.

2. A serious trade-off question is involved in determining whether groups
should be homogeneous on any dimension (age, occupation, welfare status,
disability, etc.) or heterogeneous, The positive value of homogeneity
is-that it is possible to get/into more depth about the issue that ties
the group, and to tailor the curriculum to suit the problem.. Thus, the
JST program targeted for professional and managerial career changers was
able to devote considerable curriculum time to the subject- of
transferring skills. The ORC Youth Demonstration--Job Track--tailored
the curriculUm to the specific problems faced by inexperienced young
workers, and employers' prejudices 'about hiring yoOth. Ex-offender
groups can.deal more specifically with the problem of confronting the
employer with a conviction record. JST programs for welfare clients
might be more effective if they dealt more openly with the trade-offs
between staying on welfare versus working for low take-home pay while
meeting the cost of working.

The prevailing feeling in the field, however; especially among
those who administered heterogeneoui programs, was that the mixed
programs -were preferable because they provided an unusually
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enriching experience for the participants with considerable gain
from the exchange, even at the cost of depth. ORC observers tended
to 'agree. Youth learn from the. adults present, welfare clients
were less stigmatized and "ghettoized" and more apt to see
themselves as 1 potential workers; ORC observers 'reported repeated
instances' of 4lient surprise at the revelation that other people,
previously regarded with awe or contempt, actually had similar
problems. Often that experience was, in itself, as fear destroying
as confronting an employer. Cost, savings and better utilization
are also factors to be considered in deciding between, the two
alternatives. Not infrequently, program operators chafed at the
homogeneity which was arbitrarily imposed.by funding sources and
institutional differences and prerogatives.

3. The diffiGplty of personalizing and individualizing a job search plan
from the core of advice offered in a group setting appears to be an
endemic problem, 'not subject -to easy solution. Nevertheless, it did
appear to ORC staff that opportunities routinely presented themselves to
do so without unduly disrupting the proceedings. Often, focusing the
attention of 'the entire group on solving one person's problem is a

learning experience for everyone, especially if the problem is fairly
common to the group.

Selecting Group Leaders

-ORC observers sought to determine who the group leaders were, what

training and background they brought to the task, and what criteria appeared

to influence their selection.

Despite JST's relatively short history, there seemed to be an extreme

degree of turnover in JST leadership, which confcUnded'the research task.

Out of some 60 leaders, either observed or interviewed, only 11 had been with

the program since its inception, which was seldom more.than three years, and

some had begun only weeks before the ORC visit. In one employment service

site, there had been four different leaders in eight months. A variety of

reasons were offered--"burnout," promotion: other jobs, etc. However, those

programs that had maintained the.same leadership over time:were having fewer

problems of underutilization and were operating.. far more smoothly.

Opinions in the field differ widely as to the importance of the'leader

to program outcomes. The Azrin model and the WIN material state that

"anyone" can be trained to lead a group. To others, however, the qualities

of the leaders are the critical factor, even beyond the content.
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Criteria for selecting JST leaders remains an enigma. Charles Hoffman,

the founder of the Self-Directed Placement Corporlliont.Confessed to.ORC-

staff members' .that the matter of leader selection continued to baffle him,

despite his varied experiences. At that point, he was seriously considering

the use of actors, or people with any kind of performing background. In.his

considered judgment, the background and experiences that were least likely-to

produce the kind of effective leadershivrequired to deliver the high energy

Self-Directed Placement model were social.ivorkets, counselors,-and teachers.

These, however, were precisely the backgrounds of most of the leaders in

the JSTs studied. Most had been involved in human services in some capacity.

Some form of counseling characterized the.backgroundof 35 persfnt of the'

leaders, especially with 'youth-, ex-offende'rs, the handicapped; and mental

health patients, but few were vocational counselors. Almost a third were

former teachers. 'Several had experience in personnel work in private

industry .and in private employment agencies, and two had been clergymen.

Within the ES/WIN delivery -system, the leaders were adMinistratively

classified as counselors, placement interviewers, and DI claims examiners.

However, though a few had extensive employment service placement experience

in the line operations, many were temporary- intermittent employees whose

functions within. the agency had not exposed them to labor market

intermediation dealing directly with employers.

ORC staff had posed for itself the analytical question: To what degree

do the JST modes and processes reflect the background and training of the

leaders? Half of .all of the programs had one or more leaders who were

apparently selected because they had done some firm of counseling with

troubled "special problem" people. Such a caseload is perceived, to be

suffering from some disability', maladaptation, or social problem. One may

speculate that the tone and quality imparted in a.program where the leider

sees the participants as probleni people will : differ from-the.tone and quality r'

in a program where participants are seen. as mainly lacking information and

certain specific skills. The essentially dependent and unequal. relationship

betWeen counselor and counselee, if carried into a JST program, militates

against an easy exchange between equals. The contrasting view is

encapsulated in the opening remarks *of one leader to a group: "There's no

difference between you and me. I have a job and you don't--that's all.

There's nothing wrong with you."
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!One -on -one counseling is a very different activity from leadership O'f-
,

JST', not only overtly but also to -the basic assumptioni made about what

people lack or need. The group dynamics of a self-help group differ markedly

'from the dynamics for which most counselors are trained. If' properly

adapted, the psychological insights may be of use in JST, but .grafting the

assumptions of counseling onto job search training may be counter-productive

and in conflict with the stated and more limited purpose of moving people

into an effective self-directed search.

A teaching background appears to 'be another strong sel5ction factor.

This may account for the preponderance of programs that emulate the classroom

model in one or another form, be it lecture, curriculum structure, control of

the agenda, homework, or the discussion .format, though the quality of

delivery may vary as widely as it does-within the educational. system.

.Conspiciously missing from the apparent selection criteria was concern

with whether the person knew'anything about the subject--the labor market and

how people might improve their ability to-get a Only a small number had

been trained in-vocational counseling. There were some whose experiences in

the private sector, either as personnel officers in private companies or in

private employment agencies, would have exposed them to job-getting

transactions, but that experience rested heavily on professional and upper

White-collar jobs'. Even in the IS and in.WIN, few of the programs were

drawing on the reservoir of knowledge represented by thar experienced

placement and job development 'staff. In fact, the involvement of.placement

staff in JST was regarded as an intrusion upon the self-help goals of the

program, according-to the Texas WIN study.

Though optimum selection standards are still illusive andjimy, in fact,

never be fully realized, agencies need to work towards establishing some type

of minimum standard, or a performance test before a group, before assigning

JST leaders. Although not a widespread problem; ORC observersdtd7encounter

some programt which can only be characterized as bad. To be forced to sit

through such programs was tantamount to -punishment, for both observer and

participant.- Not only-was the leader dull or offensive, but even worse, the

information given was frequently faulty,Nmisleading, or sparse. If the

responsible agency can find'no alternative other than the use of their least

effective staff-, the program should.be abandoned. It is fallacious to

believe that just anyone can be entrusted with a group and the development
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program content. Better alternatives are possible. A well-developed series,

of film modules covering various aspects of job search, followed by group

discussion, would be a more/helpful device for the job seeker. At least the

information would be accurate. A basic, bottom-line criteria should always

prevail: Programs may not always be very, helpful, but they must never be

hurtful, they must never weaken or depreciate their clients, or misdirect

them.

Influences on JST Leaders and'Program Developers

ORC staff examined the literature and questioned/program operators to

determine. what wellsprings of inspiration and theory Most influenced-the

shape and ,tone of the programs, and what the, paths of influence were. A

number of observations and analytical questions generated this -probe.

Cross-fertilization between= programs and changes in original models was

clearly occurring.. In. the initial .search for programs, ORC staff had

obtained a number- of curriculum and program)packages. For example, one

package sent by a CETA prime had been sold as a JST program, but it was, in

fact, a Management by 'Objectives training package. It was as if the vendor

had inadvertently' opened the wrong: file drawer--Management 'instead of

Manpower--which was now being pumped into puzzled job seekers. Another

package arrived which was characterized by a zealous religious orientation.

Thece-were programs administered by individuals using the techniques of the

est movement, others Omitted to language manipulatiOn, and any number of

other disciplines and gimmicks. The content and shape of programs had been

deeply affected by the popularity of the commercial "How To" literature.

What was the process of change? 'What was the relative influence of

labor market oriented sources, as compared with "outside" disciplines? To

what degree had the field been invaded by' "faddtsm," unknowledgeable

gimmicks, and persbnal prosiiytizers?. Respondents were asked to recall all

the sources, of influence on their program design and substance, which were

then aggregated by ORC into four basic categories, by major institutions

(Table-1).
4

A number of observations can be made from this table:

1. The influence of the commercial literature very often, affects the
content and orientation of a program. Bolles' "skilling" methods
(Bolles, 1981), and the "No, no, no, no, no, no, yes" construct
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taken from Tom Jackson (Jackson, 1978), were evident in
a

number of
visited sites.

2. Though ES staff appears to read the commercial literature, very few have
visited other programs.

3. Materials and handouts prepared' by the DepartMent of
Employment Service were used only in,ES programs (except for
program). Apparently the materials have not been disseminated
be that institutions make no effort ',to inform the field
availability, or other programs may reject them. This is part
surprising in WIN, since it sits within the ES system. .Th

cross-institutional use of written materiaoriginating with the
institutions was the St. James handout on stress questions. Ye

,reviewing all prbgramliteratui*, including tt4t which was develope
the educational system, ORC a6alysts found that the documents prod
by the DepaYtment of Labor or the state employment services for eit
public distribution or for staff training contained some of the mo
substantial, sophisticated, and knowledgeable job search informati

abor and.
one CETA

It may
f their

ul arly

only
ormal

in
by

ed
er
t

available, even though much of it lacked imagination in presentation ?

For'example, the training guide for unemployment insurance interviewers
instructing them on the administration of the Seek Work provisions of
the law in California would provide JST leaders with an excellent basic
approach to the widely different methods used by job seekers in a

variety.of occupational groupings.

Psychologists and others from ou ide the established employment and
training institutions dominat e field, which again raises questions
about the relative inertia if the public institutions to which this
terrain is mandated. It a ears that once a program or document is in
place, no further.developme t efforts occur. WIN program operators, in
particular, appear disinclin to enrich their perceptions with forays
into the literature or with observations of other programs. Yet, the
very test of reality appears to have altered the original design. Both
ORC field staff and the Texas evaluators found that observed WIN Job
Clubs have departed markedly from' the techniques demanded by the Azrin
model. For example, ORC staff saw no evidence of a "buddy system"
operating anywhere, letters to the homes of participants have been
largely dropped, the rules for group leaders in regards to lecture time
and the rotational method have been bent, and letters to employers are
net assiduously pursued. Each of these techniques is required by the
Azrin manual. Inevitably, the process of institutionalizing a concept
alters it, and the mandated gives way to the possible.
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TABLE 1. Influences on JST Programs

Programs
ES WIN/WEL

Institutional Influences

CETA

\
EDD training-Toni St. James Demonstration*
DOL or State ES written materials
Visit to EDD programs

6
10

Job Factory 1
Received training
Visited site 2

Psychological Influences

Sales psychology--Self-Directed Placement
and others

2 5

Received training 2 2
Visited site 6
Articles, Moyers tape

Behavioral psychology (Azrin)
Rational Behavior Tyerapy (Ellis/Glaser)
Humanistic Psychology (Rogers/Maslow) 4

Educational Influences

Career education literature 1 3

Dr. Robert Wegmann, training and writings

Commercial Literature

Bolles/Crystal, "What Color is Your Parachute"
and others
Attended training seminar by Bolles 1

Jackson, "Guerrilla Tactics in the Job 3 2

Market"
Other books 2 1

*Toni St. James was employed
providing intpirational demon
states. Her "Sixteen Stress
program's across the country:

EDD and strongly influenced progradis by

ions, which were.extended into other
stions and Suggested Answers" appear in
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Conclusions

-
. The environment within which JST occurs and the methods used vary

widelytoo widely. While JST has every appearance'of being a powerful tool

for labor market intervention, it needs dire9tion,, staff training, standardi,

supervision, and experimehtitiori. to fulfill is full. potential. In

particular, ,confusion reigns and needs to be resolved robhd at least three

issues.

Uses of the Group

, Besides the cost advantages, to e realized,

t
the

important values to grouping pedpie fo job-search train

;well to review briefly the possible uses that can be made o

format:

1. Groups as a source of social support. Initially, it is hdlpful to job
seekers to see that others are "in the same boat." lima, exchange of
experiences, discussion of the kinds of jobs sought, sharing the
frustrations of rejection, venting feelings; drinking coffee
together--all reduce anxiety and unemployment "blues," enhance the sense
of commonality And social support, and act against discouragement. Too
many of the obterved programs, particularly in ES, did not allow or
.encourage anv sense of social support.

.1

re are potential

ing. It might be

f the group

0;14
2. Groups as a r of leads--networks. People gain a sense of

importance, p 1nc . and usefulness vital to an unemployed individual
when they.can4be of real help to someone else. Even in the two-day ORC
youth deiponstration project,.the young participants . d leads on the
board an
and are e
for, this does not take place. Sharing.leads, ideas, mames, etc. seems
to have been ignored' or abandoned by many programs.

I

.

actually got jobs for others. Unless t the par icipants hear
couraged to remember what .the other groLp members are looking

3. Groups as an aid' in running the .program. Members of, the group can be
a )

useful and helpful to the .leader in a variety of ways. They can share.
in .the practice an \rehearsal of interviewing.. They n' run the yideo
machine, assist'in eparipg the handout folders, alsist in the coffee
process, in setting u tables, in cleaning up, in running errands, thus
reducing the need for dditional staff: To the degree that they are
asked to participate in the process, they become part of it and the
distance between leader arid group is reduced.

4. Groups as a motivational tool. If a group sense is fostered, it often
generates motivation to actively search for work. .A competitive sense
sometimes develops. about who will get a job first, especially when the
leader creates a method for honoring the accomplishment. ,Feedback,
bolstering, seeing improvement in others--all operate to catapult tpe
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'individual out of inertia 'and fear,' toward action.
Those programs that chootp to:place all power in the leader, thit

create great .distance betWeen Deader and group, and that rigidly: adhere
to curriculum at the cost of making full use of the group have made a
costly trade-off,

Mixed Messages w

The inconsistency between the verbally expressed injunctions, teaching, -

and training gOali and the hidden messages imparted by the methods used was

often startling:

WHAT IS SAID HIDDEN MESSAGE OF APPROACH

Be assertive
Help yourself

Emphasize the positive when
talking to an empl?yer

Don't talk, be passive, listen
and do what we say, be
subordinate.

No structure for positive feed-
back.

Gain control of the interview Rehearse scripts oe'packages
Aptirely prepared by *pro--
-fessional staff.

We want to help in every way We'll tel' you what to do, but
we won't allow any placement
help for you.

Have self confidence Be obedient, passive, subor-
n "-\ 'dinate. Invite negative

criticism.

"Boss/employee" re ationship
with rules and t reats.

Help each other Look only to staff professionals
No structure provided for
mutual help.

Be independent

Feel good about Yourselfand
your potential

Distance between leader and
group. Group treated like
children in classroom.

Certainly, participation in a structured group requires that, to a degree,

individuals subordinate their personal concerns to ,those of the group-

Inevitably, time -limits requirethat the leader keep a measure of control.

Without question, when people are being paid.from public moneys, some kind -of
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supervision and time accountability are appropriate, and expectations need to.

be explicit. However, the mixed messages noted above spring from extreme

examples of conflict and inconsistency. JSTleaders and *ir clients would

all benefit from becoming aware of the problem and. striving for more

consistency between what-is said, what is taught, and what.is actually done.

Goal Confusion--What Is Meant by Self-Help?

The basic purpose of JST is'to train people to actas.their own brokers

ih the labor market: Certain objective realities prompt this development:

1. Joblessness is costly to the individual and to society.

2. Carge numbers of individuals are ineffective' as job, seekers. This is
particularly true of poor people.

3. Poor people can't afford to buy job- getting services. Professionals,
executives, even employers, often do choose to_ buy a broker service.
They pay sizable fees to executive search firms, private employment
agencies, and other private sector institutions to perform the brokering
function for them. They do so because they -don't know the field, can't
do it well, or don't choose to spend their time and efforts in that
activity. That option isn't available to poor people, as a rule, not
only because of the costs, but because less.skilled individuals are not
desirable clients.

4. Publig institutions that offer the service. free of charge have
increasingly fewer resources available to provide most job seekers with
profeisional brokering or advocacy assistance.

In the light of those realities,. when a public institutiuon says "Help

yourself," it is essentially saying; "Wetan't do it for you." A welfare

mother with small children who- already copes with innumerable problems does

not gain in virtue if she finds her own job. Neither does an engineer lose

virtue if he pays someone to do it for him. The difference'between them

that she doesn't have hii option, and therefore, she must help herself by .

finding her own job.- There is no one else to do it for her.

What, then, should an agency contribute to the JST process? What are

the obligations of the service providers? A range of concepts surround the

self-help rubric. A JST program in an employment service office, for

instance, says it is providing "self-help" and yet retains the entire broker

role, withholding information about any job-getting methods other than ES,

even though the agency in that communitycapturis only 5 to.6 percent of the

job. transactions. "Self-help" in that program really means, "Do it well
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when we send you out on an interview." What are.the ethics of such a stance?

Hasn't the agency an obligation to inform the Participants,of the limitations

of its own capacity and to teaiglibther ways to get jobs?

The other end of the "self-help", mythology spectrum appears in the Azrin

model of the WIN Job Clubs where the self-help rhetoric is so operative that

any help offered by .the placement staff or even the act of allowing clients

to examine the Job Bank is frowned upon as a. violation _of the basic

"self-help" tenet under which they operate. 'Every other job seeker may look

to the Job Bank for help, including the teenager. Yet practical help for the

welfare mother with many more strikes againit her is frowned upon. Is that

welfare mother really better off becaUse she has to work harder to get a job?

Is working harder to get a job- intrinsically '"good" for her, or is it

actually punitive?,

. What is the goal? Is it to provide "therapy," or is it to help people

get jobs? Is it to effect major changes in the values and personalities of

'users, or is it to increase their effectiveness as job seekers?

In ORC's* view, ;self-help shouldn't be used.. as an institutional

"cop- out." It doesn't absolve the agency from offering whatever It Kas to

offer. "Self-help" is an institutional plea; an admission: "We can't do it

all. We don't command an adecivate'reservoir of human resources. You must

contribute to that reservoir by doing some of the work yourself." The

contract between the :institution and the individual should be a partnirship,

a promise that each will° do everything feasible to get the task accomplished.

For the job seeker, the stakes are far too high. Manipulative, withholding

games, in the name of "self-help," are inappropriate and arrogant. However

limited its resources, the agency_is obligated to make them available to the

job'seeking public, even those who participate in JST'programs.

1
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Chapter. IV

.'PREPARATION FOR THE SEARCH

Common to all MT programs is a curriculum, a body of substantive

information and advice which presumes to inform and prepare participants to

pursue the 'most effective way to become T employed..._ Mos_t_reports_and__

evaluations of' JSTs- focus on the motivational, operational, and outcome

aspects, but little evaluative information or critical dialogue has emerged

about the substance--what, precisely, are people being taught about getting al

job for themselves? What is the source of that knowledge?' Do people come,

away with a realistic "game plan?" -Do and can they confront the labor market

more effectively-as a result of their participation? Is there concensus in

the core of advice offered? The following observations from initial site

visits illustrate the question:

1. There is widespread similarity of subject matter.' For instance, almost
every program has something to say about the interview and the

application. Yet wide differences were noted in what precisely was said
about these subjects. A few examples will suffice:

Pro ram A teaches that the important thing 'to do-in interviewing
for a jo is to "gain control of the interview.* Program B, with equal
vehemence,.addressing essentially the same kind of individuals, teaches
that the most negative impression a job seeker can make is to "take over
an interview" and waste the interviewer's time.

Youth Program A spends, most of its classroom time teaching its
clients all of the intricacies of writing differerit types of resumes
because it considers the resume the single most important job getting
tool for a youth. Youth Program B regards the resume as a waste of time
for inexperienced workers and does not incorporate it in the curriculum.

Pro ram A tells its CETA eligible clients in a medium sized city
that going directly to the employer's establishment is the "won't way to
look for a job," while Program B, with the same-type-of clientele in a
similar labor market, declares that the single best way to get a job is
to "hit the bricks," to go directly to the employer's place of business.

Although these injunctions are diametrically opposite, no external
_ or- objective reasons for the differences were apparent.

2. Generally, the advice. is offered with great authority and certainty..
Programs committed to a single "best" meth0d, such as the supervised
telephoning technique, or rooted in a particular psychological school,
serve their own purposes by generally .disparaging all methods save their
own. A good deal of the information and advice offered was permeated
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with the particular personal views, images, class orientations,
backgrounds, and biases of program designers and operators. Few of
these injunctions appeared to be either grounded in labor market
research findings or their.own wide personal experience with the labor
exchange function.

3. Despite the dissimilarity of advice, the same materials and exercises
appeared in many JST, programs across the country and across
institutional lines, passing from program to program, often without
identification of authorship or source. The material, used because
it often was the only material available. Its relevance to a particular-
target group or a particular labor market was generally not a

consideration. .

ORC observers often noted a marked discrepancy between the advice
offered, and the job barriers and personal problems enInciated by the
participants present. Rigid 'adherence to program curri ulum too often
missed the mark entirely, and appeared irrelevant to the concerns of the
group. Welfare mothers with limited skills and ork experience
expressed concern that fRe low wipes they -could comma d in the labor
market, coupled with the,loss of all welfare benefits would actually
leave them-in reduced circumstances. 'Yet, in some pr grami they were
exhOrted 'to engage in "I am proud. . ." exercises, o were taught the
difference between a functional or chronological resu while the' real

barrier, the actual cause of their apparent lack ,f enthusiasm and
motivation remained unaddressed.

These initial observations 'convinced ORC staff at, no matter how

difficult and elusive the task, the most useful contribu ion it could make to

the state of the art would be to analyze the content, hesubstantive advice

and information offered in JST.. However variedl th models, the analysis

would focus on the one common denominator: all JST 'rograms teach, a body of

information about how to look for work. The an ytic questions'include:

From program to program, how similar or differet are the teachings? Is

there room for improvement? To hat degree does that whiCh is taught

represent the most authoritative bo of knowledge available about the labor

market?

ORC observers approached the task with the following viewpoints:

People in different occupations and different labor markets find-jobs in
a variety of ways. No single technique is foolproof or offers a
guarantee. The opening and filling of 'a job is a chaotic, volatile
process. Effective search is enhanced by familiarity and ease with
multiple methods and a wide knowledge base.

Because 'of time constraints, all JST programs would not be able to
incorporate all possible aspects of job search in their curriculums.
However, a 'leader who possesses .a body of knowledge beyond the
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curriculum limits is far better equipped to serve a..disparate (and often
desperate) group of individuals who often ask questions and raise issues
that go beyond the limitations of selected curriculum subjects.

Placement success does not, by itself, prove the validity of the
information and advice given and the truism, "You can't argue with
success," begs the validity question. The success statistics
attributed to JST programs do not speak to the cause/effect
relationship between the substance taught and, the final outcomes.
Also, success. is not uniformly high in all programs, and concern
should extend to those who do. not succeed through JST intervention.
Little is. known about which elements in a program are more or less
responsible for .relative success, and it may never be pOssible to
isolate and test' the subtler variables of such a complex
intervention. A program could be teaching nonsense, but the mere
act of grouping people with similar problems and paying them to

persist Wan activity could produce respectable outcome statistics.
For example, the astonishing success rate of one of the youth programs
visited might be attributable to a great number of very exciting and
-unique features that surround and underpin it, but it would be foolhardy
in the extreme to use the success rate as a validation of the mediocre
content and uninspired delivery of the classroom activity.

Despite the caution.of the observers in attemptingt capture all

significant content items, it is possible that some o the teaching
elements escaped attention. In such a vast array of material, some
slippage is inevitable. However, it is the co ide d view of the
observers that the core of advice in all of the 1pr ams studied is
essentially captured and synthesized in the ensuing analysis.

Criteria for Evaluation

ORC observers adopted a more evaluative stance towards the content

analysis than they did toward other dimensions of JST. In orderto do that

they sought to identify criteria which were :acknowledged as expert and

objective, against which the, JST teaching could be compared. The criteria
. .

used in this analysis requires a brief rationale:

It can be said that all JST programs are an attempt to "professionalize"

. the population, to. convey at least some of the knowledge and skils.that the

p6fessional labor market broker acquires and uses daily in acting both as

the. employer's agent when appraising the applicant, and as a job seeker's

advocate when selling the.applicant to the employer. When JST programs teach

participants how to talk on the telephone, how to uncover unlisted job

openings, how to "package" themselves, how .to bring out their best points,
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they are, in essence,- teaching participants to substitute their own efforts

for the professional advocacy role. When JST programs teach people what may

be offensive or pOsitive 'on an application or in an interview, .they are

essentially imparting the knowledge used by the professional labor market

broker in the role of employer's agent. The behavior of.the job applicant

'that would most deter the broker from making the referral is, in most cases,

precisely the same behavior that would cause the**emploYer to reject the

applicant.

Hence, the expertise of the professional interviev1w^ or counselor acting

in the broker role is one relevant measure which can be applied in evaluating

the validity of JST teachings about particular aspects 'of, the job search

process.

Two mechanisms--the public employment service and the private employment

agency industry--embody a large pool of this experte-"trr}abe-rmket

intermediation and their materials were used as comparative measures.

public employment service has, for over 50.years, developed and used a core

of techniques involved in labor market brokering across the full occupational

spectrum. It has assembled a broad base of knowledge and objective standards

for the purpose of administering the work test. for unemployment insurance

claimants which determines the adequacy of their* search for work. That

knowledge and expertise is contained in the Various training documents used

to develop aihd retain a high standard of prpfessioTlism in the tasks used by

its staff in.matching the -worker to the job.' Evaluation_criteria'were drawn

from the following ES documents:' Instructor's guides and reading units

addressed to the assessment and completion interviewers, the placement

interviewer, and the employment counselor; the training guide for use of the

Directory of Occupational Titles; the reading unit used to train interviewers

to review the adequacy of seek-work efforts of unemployment insurance

claimants, and training material for taking job orders. These documents

represent a broad array of technical knowledge and - skills required of a labor

market broker or intermediary within the ES.

Although the visions and activities of most private employment agencies

are limited to serving white-collar occupations, ORC staff analyzed various

documents used by the private employment agency industry to train its

professional staff.* It was a surprising revelation that a considerable

*Proorietory interests prohibit references to titles and companies.
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portion of,the training was almost' identical*to that offered in ES. While it

is true that the roles and goals of the interviewer in the public ethployment

ImOirvice, the "counselor" in the private employment agency, and the individual

-job seeker are very different in many respects, there is one area of

congruence: the job performed daily by the labor market brokers in both the

employment service and the private employment-agency industry includes many

of the same tasks that job seekers must learn to perform'if they are to

function on their'own behalf.

The theoretical, empirical,-and commercial literature, which is reviewed

in a separate volume of this study Nangum, 1981), also formed a basis for

comparison with the contents of JST 'programs. Research findings about labor

market behavior were explored -to determine-whether FIST teaching contradicted

or ignored important insights which would be valuable to:job seekers.

Finally, the project director drew on her 17 years dealing directly with

job seekers and employers of. all occupations, 11 years in labor market

research, which included nat4onal 'studies of. help wanted ads .and of the

employment service, and three years as a publit member of the Advisory Board

to the Bureau of Employment Agencies in California, the regulatory bOdy for

the private employment agency industry. This represents -considerable

exposure to labor market transactions and intermediary roles, validating the

role of "expert."

Data Base

Matrices were developed repres ng critical dimensions of the job

search' process.. The following -10CU nts were analyzed into matrix format:

ORC casebstudy reports of visited sites; printed curriculum and handouts from

visited sites; curriculum and handout material from non-visited programs; WIN

curriculum in the proposed Technical Asiistance Guide; the Workshop Leaders'

handbook issued by the California EDD; the Azrin Manual; and other seminal

works, including Department of Lab& printed pamphlets, state ES documents,

and commercial packages used in,non-visited sites.

The structure of JST progrs and the logic in which the material was

imbedded varied so widely, it became necessary for ORC to devise itsown

categories and superimpose them on the material., Hence, similar types of



information were taken out of the format used, synthesized and categOrized

under the ORC structure. Particular attention was paid to the fact that

though many programs included a common item, the amount of time and empha'sis

devoted to it varied widely among programs. Where possible, the percent of

classroom time devoted to a category is used as an indicator of the relative

importanceattached to it. This excludes supervised search time, and is

limited to the classroom setting. Unless otherwise noted, the examples given

refer only to the visited sites.

Conceptually, the substantive categories for the analysis were grouped

in a sequence that might be logically pursued by the job seeker, beginning

with decisions to be made before the search begins and extending to

post-interview behavior. Again, this order is imposed on the material, since

each program applies its.Own logical sequence.

The presentation of what is taught and done in JST programs is divided

into two principal parts. The first; constituting the remainder of this

chapter ors preparation and orientation for the job search. It contains

two subdi%.sions: (1) Pre-search knowledge and .decisions.- includes

concepts about the labor market and its operations, and it deals with

decisions about what kind of work to pursue, and (2) Approaching the search,

which is concerned with planning and preparing for the ,search. The second

part, consisting of the job search proper, is the substance of the next

chapter.

Pre-Search Knowledge and Decisions

The dimensions that are most commonly dealt with under this category can

be framed as two simple questions: What is the nature of the playing

field--the labor market? What kind of work should you look for?

Labor Market Conce is and Information

A11 JST programs are inherently imparting some vision of the labor

market, whether they do so as.a curriculum item, or whether it emerges in the

course of justifying recommended, participant behavior. In fact,

approximately 60 percent of the JST programs visited used about 10 percent of
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their classroom time to provide formalized labor market orientation or

information.

It is unfortunate that the term "labor market information" evokes an

image, especially .wittF, government agency staff, of that type of aggregate

data that are regularly collected and produced by labor market analysts,

either for a particular SMSA or nationally. Generally, the data provide

quantitative information about employment and unemployment and industrial and

occupational trends. Reports flow regularly to ES local offices, on to

interviewers' desks, and into waste paper baskets. They are of notoriously

little value to interviewers who act on behalf of job seekers. As a result,

ORC analysts encountered considerable aversion when program leaders and

operators were questioned about the use of "labor market information."

Nevertheless, JSTs operate in the context of labor markets and their

institutuions. Labor market information, in.fact,incorporates/a much wider

range of-dimensions which are pOtentially useful to job seekers than the term

has come to imply. 'Labor economists generally teach that accurate

inforratiOn is a valuable coMmodity and that job search ;Uccess.is positively

correlated with knowledge of the labor market. If thit is so, then aJST

program that provides little information or (worse) Inaccurate perspectives

about the labor market cannot be regarded as an exemplary model, even though

its efforts are directed to'improving morale, self-image, or techniques.

ORC analysts searched the content of the JST programs and program

materials for three types of labor market focus: 4

1. A broad vision or concept about the job market and how it operates.

2. Information about the structure and behavior of labor markets and labor
market institutions.. This information maps the terrain for job seekers
and serves to inform their dectsions about what kind of institutions are
appripriate to use, and what to anticipate in the hiring and upgrading
processes. 1

3. Intensive information *out the local market, its institutions and
employers, and their idiosyncrasies, conditions, and practices..

Broad Labor Market Concepts. The theoretical concept most often referred to

in JST programs is the' "hidden market." Basically, the hidden market, .as

used, defines job openings that are uncovered through °ries own efforts, as

distinCt from job Openings formally listed with labor market intermediaries.

.///
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This concept is probably derived from the numerous research studies about how

people get work, which inevitably find that the majority do so through the

use of informal mechanisms such as networksof friends and relatives and by

contacting employers directly without referral from any source (Mangum,

1981). Most studies find that this varies significantly by occupation and

industry, by age, race, and even location. As can be anticipated, the

percentage of individuals who get work through informal networks is

significantly lower in poverty populations, since their networks are less apt

to produce access to jobs.

The "hidden market" sobriquet was applied by a well-known commercial,

write) in the field and is now widely used (Jackson & Mayleas, 1976);

Haldane Associates, the world's largest career ma4gement service, uses'

"hidden market" in its advertising, asserting that 75 percent of the

highest-paid administrative,. professional, and executive. positions are not

advertised or listed. However, as .with the term "secondary market," its

-meaning is diffuse and imprecise. JST.operators offer a bewildering range of

percentages - -75 to 95--whith are supposed to describe (1) the portion of job

finders who obtained jobs which had never been:advertised, or 12) the size of

the "hidden market" on.any given diy. "Hidden 6rket".iS also used to

describe the proctss of "creating Our own,job." In actual fact, a synthesis

of eight studies conducted since 1968 about how people found work indicates

that approximately 58 percent did so through friends and relatives;Airect

contact with employers and other informal means (Mangum, 1981,.pp. 21-35).

ORC'staff were unable to identify any inforMation source which defines the

size of the "hidden market" or even the size of the open market at any given

,moment. NevertheleSs, the term appears to have strong operational value and

\%

..

conceptual 'mpact.

The "hi Aerrmarket" construct offers a rationale for the "boiler -room"

telephoning strategy altopted by many t1S7 programs, using mainly the yellow

pages of the phone book. Small and large employers are contacted'who might

have an opening or might be considering a-new hire, in order to capture the

job presumably before it'has an opportunity to.filter into the public arena.

In a:peculiar twist of logic that speaks "to the misinformation sometimes

found in the field, ope program offered by a private contractor discusses the

"hidden market" as a concept,-and then proceeds to offer the help wanted

1
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ads--the least hidden of markets--as the main telephone targets in supervised

search.

The'- high' rate of turnover is another broad vision of labor Market

behavior which, is often imprtid in JS1 programs. %%The purpose for

introducing the turnover construct is to reassure participants that "there

are always jobs out there, even in a recession'." However, the turnover

Information is poorly understood and often misused. There is no discussion

atiout'high-turnover industries or occupations as an indicator of job quality,

working conditions, or job accessibility.' An example of confusion about

turnover was evident in one particular site where the leader stated

reassuringly, "Our goal here is that you get a good stable job, not just any

job." However, when preparing tt group for the telephoning process, the

same leader stated,. "Our ,methodt here are designed to give you access to

those high"- turnover jobS we discussed." The leader appeared oblivious to the

discrepancy between the two statements.

In fact, though high-turnover occupations arecnot necessarily' "poor"

jobs (longshoremen, construction workers, .etc.), high .turnover is one

important dimension of the secondary labor market because it is often caused

.by low status and low wages. Such jobs are more easily obtained and as

quickly -abandoned. "Good" jobS generally -take longer:to get because they are

either in protected markets or become available at the port of entry into

internal markets. Characteristically; obtaining such jobs requires a

deliberate choice, and 'above
;

all, persistence of effort. Again, the issue

relates to the apparent conflict between program goals and the strategies

being taught. ORC- observers were unable to find any program that recognized

the fact that joli5,4rrcrstrate'gies would be quite different, depending on

the stability and desirability of the work being pursued. "Good" jobs were

distinguished from "bad" jobs in terms of personal values and tradeoffs, butti

not in, relation to the relative complexities of finding them and the

different strategies required.

A competitive view, of the market is sometimes put forth as a_

motivational impetus for intensity of search. It is argued that there are

more people than jobs in most. occupations. The competition becomes more

intense and selection factors become more rigid and demanding when the job is

more widely Oubl icized..- Hence, the competition can best be "beat out" if the
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opening is unearthed prior to its public announcement. Employers tend to

-raise their specifications-as they cope with large numbers of job applicants.

The widest, divergence of. views was found in the-varying perceptions

about'what happens at the hiring point and how employers behave. One view,

frequently found in the field,' regards the employer's decision to hire as

intrinsically rational, based on the desire to make profits, to keep down the

'costs of hiring and training, to reduce risk factors, to reduce. turno4er.

However, a theoretical principle put forth by most influential programs

teaches that the employer's decision, to hire is primarily non-rational,

dependent almost solely on the ,subtle personal interaction between, the hiring

agent and the lob applicant, and therefore, infinitely malleable,.given the

right "sales" Aproach. The secret of. success is "make them like you." All

manner of statistics are cited*' to substantiate the contentiOn'that by far

the most powerful elements in the hiring decision are the personality 'and

communication skills of the job applicant, no matter what the occupation.

Both "rationalists" and "non-rationalists" offer the same basic core of

advice--present yourself well to the employer. However, there are important

differences in what prectseli is mealnt by *well," and what specific elements

about a person would serve* most to impress oriscoUrage an employer. The

rationalists are much more\ concerned, for example, with eliciting

work-related skills, with overcoming problems associated with work-histOsry

such as job hopping', gaps in chronology, recent extended and unexplained

unemployment, bad referentes, firings. To the rationalists with a strong

labor market orientation, these are the indicators to the employer of high

risk. They may suggest inability to do the work', inability to get along, with

others,. absenteeism, obscured problems Such as having been in jail or a

mental hospital, or lack of serious attachment to work. On the one hand, the

non-rationalists are much more inclined to focus on the "sales"

issues--"reading the office" to find the basis for small talk during the

interview; "packaging" yourself as.with an attractive resume, and follow-up

thank-Ou letters on colored' stationery. Of course, two viewpoints have

areas'in common". Both would be concerned with a neat and complete

*The proposed WIN technical assistance guide refers to a' survey of'200
'employers who maintain that only 10 percent of their decision is based on
experience or job skills.. It would be interesting to know lie occupational
"spectrum included in the survey.
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apOlication, od appearance,. not speaking ill of former employers,

displaying good anners, and Other-common-sense advice. But the difference

in emphasis make for very different messages.

There are subtler content. implications that stem from how program

-developers and leaders view the labor market and how'they see their clients
, . .

in relation to it.. An underlying philosophy that basipally sees the client's

problems as a consequence of social and systemic " thologies" ls apt toP7%..19

express a stance along the following lines:. "MObiliz our own.relources and

pit them against victimization. .Learn the game as it is actually played .out

there., Our collective task in this program is to remove the-extra barriers

that are created because you-may lack the knowledge'and skills needed to
,

manipu4tte 'an' essentially cold, Andiffereni, and often unjust, amoral

structure. Its punishment and reward systems are impersonal, systeMic, and

do not define your personal worth." With such an approach there would be a

Concerted effort to explain "out there" as much as possible.
I

At the other extreme is a frequently. encountered view -whith. perceives

the 'pathology' as a personal one--that the client is culpable, the primary

generating source of the employMent problem.* The implications are that the

social and economic institutions are essentially SUst and rational, meting

out rewards for boldness and aggressiveness, and punishment for reticence and

timidity. Helping means changing individuals to fit the reward standards.

The approach that .emerges from such a stance 1,1 basically evangelical,

uplifting, and directed at the whole person:4 "You can be and do anything you

want, you can .control your own life' (or the interviei),-you are empowered,

you and you alone are responsible for everything hat happens to you. We

believe in you and will help'you:attain your highest goals."-Ihis view would

tend to concentrate its efforts on the individual, changingothe person's.

self-image and behavior with far less- focus on' providing, practiCal

information about the 'labor 'market. 'Though 'essentially 'positive and

humanistic, the difficulty with this message is-the second-edge of the.sword.

Success proves worthiness, but failure can only be equated with personal

*Susan Sontag has discussed analogous conjectures prevalent in the country
that cancer was essentially self-willecand self - generating. She compared
it to the history of tbberculosis: When the cause of the disease was'
identified, and'the appropriate curing agent was found, such conjectures
became irrelevant. Sontag, Susan. Illness As A Metaphor.. New York:
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1978.
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worthlessness, a self- assessment that is already in oversupply among JST

participants.

An example of this type of,message can be-seen in one youth.program that

put forth such underlying disdain for "lousy" youth market work that one

could only wonder at the middle-Class tunnel vision that pervaded the

otherwise commendable attempt -to motivate the young people.. Some

participants had yet to work for anyone; and a job'obtained and retained for

three months at McDonalds might .representa major accomplishment. Yet such

,experiences were being 'methodically downgraded. Generally, people start

their work life in the poor youth market jobs, from which most ,individuals

learn something about working and subsequently leave. Too often,in the

effbrt to raise the goals of the participants, leaders who are generally of

the prOfessional class themselves -tend to impose their own values, and the

result is the exact reverse of the intent--the self-image is lowered, not

raised--because the work the participant has done or is apt to do is

downgraded and demeaned.

A ,personal experience will clarify the point. In a JST workshop

conducted by this writer with a roup of severely disadvantaged black men in

1965, one of the men stated that he was, looking for a janitorial job, 'for

which he had complet'd a six-week MDTA training course. In the course of the

evening, in a burst of motivational "hype," I reproved the group for setting,

such consistently-low goals. The young man, awkwardly and with more kindness

than I deserved, defended the occupation, declaring that there was a lot more

to being a good janitor than I might be aware of, that he had learned how to

strip a- floor, how to operat different kinds of equipment, and -did I knoW

that a person could permanen rui a good floor by not knowing what kinds

of material to use? It was a sobering and humbling lesson--praccept and

dignify where people are as a reality, and to recognize th- arrogance and

contempt that is inherent in. what sometim;) vsses as'"moti ting" people.

The question of which/pproach is more effective is rea gua le. .

The issue tomes to this: Is the immediate lift, the "hype," enou,14,

individuals into actions which result in some measure of immediate suc ss,

which then creates its own dynamics of behavioral, change? Or is it .1 ble

that a greater understanding of that outside sys em, its structure, its

institutions. how and why it operates, how it is or anized, and where its

back doors are apt, to be, actually serves to relieve the onus of persona'



worthlessness, and to enable the indiiridual to take realistic steps toward

getting "a piece of the action?" The issue is posed in dichotomous.terms for

the sake of clarity. There is'no inherent reason whithe,two approaches are

Irreconcilable. People do need to moved; they do need to tap In on their

own resources. 'They 'also need sto understand the real world if they are to

function well in it. Nonetheless, the two directions emerge as dichotoMous

in the analysis of the programs'and the program materials.

In sum, ORC observers found that broad visions of the labor market in

JST programs were limited to the "hidden market" construct, poorly understood

and inaccurate information. about high turnover as a market phenomena,

disputed and questionable perceptions about employ =r behavior;: and. a

competitive view of the labor market. Also, differen perceptions about the

degree to which the individual or the market place i to be held culpable for

unemployment significantly affects the content emph sis in JST'programs.

Labor Market Mapping. Labor market participan s face a complex range of

choices involving the relative value of jobs and ways of obtaining them.

Rational choice requires institutional and structural information to frorewarn

ornstruct the job seeker about employment practices of different kinds of

institutions and variations in recruitment and,hiring environments; Examples

are the reln+ive advantage of working for small, medium,*and large employers;

the paths that lead out of the secondary market entrapmeat in various fields;

prevailing practices in hiring and upgrading in different occupations and

industries; the trade-offs between starting 'wage, fringe benefits, sand

chances for upgrading; back .doors into job preserves (e.g., "helpers" jobs

into apprenticeships, clerical into professional, temporary or part-time into .

permanent); long-range civil service strategies; and other types of such

mapping information which might .facilitate and .inform the decisions and Ate

behavior of the participants.' Only in JST programs conducted by employment

service staff was any such information forthcoming. Most other JST programs

were devoid of such focus.'

Intensive Local Job Information. Only one'program had a curriculum item on

this subject. However, such knowledge is often effectively provided in other

formats: (1)' By the leader and thee group in- their collective efforts to

assist each other with job leads or (vith general information about the local
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market in particular occupations. A number of programs maintain a job board

on which leads are' posted and shared.., (2) By the use of materials, tools,

printouts; employer directp_rieS, _demand lists, access to job-bank'openings,

access .to inactive job orders, and othir types of paraphernalia, designed. to

provide participants with 'information about the local market, ranging from

transportation maps to actual: openings. (3) By local employers addressing

the group or participating in role.playfng as was done in six proOams, all

run by ES staff.

In this arena, no other program even$ouches some ES programs in either

volume or appropriateness of the material. This is understandable since ES

staff or forme staff are more likely to be aware of the sources and

constructs of this 'type of information. For example, in two ES programs

participants had access to inactive- job orders: A job order canto the

most useful, the most intensive type of written information av- able- about

jobs and/employers. It.describes the type of peopl hey hire, both

occupationally and preferentially, the person- to a or, ;the- location; and

transportation, working conditions, level of s; and type offirm. Th04911

participants are warned that ttie order.does not indfiate a current open ini,

the job orders prove most helpful.t4 people in targeting their search.
:-

One ES yoUth program in a community where public transportation is a

severe problem utilized the special resources of the agency in an Annoy tive

Way. Participants were provided with computer pr=intouts listing all

employers in the SMSA,either by zip code, by size of firm, and/orta dard

Industrial Classification (SIC) code. Armed -with ,industry/occupatiOnal

matrixes, the 00T,the SIC book, inactive orders, want ads, and yellow pages,
_

18-year-olds "researched".the material and made decisions about whom to phone

and where to go, based on the-availability of transportation to them, and

their preference in regard Ito size and type of firm. The observer was

st rtled at the ease and pleasure with which these young people grasped and/

Pursued the.research task, once the principle and process were made clear!

Perhaps they learned as much abOut research as they did about getting jobs.

At one FS site, staff had prepared an'audiovisual presentation about

firms and occupations in the local' labor market, using 'successful former

workshop participants as models. At another ES site, where JST workshops

had been operating _for a number of years, the progrem had developed what fs

probably the most extensive labor market library) seen anywhere 'in. the



country. It contains nearly every kind 'of career - choice aid, including all

of the available occupational materials, pub 'shed both commercially and by

the.- Department of Labor. It also contained numerous other' material's,.

including an inactive order file: The scope of. information available about

vi.,ious dimensions of the local labor market and the search for work WOuld

satisfy every reasonable need of a word-oriented.bb seeker. Because this

program is targeted .for professionals seeking to change occupations, the

library is in active use. ',Library materials are available inother programs,

but there is less evidence of Use, since the targeted popOations are

generally less'inclined toward a self-directed tangle with write n material,

unless specifically taught how to do so.

Conclusions. analysis of the amount and quality of labor market

information imparted to JST participants leads to the following. perceptions:

1. Overall, labbr market- knowledge in all the dimensions discussed is

seriopsly inadequate in most programs. ORC observers food during
interviews that leaders are generally undereducated and
unknowledgeable about the subject they are teaching.

2. The employment service as a labor market institution is understandably
better equipped in this respect than are other public or private
deliverers of JST. Its, exposure to the labor force is more catholic and
ubiquitous,' and its orientation.is inherently more reflective of the
market intermediation role. Nevertheless, even the ES "has not .plumbed
the richness of information that is inherent in its own written
material, that lies in .the heads of its experienced interviewers, that
exists in research findings and theoretical constructs.

3. Far more information about the local market is currently being gathered,
analyzed, and 'researched under the auspices of the labor market
information program, and made available to all but the most rural laborL. markets, than is being disseminated -through most JST programs. ,The
format in which the information is organized and presented. is not
designed for such disseMination. Translating such esoteric infOrmation
into usable and understandable form is beyond the ability of-most
workihop leaders. Whether for use in its own programs, or as a-sirylce
to the field in general,, the development of such material is basically
the responiibility of ES, the agency besqiquipped for that role.

manylbe theoretical literature is permeated with many insights and
constructs that coup' usefully be converted into practitioners' terms so
that they could bring more substance and depth to what they teach to
ckients. n the process f .designing its San Francisco youth
demonstrati project, ORC sta asked Garth Mangum to test a syllabus
by presenti to a grour of ED workshop leaders in the San Francisco
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Bay Area an, economist's review of practical applications' of the
prevailing theories about variouslabor market dimensions. A number of
participants subsequently 'expressed their. gratitude for the
"mind- stretching" day, indicating that this type of- knowledge is

invaluable in running workshops. The main value of the presentation was
that no matter how theoretical the material, it vas Conceptualized in
"whatksin it for' me terms -- exactly how the construct or knowledge
could be used in a*workshop..

It does appear thatw the's-. often esoteric formulations of
economists, usually* intended only for each other's eyes and ears;
are translatable to ordinary people when it concerns their own work
lives. Surely the material presented -to the EDO group could be
refined, sharpened, and related to 'practical Use. in conducting
groups.

/

5 The present state of research into the efficiency and effeCtiveness of
various job search methods is insufficient. Virtually nothing is known
about the duration of unemployment associated with-alternative search
methods. The research literature has little.to.offer that. identifies
differences in the hiring environments, selection devices, and hiring
decisions by occupation levels, industries, or size of firms. Hence the
image imparted by JST programs is always the same--a desk interview, a
work application, a resume. It is doubtful whether the same elements
are equally valid in "large segments of the work-world hiring
environments. Nonetheless, JST programs are not-making maximum use of
the research findings that do exist to inforM the substance and content
Of their teachings.

One may conjecture about why this is so--why JST program leaders
know so little and teach so little about the labor market. A number of
explanations seem relevant:

a. Program deiigners have made a deliberate choice about the kind of
training needed and about the best use of time

with

JST program
because of the limited resources;and limited time with the participants.

b. There is much emphaiis in the programs on the motivational,
morale-building, and behavior-changing aspects of JST. There is no

- comparable emphasis on conveying substantive information about the labor
market that would be useful to the participants. It. is a reasonable
hypothesis that one reason for such imbalance is a lack of knowledge of
and experience in the labor market among program designers, operators,
and instructors. '.
c. Programs, such as the WIN group job-seeking program, are strongly
influenced by behavioral psychology. Theoretically, this orientation
eschews information-giving and rests instead on a rigid
behavior-changing format. The "why" is subsumed to "do it 'this way."

d. Miany progr'ams, including WIN', offer their commitment to-"self-help"_
and a single strategy a the rationale for denying information and
practical .assistance or Vtiowledge. The argument is made: "Let the
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labor market teach." Hence, the intervention .of staff with advice,
tips, or leads is "taboo," since it is seen as a violation of the
self-help principle and a continuation of dependency. This goes so far
that the use of the Job Sank, which is available to any job seeker who
walks through the door, is regarded as a violation of the principle of
self-obtained jobs (Jordan-laurenti and Associates, Inc., 1981), and
welfare clients are discouraged from its use. However, when ORC staff
participated in a Conference conducted for WIN group leaders where the
proposition was advanced that labor market information was.insignificant
and of little value, the group leaders voiced considerable 'objections.
In observing WIN programs, ORC. observers found wide variation in how
leaders actually dealt with these problems.

Making_Choices--Targeting the Search

Included in this category is a w'de and varied range of subjects, and

activities which are essentially desig ed to examine and surface the interior

laildscape of the participants - -t skills desires, values, qualities,

selling points, and s tent is to narrow the target of the

\search. Approximately the programs spend anywhere from 7 to as

gh as 40 percent of t assroom time on activities that are .connected

-with determining whit kind of work a person should seek. The program goals,

stated or implied, may range. from "get any job" to "change, the whole

direction of your life." This matter of -relating program goals tci'.career or

job choice is one of the most difficult for JST programs to resolve.

Every person who looks for work has to have some notion of the kind of

work being- sought to determine where to go and what to ask for. Every- JST

program has todeal with this issue, whether it-is relegited to "pick three

jobs you don't hate" or consumes two whole weeks, of intensive career
o

exploration:--Participants often don't know enough about what people .6 on

jobs or enough about themselves to begin the search, let alone make'informed

choices. Others make choices that are clearly unrealistic. Fiecipently,

within the same group -are those with work experience who know what they want

out don't know how to get it,-and- those who don't know what they want, but

would be quite adept,4.0job-search skills.

Occupational choice is but one personal choice factor confronting job

seekers. Personal inclinations, values, and needs .are.often as critical.

e mbien the work place; the size of the firm, its location, hours and.

shift it prod cts or servits; and even such amenities as what clothes are

worn; ay.ila'ility of a telephone for personal the existence of a
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cafeteria, a bowling team, all impact on job satisfaction; on need, and

therefore on choice' for search. To a woman With Children; hours, distance

from home, and wages sufficient to compensatefor additional costs incurred

by working may be far more critical than the tusks she will perform, To the

father of a young family, the medical coverageAn the fringe benefits can be

a make-or-break consideration. The possibilities for future stability,

upgrading, and incorporation into a protected pOsition in an internal-market

structure, a trade union, or a Civil Service.syttem may critically influence

the trade-off decisions made by job seekers in 'planning or targeting their

search strategies. -The financial situation of the job seeker may pose the

most serious determinant of all--thedegree of urgency for immediate.income.

As in all other matters, knowledge about the 'alternatives/i.valuable

for making informed decisions and proceeiing with-purposeful action. the

degree tO which individuals can, in fact, control their own work life or are

controlled by external organizational and structural faCtors is not at issue

here. An individual Job seeker, armed with knowledge, can determine whether

4 Company A is a better place on which to concentrate his)her efforts than

Company B. .There are a host of decisions that do lie Withi/n tne province of

individual choice and need, if the.person is made aware ofalternatives.

The problems faCed by JST programS in attempting/to meet all Of the

different needs and choice issues are very real and 4'o not yield to easy

resolution. ORC observers found great vari tion in theiffeld, with widely

different approaches- and philosophies. F r instance;

The proposed WIN technical asslscance guide suggests that JST programs
engage in a "light self-counseling activity which will help participants

get used to examining their likes, strengths, and abilities." The
employment goal chosen by/Clients is essentially unchallenged, and very
little effnrt is spent in arriving at serious long.-range occupational
choices.

The California EDO workshop Leader's Handbook recommends that the
participants' choices, both occupational and personal,' be dealt with in
a curriculum j.tem entitled, "What Are Your Job Objectives?" Points
covered include the following: Whaticind of job do you want? Why do
you want it?'.What working conditions do you prefer? What satisfactions
do you want? .The. workshop leader is advised to clarify the itsues,with
the help of the DOT, occupational guides, field office lists of going
wage ranges, open and closed job orders, and other materials. However,
to is no attempt at closure--the decisions made by job seekers are
of subject to further examination. Participants are merely directed to

cnrs.ider. these' Issues. and, in ,some .cases,. are offered access to

de,:ision-making tools.
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The Self-Directed Pltacement program openly states to participants that
the program does not undertake to provide vocational counseling, and
does not generally question the choices voiced by participants.

' .

A number Of programs separate occupational choice from job search and
establish a distinct, separate module for that purpose, although it may
be taught in the same locale by the same staff. At times, the matter of
occupational direction is handled during the assessment process, prior
to participation in JST. In fact, completiotv of the choice or
as ssment module is a prerequisite 'to participation in the search
modu in a few programs.

Most programs incorporate some kind of self-assessment,
"skills"-analysis process into their curriculum. Though this is-usually
offered under the rubric of choosing'an occupation or targeting the job
hunt, ORC observers found that: there was no discernible bridge'between
the "skills," "likes," end "dislikes" and- "accomplishment" exercises,
and choosipg an occupation or targeting the immediate Search. The
exercises appeared to be directed more towad developing a "package" to
present to employers. Many users of the skills-analysis technique admit
that the purpose is not by make an occupational choice, but rather to
bryig about' a heightened self-concept and consequently a change of
behavior in approaching employers.

There are programs_ that treat occupational choice rather more
deliberately and either'recommend or themselves administer and interpret
aptitude and interests tests to assist in the process, with individual
counseling interviews scheduled.

In those programs that' are 'strongly influenced by the employment
service, the targeting process is more relatef to a' dissection of
work-acquired skills and their occupational re evance as defined by
the Dictionary of Occupational Titles.

The enormous variations found in the ways JST programs handle

participant choice bears little relationship to,differences in the need and

backgrounds of their clients. Instead, they appeared to reflect the

.particular bent of program designers and operators who draw from- approaches

prevalent in the field. These can be grouped under three broad headings,

each of which has a unique body of core techniques, literature, and research.

For the sake o.fclarity, they can be 'labeled the'educational approach, the

selt-analysit approach, and the service-agency approach. In actual practice,

the lines get fuzzy as/borrowing between adherents occurs,

The Educational Approach:- The educational model is used extensively in high

schools 4nd colleges where the clientele are normally enrolled students'a

the educational institutions. At the secondary level, this is often embodied
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in career-evloration classes, offered at the llth'and 12th grade levels. In

colleges, the format may be that of short seminars, conducted by- counselors.

who specialize in career planning, or it may be in a .fully-credited course.

In this 'model, information is provided about the world of work' which

includes the characteristics of occupations ancimork environments, rewards,

hazards, and prospects. The model also sets forth methods for evaluating

work dimensions in personal terms .as a basis for making decisions. The

emphasis is on learning what the processes are for occupational choice,

rather than arriving at the choice itself. The logic of the model begins/

with the personal characteristics, the psychological attitudes, and the
,

values of the individual, then proceeds. tp relate 'these ,to various

occupations. In a campus- context, the .nidel also influences edtkational

choice,

The educational model makes extensive use of validated tests and

individual counseling, and is rooted in a comprehensive body. of educational

psychology theoriis presented in the works of J.L. Holland, D.E. Super, and

J.O. Crites. This model is directed toward a popula4lon with limited Work.

and life experiences and for whom the economic need for decision and action

is generally less pressing than it is for adults or for those with full

attachment to the work force. Nevertheless, many elements-of the educational

model can be found in a number of JST programs addressing all kinds of people

otiose need is more ,urgent and'whose alternatives may be considerably more

limited than those-of students.

The Self-Analysis Approach: -Both the commercial'. literature and career-

counseling firms in the private sector are advocates of this approach which

lends itself, to many variations. One of its major originators, Richard

Bolles, has stated that he first developed it as a tool for px-ministers who

felt they had little-to rffer in the secular world of work which they were at

that point confronting. The method and philosophy have subsequently been

used with 'School teachers facing reduction-in-force layoffs, and"with.other

professionals involved.in career change. Orfginally appearing in Bolles'

book What Color Is Your Parachut-? the specific issue.of occupational choice

is subsumed by the general approach which perceives career planning as

inseparable from life planning.
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The key to the process is exploring the areas of interest.in Which there

are natural talents and which are emotionally important to the person. It is

less concerned with the edUcatioll and work life of the individual. The

talents, preferences, and achievements are analyzed and identified with -a

career direction. The approach _is essentially future oriented, and the

literature anticipates a serious commitment of time over. an extended period

to complete the process. Like the educational approach, it is aimed at

identifying the person's potential and'in teaching a process. The batic

premises on which the method rests have yet to be validated by objective

evidence.

ORC observers encountered at least one JST program that was fully

committed to the complete Bolles method, although many programs drew from the

approach and used the exercises. The Bolles' books'are available and in use

at many sites. In such programs, there is heavy dependepce on the group

process fo _ social reinforcement and considerable emphasis is placed on

analysis." In observing the exercises for analyzing skills, there

appeared to be little to distinguish occupationally relevant or marketable

skills from personal accomplishments or gratifications, and work-acquired

skills were seldom elicited. When conducted by leaders with little personal

or professional familiarity with labor market realities and occupational

variables, a sort of benign never -never and emerged, and it was difficult to

see where a realistic plan for finding -a "best bet now" jOb could emerge.

Thus, "communication skills" were cheerfully assigned to a participant who

had spoken up on a few occasions. (In labor market parlance, a person with

"conemnication skills" is expected to be able to write articles and speeches,

make speeches, use the media, appear on TV, etc.). When the curriculum

called for a demonstration of accomplishmentts,\Wyounglman of truly limited

capabilities who had been unable to hold a job in a gas station, produced a
,

toy model he had put. together. The leaders coMmented on the "mechanical
\

;kills" he displayed which caused the group to urge 'that he direct his search

towards obtaining .a mechanic's job. The only Work experience of a

63-year -oid woman had been a six-month stint as a telephone operator 20 years

earlier. she had left school in the 8th grade and had\spent most of her

years raising a family. on an isolated small farm. When \pressed for her

accomplishments, she said she o .-asionally. crocheted, She was advise'd to

pursue a career as a manager of a knitting and wool department in large
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retail establishments. For an experiencedplaceMent interviewer, finding any

kind of work for these seriously unprepared individuals would constitute a-

major victory.. It seemed that the week might have been more productively

spent if a more realistic game plan hlad emerged.

The self-analysis methOd emanates-from and is heavily directed toward

individuals who are equipped to compete for professional,, managerial, and

highly technical occupations, and the techniques used imply a considerable

level of verbal skills, and analytical and research capabilities. Watching

the method translated into group form in any of the program:, left ORC

observers puzzled about its value. The material seemed, .weak and

inappropriate when matched against the problems of the typical participants

in JST 'programs. It was difficult to see any closure, any contribution

towards makinga rational occupational choice or in targeting the immediate

search for work. Yet, participants appeared to relish. the process and

entered cheerfully into all the "skilling games." In a bemused, somewhat

disbelieving aside.to the ORC observer, the 63-year-old woman said, pointing

to her "skilling" sheet, "Look at this. I never knew I was such a genius."

The fact is that to date, ORC researchers have not encountered any

successful translation of this approach into group form for JST participants

either in adult or youth programs. Perhaps such a translation can be

accomplished, but it would require considerable creativity, thought, and the

incorporation of a wider knowledge base. It should be understood that 'this

critique is based only on the observed ability of this method to facilitate

the occupational choice of the participants. It is not addressed to

peripheral issues 'such as the possible therapeutic value of improved

self-image and peer_support.

Service-Agency Approach, The prototype of this approach to occupational

choice resides in the processes used by'ES local Offices and, to so* degree,

vocational rehabilitation agencies. The clients are seeking the specific

cervices of the agency, and, in most instances, their primary concern is

gainful employment. They.'are usually not in school', although tratninc may be

a component of the services offered or a recommended step toward the

long-range goal.

In the employment pervice,. the process of targeting or choosing an

appropriate occupatnn for a client actually has two levels which are



identified with two different institutional :functions. They are worth

exploring because the differences- between the two help to pinpoint the

dilemma faced by JST programs, and offer :some useful insights into

alternative levels of depth, alternative goals, and methods.

Completion or Application Assessment Interviewer: A job seeker who comes

into the ES local office looking for work is given a self-completing work

application. A completion interviewer has the task of reviewing' the

application, completing and -reflning the data with the help. of the

individual. An occupational .iftt; ai'd code is assigned from the Dictionary

of Occupational Titles, The code reflects "the highest skill level for which

the person is qualified," and is assigned with the approval of the applicant.

To.arriveat a title and code; the complition interviewer' applies a

job-analysis formula to.the work history which consists basically of the

questions: What did you do? :How did you do it? 'Why 'did you do it? What

was involved in doing it? The same basic formula is applied when recording a

job opening from an employer. The job-analisit formula is'the basis for

classification and description of all 22,000 occupations appearing in the

DOT.

!f the work experience warrants more than one code, additional codes are

assigned. If, however, the job seeker does not have work experience, all.

other factors such as education, volunteer. work, hobbies, work preferences,

etc.., -are considered. The agreed-upon occupatiOnal title and code is an

entry code and does not carry the connotation of an experienced, qualified

worker.

The process of eliciting occupationally significant factors and

assigning.a classification is relatively short, usually performed within ten

minutes. The act-of assigning an occupational code and title is'almost the

precise equivalent of targeting the immediate search Ond-nlrrowing the'

occupational cnoice. It do'es not limit 'a person-,- but it does targetthe-job

which the person is best equipped to do now and is willing to accept. The

process is clearly rooted in labor market realities.

4

EEplyment Counselor: The methods and goals of the employment counselor are

significantly different from those of the completion interviewer when dealing

with individuals Who need to choose or change vocations. The client and the
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counselor are agreed about the -problem and the goal: to arrive at an

appeopriatg vocational' direction consistent with the client's abilities,

needs, desires, and limitations, and yet is realistic in the relevant labor

market.

The theory that underpins the counselor's approach -is derived from the

chaeacteristics related to a job--often referred to as worker

traits--aptitudes, physical demands, temperaments, interests-and worker

function- -the degree of involvement' with data, people, and things. The

counselor makes use of the General Aptitude Test Battery, interest

inventories, and other testing devices. The process usually involves

repeated counseling interviews.

Occupational choices are arrived at from a synthesis of all of the data

and agreed to by the counselor and counseled. The tools and tests used by

the employment counselor have been tested and validated over the years by the

Department of Labor.

Though the goals of both service agency functions described above are

gainful employment, the differences between the two are tlear. The

counseling objective is a satisfactory long-range 'vocational choice. The

counseling plan may, indeed, include stopgap employment to answer immediate

needs, but the focus is on arriving.at an agreed-upon vocational direction.

On the other hand, the objective of the completion interviewer in arriving at

an occupational title and code is to facilitate the movement of the person

into an immediate job at the highest level that is realistically marketable.

The foregoing analysis suggests a number of problems that are

unresolved in many JST programs:

I. It is questionable whether it is advisable or possible to combine JST
with an in-depth attempt to arrive.at vocational choice. Those programs
that have attempted to do so seem to have trivialized the choice process
to a point -where' its value is dubious. It is also uncertain that
serious long-range choice decisions can be made in a group process,
without individual counseling and testing.

r. JST programs need to delineate their attainable goals more carefully.,

given the limits of time, the level of skill and knowledge of the
leaders, ind an awareness of who their client population is imd what it
is that they want. It does not seem- feasible to incorporate both the
goa' . of the completion interviewer and the employment counselor into a
single activity con0,:cted by relatively unskilled staff.

3. Programs that opt against extensive vocational exploration often fall
into the reverse trap, as noted by ORC observers. They often fail
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entirely to provide mCkind of direction about "best bit" jobs when
clients are uncertain, or to .offer a critical response when the plan is
clearly unfeasible. NOt only, does such a stance deprive the group of
assistance, but the. failure to personalize or to relate the best search
Methods to individual participant's realities tends to rigidify the.
curriculum and turn the experience into a mechanical process. ORC staff
observed many occasions of neglect and unresponsiveness ,which were a
consequence of excessive leader distapce from the individuals involved.
For example, a barely literate person declares that she is looking for
clerical work as her first job. TA JST leader has no response except
to direct the individual to teleptOne the banks and insurance companies,
though the participant was unable to fill.out a work application in the
group. A person is looking' for a carpenters.job in a heavily depressed
market. The leader has him,, sit for hours telephoning all construction
companies for an interview which is, of'course, not forthcoming. In

both cases, the JST program has hot fulfilled its potential to
either person with information that might have redirected the efforts
into more productive paths. The time and resdurces,of 'both the,' job

seekers.and the JST prograndhave been badly spent. The frustratiod and
irritation of the participant is unnecessarily increased rather than
assuaged.

4. Approaches and techniques appropriate for individuals who have /sought
career counseling, who are equipped by education and experience to
arrive at choices in professional, managerial, and technical occupations
have been arbitrarily lifted and patchworked onto JST programs with very
different 'kinds of people, with different needs, urgencies,
expectations, and a vastly different range of realistic possibilities,
The career Choice field is permeated and dominated throughout by this
orientation, acid the content and the references throughout reflect such
a bias. Images of a union hiring hall or an assembly plant never creep
into the formulations or examples used. ,

S. :A valid goal for JST programs' could'very well be to take the next step;
any job, if there has'been none or out of the secondary labor market, if
that's where the individUal has been, and into a better job, even within

/the same occupation. Such goals for a JST program would lie within the
/ realistic liMits set by the experience and training of the,participants,

and within the time limits of the program.

' The example offered Cf he differences between. the employment
counselor's goals and e., the completion interviewer suggests a
possible direction for JST programs. The process by which the
interviewer arrives at an ,occupatior,1 title and code may well be
translated into a usable and practicdi method in group format, with
a cleat explanation about its long range limitations. The advice
offered about job search strategies would /become far more
personalized. A 'few-proarams haves.experimented With something akin
to this approach. The fact is, JST programs :undertake to train
participants: to perform the very difficult! brokering job of

''cold -cal li-hy" employers on the telephone. It;'' should b' possible
to train leaders, and in turn, the group, to. do what the completion
interviewer has tio accomplish in .ten minutes;--arrive at the most
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reasonable, immediate job goal if the client is uncertain about'
what to look for.

In summary, each of the approaches and methods for vocational decision-

making'discussed in this section is unquestionably /valid, useful, and

appropriate for the population andin the setting for which it was developed.

But the translation into a group ,ectivity,suitable for the clients of JST

programs has not yet been adequately developed and explored. ORC observers

did not find, any model that could be regarded as exemplary and replicable.

This matter, of choice requires considerably more experimentation and probing.

Approaching the 'Search ,

This category incorporates all advice given about organizing the search,

planning, preparing materials, intensity of time recommended, and

"researching" the employer. Actually, few programs devote very much time to

this issue as a curriculum item. However, it appears in a number of

documents given to participants, some of which are official DOL booklets or

ES state publications, and is often interspersed throughout the JST cycle,

Mere, too, contradictory 'advice abounds,' as well as considerable

di erences in emphasis. Those stipended programs that include the

sup rvised search component generally tend to ignore all other strategies

ex pt the one to which they are committed: There is little offered beyond a

few eneral dos or don'ts; an insistence that the search for.work is a

full -t' ejob; people should be prepared for rejection; job seekers should be

prepared with references, dates, etc. Time planning and record keeping are

embedded in the supervisionof the activity.

Other programs and program materials take a broader view and offer a

range of advice, including the need to plan and organize the search

geographically, in order to save time and money; follow all leads; keep a-

record of contacts made and interviews' conducted for follow-up; find out

everything possible about the compiny before going for an interview.

However, some programs are opposed to a full-time search, maintaining that it

is both unrealistic and too discouraging, a state of mind that is then

imparted to the employer. Further, a few of the written documents suggest

that indiscriminately following all leads and "milling about" is inefficient,

time-consuming, and costly/. Instead, the strategy recommended is to pin down



the search, select the points of concentration in accordance with persondl

tradeoff decisions, and pursue them with persistence. One state-produced

document recommends that job seekers develop a .balanced search between

"random inquiries and costly long-term planning."

Clearly, each stance is addressed to a different mental image of the job

seeker, the hiring setting, and the appropriate strategies. However, neither

in the written material nor in the presentation. is there/very much

recognition given to the fact that different occupations ae.different

industries might require different approaches. JST.programs, will "not reach

their potential until ,pore careful con'siderifion is given to the kinds of

knowledge participants will need and the'decisions. they will have,to make

before beginning the job search process.

F
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'Chapter V

CONTENT ANALYSIS: THE SEARCH FOR A JOB

Toconductasearchforwork,jobseekersmust first discover where the

jobs are that they, can reasonably hope to fill(and that fulfill their needs:-

After that, they must obtain access to and present themselves to the employer
--

or his/her hiring agent in a manner that will effect 'a hiring transactiott,

This chapter describes and analyzes how those processes are dealt with

in JST programs under four headings: I. Finding the Job 0, ings, which;is

divided between use of labor market intermediaries and uncovering openi".

II. Presenting Oneself to the EmployerThe Written Word. III. Presenting

Oneself to the Employer--The Spoken Word. IV. Fol'lp Up.

".

1/
Finding the,Jpb Openings

If knowledge is a valuable commodi 'then job seekers need to be aware

of the quality of 'information avails el/from differentlsources. It is to

the advantage to be knowledg lerabout the relative 'efficiency,

availabil y; and reliability of the different intermediaries for the__

paiiicul occupation, induitry, and skill level. in which they seek work.

This section assesses the information and advice offered in JST programs and

appearing in the program literature about locating job openings. Here,

finding openings is divided between formal mechanisms where openings are

known., to, exist, and strategies /for uncoverinilunlisted openings, ch.

requires an additional .step for Ae fob seeker.*

'Job Vacancy Information

Formal/ mechanisms that.receive job-vacancy information which are most

frequently' acknowledged in JST programs include-want ads, the einplOyment'

service, and private employment agencies: A much smaller number of programs

*Neither eihe literature nor the programs tend to make a distinction_ between
formal mechanisms which list published openings and informal strategies for
finding unanndUnced openings and the failure to do so results in consider,
able confusion. 'Want ads and yello4 pages, for example, are' both described
as sources of job-opening information, when obviously only 4:he want ads
actually have listed openings.
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inclUde.civil service systems. Only occasionally are there references to

comMunityagendei, school placement,' radio. and TV announcements, trade.

magazines; and CETA. Only one program mentioned unions and only one program

mentioned temporary help agencies. Apprenticeship processes were referred to

in the literature, but none of the visited sites, including those

specifically for youth, were heard to mention apprenticeships. The opinions

expressed. by leaders about these intermediaries and the advice offered about

their value. ana use reveal considerable differences in perception, and

substantial.misinformation and prejudices aboUt them in\JST programs.

/.
Want 'Ads:. Ten of the programs visited discoura ed the group from using ads,

decla ing that they 'are "a total waste of time," "too competitive," "worse

jobs,' "mickey mouse jobs," "misleading," "same Jo every day." Five

programs merely referred to them as a possible lead soirece. But four

programs considered them the very best source of job information, and one

used onlj wantad liStings in he telephone room.

An ORC observer noted his incident: Want. ads were - handed out to

[youthful participants in the telephone room. One 'of the young people .was

exuberant as fie' completed the phone call, ,declaring that 'he had gotten an
.

interview for a sales job. The leader gave him positive *port. and left the
. ,

room. Uncomfortable, the ob erver suggested that he call the number back and

ask for more details, such as 4ether he would get'a salary, whether the:
, -."--..'7":.,

company would supply leads and \whether he would' have to prepay for the

merchandise. He was sadden d Ito escOver that he would have' to pay $70.foi

i
the gold jewelry which he u7d'se 1 house-to-hoUse or to friends, for ',Mich

he would get only a COMmissipn. I i was not at "all what he had in mind. He

,wanted to work in retail.sa As. Waht ads are filled with many such 'traps for

the unsophisticated and JSTIleaders should be cognizant of them:
#

?

There seemed to be no, atiOnship between the advice given about want

ads and the make-up of the gr up or their occupations. Thus, a group with a

numbed- of clerical job seekers as advised against the use of want ads, and a,

group of youths was told want .ads were the best job-lead source available to

thep.
,

'Research about want adssuggests that they are generally a poor source

of inforMation for inexperienced workers, and,a good source for clerical

workers, the reverse .of the preceding advice (Walsh et al., 1975). The
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listing that says, "No experience required, is usually the kind 'that,

entrapped :the young man. What is more, over the years want ads -have

accounted for a growing share of jobs filled. A synthesis of -eight studies

conducted since 1968 indicate that, on the average,..nearly 16 percent of all

those who found)mork did so through want ads (Mlngum, 1981). The valUe'of

,ads varies by the size of the community andthe size of the newspaper. The

time' it takes to scrutinize the want'ads and the cost of a newspaper are

relatively insignificant for' a job seeker. What is more; even if the

particular job advertised is inappropriate,.the ad does give indication that

a company may be in some process of change or movement in its work force.

It is difficult to understand why 'JST leaders Would' categorically

discourage and deter all of their clients from using this relltively easy,

cost-free sourceof leads from which 16 percent of the workers_ do-get jobs.

Instead, it'would seem far more appropriate if leaders facilitated/their use

bymakingtheadsmorecomprehensible.Usersshould be made aware of traps

such as commission -only sales jobs, which the young man had pursded; "dreams

of glory" ads; pyramid selling; .and listings of business opportunities and

training schools' under help wanted headings. They should make the job

seekers aware that want ads include listings from the armed services, private

employment agencies,, and out-of-town companies-which are intermingled with

ads placed by local employers. JA seekers could scrutinize the section more

quickly. if they knew how the pages and columns were organized, where to loOk

for the new jobs which are separated by some papers on the first day, and how

to read the common abbreviations: If ..WT leaders studied their outi.

newspapers, Oey.would be far better equipped to warn their participants that-

most jobs may be inappropriate and subject to heavy competition, but that

often,'tucked in between the clerk-typist and engineering jobs, there may be

an appropriate opening. However, ORC observers found-that only a few

programs handed out information about want-ad abbreviations,-and only one

warned about "pyramid-selliqg." Even those programs that recommended want

ads and recommended them as a resource in the telephone rooms, including all

WIN programs, fail, to provide their clients wish more sophistication in their

use (Johnson, 1978).

Public Employment Service: Of the 30 visited sites,. six made no mention of -

the ES as a possible resource,.and five mentioned it without comment. Seven
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of the programs discouraged their groups from using ES facilities. with

comments such as, "Don't depend on agencies. Do it on your own," "They have

nothing but bad jobs," "It's poorly administered," "Same jobs every day."

Twelve programs suggested regular visits, 'but eleven of them were 'ES

prograMs, sometii;;es administered' in the local offices with Job Bank orders

available. Only one employment service program actually advised the group

about how to use the- ES, emphasizing the folly of putting a high wage on the

application, since the office had a' computeriied job matching operation, and

the application would be bypassed.

Whatever one may say (and much has been written) about the quality of ES

jobs, many local offtces' display their jobs fOr easy access and often

separate new jobs initially. Job seekers Oco.learn to read and understand

the job orders and how they are organized for display can ,usually assess

their opportunities rather quickly. What is more, examining job orders

Offers a powerful learning experience about the nature of jobs, their

requirements and specifications.' It is an exposure to reality that is

sobering.

The extent of ES penetration varies markedly in different communities

and even, moremarkedly.by di*erent occupations. The listing of mandatory

orders and the demands of the EEOC have significantly increased the flow of

professional jobs into the agency. They often go unfilled because the agency

.is used so little by that clientele. Many local offices have a heavy flow of

clerical openings, which are generally no less desirable thah. those found'in

waleads and in private agencies.

ES interviewers are, in a sense, employer surrogates. As such, they are

as subject to the personal impact of the individual.jobseekers, no matter

how impersonally they attempt to. conduct their business. If being liked is

important to- relations with employers, it is equally so with their agents.

As with want adsl JST.programs fail to advise their clients. how to get

maximum value out of the employment security system. There are hardly any

interviewer in the ES who have not responded to individual applicants they

have come to know personally or who have not been motivated by the persistent.

visits or phone calls of individuals. It is often to those individuals that

the interviewer's mind turns .when an-appropriate new job appears, or when'

there is time fOrja-develoOment efforts.
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For participants to learn this is a lesson in manipulating a system, in

getting it to serve one rather than being. ignored by it: It is' 'a way. of

setting oneself apart from the mass. What better practice and preparation

for convincing an employer! It is hardly a violation of the principle of

self-help. .Dependency is pasSivity-waiting for someone to do-it for you,

Getting an interviewer to remember you and want to Selo-you is an active

step, similar to getting friends'and relatives or former teachers to focus on

you and remember your need for a job. Indeed, it is similar to getting an

employer to notice and remember. Though job seekers should certainly be...

warned about the limitations of the employment service and should be.

discouraged from depending only on the ES system, It would-be-of more value

to- instruct participants how to get maximum-advantage from the agency than to

arbitrarily advise them against a weekly visit to a cost-free source of

vacancy listings.

Private Employment Agencies: About half of the JST programs mentioned

private agencies, and'those that did generally warned the group about "fast

shuffles" and the costs. Two ,programs actually recommended private agencies

as the "quickest" and "best" sources of jobs, without -any cost warning. A

peculiar pike of information appears to be circulating in a number of

programs, claiming that private employment_agencies have "75 percent of all

open jobs." This is grossly erroneous, since the share of jobs obtained

through private'5encies is less than .5 perce6t, according to studies

conducted since 1968 (Marigum, 1981)-. Also, private agencies are strongly

biased toward experienced clerical, sales, professional, managerial, and

'technical workers. None of the programs appeared to be aware of the

distinction between the employer-fee-paying agencies and the applicant-fee-

paying agencies, which makes a considerable difference to job seekers. Those

agencies which require the employer to pay the fee are more likely to be of

value to highly skilled applicants. It As the job seeker whose skills are in

ample supply who must pay the fee.

It is puzzling that, with one exception, none of the JST program

operators appeared to be aware of the .use of temporary help agencies as a

possible resource for their clients. One of the frequent paths into

permanent work is through temporary jos. Individuals get'a chance to test

the market, to overcome fear, to refine their skills. The field of temObrary

work has increased enormously, and agencies that act as labor contractors. are
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beginning to operate

workers to high level

There is, of course,

location.

LI

across a wide range of occupations, from theunskilled

professions. It appears to be an overlooked resource;

wide variation in the value of this ,intermediary by

Civil Service: Two of the four programs that mentioned civil service

employment were designed to aid the transition of publA service employment

participants. As could be expected, the leaders of the two -PSE programs

spoke disparagingly about government jobs and extolled the virtues of

private-sector employment in an effort to move their clients out of the

public sector. None of the four programs described the distinction between

federal, state, county, or city systems. Though civil service hiring is,

certainly at low ebb,it does seem that clients should' he advised about civil

service tests as,a long-run investment. For many blue-collar workers, such

as ja,,,itors, laborers, and even kitchen helpers, "a 9ivil service position

represents a considerable improvement in stability 4nrd fringe benefits--a

step up.

Uncovering Job Openings -

With few exceptions,' programs suggest one or more strategies for

uncovering job vacancies that are not necessarily listed with intermediaries.

The main ones are word -of- mouth, direct in-person l6ntact with employers, and'

the yellow pages of the telephone directory. -This subject also does not.

produce unanimity in emphasis, and contradictory advice is offered in

different programs.

e
Word-of-Mouth:- Mentioned under this heading are.friends and relatives, "ask

everybody," preachers. probation 'officers, Chamber. of Commerce meetings,

volunteer* work, and, of course, the JST. group itself.. Many programs use the

"network" concept--to get a job, people need t extend" their network of

personal contacts as widely as possible. .Ho programs do not agree

about the relative values. For example, at least three programs 'WO,

participants that friends and relatives are often unreliable and that

participants would do well to rely more on themselves--so far does the

"self-help" commitment go.

f
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'Direct In-Person Contact with Employers: This strategy is often referred to

as "cold calls:" or "hit the bricks." About half the programs discuss this

method. Here the disagreements are more pronounced. At least three. JST
A

programs consider this a "bad" way to look for work, t:me wastin', of little

value, and urge their groups to stay away.from this method. Others state

categorically that appearing at the employer's establishment is the best way.

Employers are favorably ,impressed with the personal effort, and it's harder

to say."no" in person. Most important, job seekers have more opportunity to

exert choice--to determine the location, observe the ambience of the work

,olace, thebehavior_of the employer and other employees, and get a sense of

whether they want to pursUe employment there with' more, or less vigor. The

California EDD Workshop Training Guide suggests that ,participants map their

search geographically so that. a' maximum number Of employers can be contacted

for a minimum expenditure of time and carfare.

Direct Telephone Contact with Employers: The degree to Which well-known

models, have influenced the entire field is evident from the fact that 21 of

the 30 progiams point to the yellow pagei of the telephone directory.as the'

best source'for uncovering vacancy information. Those JSTs with a supervised

search- component provide telephone tanks for participants to call companies'

selected from the phone book. In the Self-Directed Placetent 'program,

clients are limited entirely to-the yellow pages as a source of listings. In

others, including WIN, clients may make up their telephone lists from the

yellow 'pages and other sources, including the want ads, City Directories,
k .

Chamber.of Commerce directories, and ES print6uM

Conversely, there are programs. that recommend the yellow pages for

the purpose of selecting:employers to'visit, not to- telephone, while others

recommend that the only employers to be phoned are those 'with personnel

offices in-order to ascertain whether they are taking applications; The sole

concentration is on large companies. However, in the Self-Directed Placement

program, there' is insistence that clients telephone every number in a select-

ed subsection to ensure.that small companies, often overlooked, are tele-

phoned.
,

Of particular interest to ORC observers was:the advice offered about how

.to :.narrow down the selection from the ylillow pages. This'varies widely. One

well-known model conceives of the yellow pages as generally' divided by
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industry, and participants are asked to determine which "induStries" are apt

to hire people in their own occupatiN. Another program has prepared a

document which provides broad 'occupational information foreich yellow,Oige

subtitle in the local telephone book (One can assume that the community was

considerably smaller thanew.Yock.) Another major model simply advises the

group to pick companiesfor which they might like to work. Some,'offer. no

,advice-just "Use the yellow pages."

The telephone technique found in JST programs is discussed at greater

length in anotheection. However, the decision of program operators about

whether their participantsAsheuld:be asked to concentrate on small or large'
,

companies merits comMOit,Agre. Most new jobs are created in smaller
A

companies, one reason being'that so' many are born and so many die. In fact,

90 percent 'of all 'neir:;jobs produced_ during the' 70s Camein businesses

employing less than 250 persons (Birch, 1979), Small companies are most apt

to allow for a variety of tasks, and often 'offer an. opportunity for

on-the-job training byjourneymen and experiehced people-because thewerk may

be less segmented and training processes are not formalized. For some peo-

ple, the smaller company is just less overwhelming. Yet it is in the major

firms that upward mobility 'is more apt to be ensured, raises are mode formal-

ized,fringe benefits may be more generous, and the organization of the

internal market ensures greater stability. Program operators should be aware

of ,'the consequences .f their direction to participants regarding size of

firm, and job seekers would benefit from. making those kinds of . c -ices

themselves if'. they were apprised of.-the 'relative -sadvantage and-

disadvantages.

Presenting Oneself to the Employer-The Written Word

Job seekers present themselves for heemployer's COnsideration through

the Iritten worcor in person. The written documents incrude the employer's-

applications, resumes, and different types of letters. There is a singular

lack of clarity in the field aboUt the distinction in 'purpose and function

between the'employer's application and the job Seeker's resume. The.dif-

ference is analogous to' the transaction between a-buyer and sellerof a used'

car. The seller shines the surface, cleans//the interior; and fails to men-

tion the recent accident--the resume. The knowledgeable buyer drives it,
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looks at its operating parts, listens to the motor, and has it tested. The

buyer is looking for evidence of that minor accident. as a potential .risk

factor--the work application. Interviewers in personnel offices or. large

companies; in the ES or in private employment agencies, must all be regarded

as "knowledgeable buyers" or agents for the. buyers.. They become very adept

at spotting :risk points in the application and, indeed, in the resume as

well. However, large numbers of employers who are not engaged in the hiring

process are leis aptto be knowledgeable buyers, which is one reason the task

is often consigned to a broker. .Employers engaged in frequent. hiring for

high-turnover, low -skill occupations are also less inclined to look for or

make decisions based on Stability and skill competence,* since that is not the

nature of their market. Generally, labor Market' intermediaries and

knowledgeable employers do'..not use the resume for initial screening purposes

at all. They'use their own application.

The Work Application

Approximately 80 percent of the JST programs engage in some level of

reviewof.the work application. The time devoted to this ranges'from 7 to 29

percent. Though most of the programs that deal with the application use

samplel.forms and :take the group through a line-item reviiew, with advice.on

how. to:deal with each item; not many programs attempt /to solve individual

problems with the application. Only.a feW p'ro'vide corrfCtedmaster forms.for

the participants to'tate with them as a model. .

About the only area in which there is agreement is that:t646 tion

be neat,' that i t be carefully read, and that instructions pe lo erved.

Beyond ethat, disagreements abound on nearly every dimension. The f011ewing

examples are illustrative;

Filling Out Applications: "Leave an application wherever you can:
It can get you a job later." "Never leave an application
unless there is an immediate opening."

Employer Behavior: "Employers check everything you say." "Employers
never check anything."

.

1

Answering All Questions: "Leave a tough question blank." "Never
leave a blank space; it looks like you ignored instructions."

Job Sought: "Pinpoint the-job you want." "Never pinpoint the job
you want. It hems you in.' "Name the job you want, 'but add
that youwill consider others."
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If Fired: "Say personal grievances." "Say, 'fired,, will explain
in interview.'" "Say 'reduction in force. Employers don't.
check.," "Never Ski 'fired.'. Say 'terminated' or laid.eiff.' Then
explain in, the interview."

Salary: "Say 'open' or 'negotiable.'" "Be realistic, but put it in."
"Put in minimum wage. Don't price yourself out 'of the market."
"If the wage is announced., put that in, If not, say Jopen."
"Refuse to antwer, either on the appliCation or during the
interview; until the employer makes an offer."

.-- hough the same kinds of divergencies can be found in what is taught

.abbut the interview, the positions taken by JST leaders about the application---

more decisive ,because it is a screening- device, and-a written docUment for

which individuals may be accountable even after they have started working-.

If answered improperly, it prevents the interview. Face to face, the job
.

applicants could presumably overcome a potential risk factor.

' Ethics is an encompassing concern pat inevitably comes.into play,

whether introduced by the leader. or the group. Does one tell the truth?. how

much and how little truth is expected? Do employers check?' leaders are

/t/
regularly confronted with the problem, and.the di ferent responses can be

traced to the origins of the program aodets particular Orientation. The

differences can best be characterized by three exanples:

Program A, a CETA model with rather strong messianic, therapeutic' goals,

urges absolute honesty, both on the application and in 'the Merview;

Leaders 'do not offer a labor market rationale for their position bait. rather

base their advise on tho,personal ethics of the leaders and their perception

of' the therapeutic stance. .

Program 13,' also under CETA aegis, is administers by a' private

entrepreneur. It not only d'sregards the truth, but actually 'dictates

answers "for everyone to us , whateller the facts: "Everyone check

'graduated' under. 'high schooll education.' Everyone put down 'no' under

1physicOl handicap,'" and so on.. The rationale assumes that employers seldom

if ever check anything, and depends strongly- on outwitting the employer who

is perceived as essentially.guileless and incautious. Some WIN programs also

do this.

Program C, administered by IS staff, takes a middle position: "Don't

provide information on the application that will screen you out. The purpose

is to get the interview. Whether you like it or not, understand 64 game.
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The employer has the Power and owns the job. Honesty or dishonetty is yOur

personal decision, but there are ways to tell lets than the absblute truth or

to postpone the truth until you are discussing it face-to-face in an

interview."

The rationale strongly reflects *the intermediary role., It is an advo-.

racy position, on the side of the job seeker, but it doesn't attempt to

impose ethical standards. The position basically assumes that the job seeker

no more obliged to offer self-incriminating information unnecessarily than

the employe is apt to describe all oi. the negative attributes of a job. The

same attitude'is evident in the EDD Training Guide for Workshop Leaders.

__In the face of.suchvidely divergent opinions and instructions about the

Work application, we turn to-.the materials used to train professional brokers
.

in both the public and private sectors and to the individuals with extensive

experience in the intermediary role, to determine how well JST programs are

capturing the attitudes and-the risk issues- remost levant. to that critical

screening point, the work appli4tion.

. The biggest pro lem JST programs have with the application' is what they

fail to teach. Onl two ES programs, of all the' sites viiited, placed

emphasiS on those iss es that are most critical to the .11knowledgeable buyer."

Even most ES leader appear to ignore their own training and experience as

completion or PlaCement interviewers.

It is a basic principle that anything that makes reviewing an applica-

tion Aarder'is irritant. Simple things, such as reversing the order of'

the person's name, make filing difficult, or giving wage information ih

different units for different jobs (hourly, yearly) makes Wharder for the

professional or the employer to examine progression. Missing dates make

chronology hard to follow. Inability to follow instructions on the applica-

tion is not only a risk indicator for job behavior, it also complicates the

reviewer's task. The fewer changes, notes, and clarifications necessary,-the

more benignly the applicant is initially viewed by the screener.

The ar1ea of greatest concern to the professional is the work history. It
. .

is there that the risk indicators are sought .how complete it is; how accu-

.rately and precisely the jobs are described; how tight it is chronologically;

how rationally periods of non -work or unemployment are'explained; including

the most recent period; how long people last on jobs, and why they left them.

Professiohals become very adept at checking time. spans, from the periocia
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person left school until the present, 'or at least in the last five years.

Dates are important. Unexplained gaps suggest hidden' problems--jail, hospi-

talization, or living off someone else, a "red flag" to work-oriented

reviewers. School, homemaking, out of the country, self - employment, all are

ration al'r explanations.. Current extended unemployment is viewed very

________aegativey. In fact,-some of the largest private employment agencies are

reluctant to grant full interviews

more than two months. Job hopping

performance for adults, less so for

to people who have been .unemployed for

inacates lack of stability and poor work

youth. The knowledgeabie-profeisional.nr
.

employer is usually very aware of inflated job titles: the "sales/office

managers" who managed no one but themselves, the "cher'who did short -order

cooki -ng, the "mechanlc" who can only do tuneups. Hence,- the probe for

precise job dutifs..
.

.' The work hi tory increases in. importance the more' distant it is from the
.._.

school years. S hdol, and other.kinds of experience, increase -in- importance

the-shorter the rrk history. Individuals who hive never worked are Warned

that their markeys limited ,to entry jobs, and the establishment of a valid

work history for year beComes far more significant than the kind of work

krformed. I

I JST participati,
'

especially i WIN 4nd CETA programs, are, almost by

definition, a population whose relationship, to work has been unstable. It Is'

one of their biggest problems in confronting employers, and it is possible

that\ their oWnSwtedge of that is in-itself.a cause for low motivation:

Yet, In none. of CETA or WIN1P rograms observed, not even in the proposed

WIN Technical Assistance Guide,' is this !substantitie problem of poor work.

history given the attention it is due. Programs were observed which spent,

hors teaching people how to write thank-yOu letters, resumes, whether to put

a dash or "N.A.".beside\a questiOn, and all manner of essentially cosmetic

functions, ,hut whose attention to the critical risk factors'in the work

history was limited to "have the' dates ready." Individuals need help to

organize their job histories and to formulate ways of obscuring the negative

indicatdrs on the applicati\on or in successfully confronting those issues in

the employment interview. f a spotty chronology is organized and cleaned

up, the job seeker may be emb ldened to go to a range.of places which require

a work application that othe ise would be avoided.
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The EDD.Training Guide forWerkshop Leaders and the Training Unit for

Completion Interviewers offer,,a wealth of_ insights, both intothe way' a

proffssional looks at 'a work applitation and how the job seeker can best deal

with the problem,. The Training Guide contains an especially useful way to

group_ jobs and block time for.people'with a series of short4erm jobs. The

written program handouts andthe Department of Labor'Job Service Information

Program materials contain fir, better'ihformatiOn than is used in verbal
. .

presentations at most JST sites. But few ES programs have -`translated the
__.

material-into useful workshop format so.that help on the work application

can -be -off red to the individual participants. One ES program. demonstrated

the job analysis forilula as applled to the work history, A.few other ES

programs provided the group with the DOT from which to draw .proper job:.

descriptive language. One of the most innovative ideas noted was developed

by the State of Oregon. As an aid, to job seekers, a -.1is of common

occupatiqns.Was developed, with the language of".job. dutiel. and skill

descriptions for each, for use on the appl.icattpn and in the interview.

The importance of the. work a4lication varies' widely by ticcdpation. A

skilled ten-year machinist wot.2,4 hardly be excluded from a job if the

application was' messy and sent- literate. The occupational variance in the.

importance of the work application has yet to be determined by research. The

care and scrutiny that employers .exercise will 4/erg' greatly. Nevertheless", a-
..

JST program has not aderately assistediits participants-unless each per* son

can present a work application' to the most disterning "employer or

professional without being automatically ruled-out of the competition. How

-.to, accomplish this within a grOp is a technical problem, but the first step

surely involves training leaders to comprehend the really impot;tant

deterrents.

,\\Resumes

About half of the JST programs'sPend a sizable portion of their training

time on resumes. The other halfeither oppose resumes as alob-getting tool

or mention them only briefly. A few programt, mainly short-term ES-sponsored

ones, merely provide written handoutmaterials or pamphlets describing how to

prepare a resume.

ORC observers did not note djsabreement in the field 'about how to write

a resume. All programs use essentially the same-Material and the same
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instructions. Almost all describe the difference between a functional and

chronological resumes The Azrin Model devotes extensive effort toward the

development of a two-page, single-spaced resume, which is twice as long as is

generally recommended. However, none.of the-WIN programs observed followed

that model, nor, doesthe proposed WIN Technical Assistance Guide.

The training prOcess dependsheavily on handout materials, sample re-

sumes, and instructions. One, observed program used the. Bolles "skills

aalysis" process Bolles, 1981) to design resumes- Another CETA. program has

a resume specialist on the staff who produces a well-worded."package" for

each participant. This is an interesting model variation, emulating the

profeSipol'tareer-counseling .companies in the private sector.

A, few programs have developed shortened combined versions of a resume.
1 .

and work.application which ensure that job seekers have with them aril the

relevant information for filling out the employer's application andiilling

themselves: on:a job. Participants are. urged to-attach the resume: t' an

employer's application.andto bring oneio an interview'for reminders. TOR.
/ \ is.-

literature recommendsdthat.resumes also be used-17 solicitation camPigns,.

but no programs were heard to suggest this.

Personnel in the whether the resume is a useful labor
.

differ on whe
+

,..
ti.

market- .tool, especially for lower-skilled
/
workers. and youth. Since_OK

observer were unable to identify any,re. earcon.this subject that applied

to lower- skilled occupations, it remains n the area of conjecture'.

Several leaders of JST programs' spending considerable time on resumes

suggested that their'job- getting value was secondary to,other gains from

resume preparation.- A variety of alternative objectives were offered: "It

builds. Self-confidence," "It sets off, the person, especially in occupations

that- never use them," "It's a way. for -the applicant_ to. control the

interview," "It's an 'up' experience' for the kids," and other such

morale-building, "packaging""goals.-

There is some evidence.that employers are becoming more cautious about

overstatements and exaggerations on, resumes. Time.magazine (May 11, 1981)
/

--published a story.entItled, "Great

"rampage of resume fraud: rep

all resumes do not "accurately port

occupations associated with resumes

inyolviAg .S80,000-a-yeae jobs.

ve Fiction," that:was concerned: with. a

rtett-estimates that up,to 40 percent of

ay what an individual has achieved." The

iriIne--s.tory:were of the highest level

1(igh the suggested that the,
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dist tions and dishonesties were effective, employers and their personnel

offices appegro be becoming increasingly leery of "hype" and distortions in

resumes and applications: In a television interview with a personnel" off cer

of a major firm{, it was suggested that the educational qualifications w re

represented dishonestly on 50 percent of 'the applications and resumes.

Letters

About a,third of the observed-programs spend a relatively minor portion

1(of their.time on/different types of letters,appropriate for the job s arch.

They include,t6e following: "thank you for the interview" letters, ettil's

of applic ion, letters answering a newspaper,.ad, cover letters (either with _

the 1r- ume or application), letters written.iri'a soliciting campaign:to a

lar number of trims, letters to family or friends asking for support while'

i Job Search Training--a WIN requirdient--and ,letters to frirmer employers

asking for references.

One major program considers the "thank-you" letter. to an employer

following an interview of Particular value, and recommends the use of colored.

paper to digtinguish it from the usual white paper 'flow.- ORC staff also

# observed one program that spent aentire afternoon on letters in such detail

that participlInts were asked to practice the proper way to-fold.the letter

.and to address the envelope. The participants were all welfare mothers.

Presenting Oneself to the Employer: The Spoken Word

Job seekers often speak to employers in formal desk interviews, but

often also in informal ecounters. IncreaSingly, they contact-employers by

,telephone, or speak to them in informational interviews.

The Interview

t
All JST programs a tempt, to one or another degree, to prepare job ,

seekers for,the intervie . It is the single most time-consuming item in most

programs, taking from 21 to 60 percent of classroom time. 'It is the most

concentrated component of job search training, particularly in the stipended

CETA andwelfare programs. This is understandable, since there is widespread

belief that the interview is the most critical determinant in-getting a job.

/
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Most'ES programs are too.shortforadequately training interview skills, but

offer the advice in lecture and written form.

A
Immediate-Impact. Some programs insist that decisionsabout hiring are made

in the thSt 90 seconds of the interview. 'Hence, the concern with immediate

impact: !appearance; body language .(sit forward iff..,the chair, keep eye

contact),' don't; light a cigarette unless the interviewer does, don!,t...chew

Om, go alone, do (or don't) offer to shake hands (some programs insist that

women shouldn't shake hands), be early, be prepared with all relevant papers,

kliScv. something about the company first: :Emphasis on appearance varies:

frequently seen haTiout describes what women and men should or shouldn't

wear. Other programs dismiss the matter with, "Dress how you think peOple

dress on that job."*'

Content of Interview. Circulating throughout the country are various,lists

of "Commonly Asked Questions" and "Stress Questions," which Atr:eacre

project staff for mock interviews, and sometimes, to be_z-ontiilid- as homeW6rk

by participants. They farm the_baststraining in interviewing skilliS and

preparing the jai seeker with ready answers: One major program emulates the
. .

employment agency and uses the applicant-complited work application'as the

basis,.-for mock interviews, rather than the canned questions. .

The "Commonly Asked Oistions" list,'nuMbering anywhere frowl& to 150

questionS, has been circulating for many years, and its source is fost in

antiquity. It is not really known whether these questions are the most

likely ones to be asked in clerical, semi-skilled, and-unskilled, or even

skilled blue - collar occupations. In fact, some evidence emerged from the ORC

youth demonStration project that the program's interview training was wide of

the'mark'When set agajnit the actual events that led to being hired. In

follow -up interviews, a puzzling 50 percent of those who found jobs answered

"none" when asked how many interviews they had obtained during the period in

'which .they actually found How is it possible .to get a job without

''being "interviewed?" It became clear.that the interview training they had

*In the training literature of the private agencies', the most important first
impressions that cause staff to giye short shrift to.th, interview alio
include appearance, but are equally concerned with liquor on the breath,
sunglasses, and'indications of residential'instability, such as hotel
addresses.
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received in the workshops had envisioned a formal desk interview during which .

a series of questions were somberTY -asked. Apparently, there was no such

formal "interview" when t got tiremobs..
Different Job sites and occupations may present the job seeker with very

different circumstances at the hiring poipt. Recognition of this was

demonstrated at only one of the visited programs. 'A group of employers

provided regOlar assistance to one of .the youth :JST sites by having employer

.visitors, offering free, hairdos and haircuts, lectureS from the telephone

company on phone techniques, and.other types of assistance. One of the

regular outside speakers is a local banker. He presents himself to the groUp

in his banker role and conducts mock interviews with the participanti. He

then leaves the room,thanges into jeans and a:work shirt, and returns as the.

foreman of a construction crew, an owner/worker in a restauraht, an

owner/worker in a'small manufaCturing firm Or whatever, and roleplays that

hiring situation with the youngsters.. It is ironical.thata banker provided

the only evidence encountered of awareness that hiring environments may vary.

As with the application card, JST programs define the, most serious

potential client liabilities in the interview- as those unrelated to work,

history, i.e., "Fired is the only work - related concern." The-advice abbut

hovi,to deal with them includes: "Turn the negative into a positive;" "Treat

the subject lightly and pass on;" "Don't offertOo much detail,;" "Assure the

employer that whatever the problem was, it's now solved." All progrims warn

against "bad-mouthing" a former employer under any circumstances. The advice'

is.essentially: "If the problem was yours [absenteeism, lateness, etc.] say

the problem is now solved. If it was the employer, nothing is to be gained

by complaining about the firm to the possible new e? mployer: You might

bad -mouth him, too."
./

JST leaders appear to stress honesty much more in Abe interview than on

the application card, perhaps because it is 'step closq-; to being hired, and

the employer is more apt to check the verbal info tion before making a

final decision. Dishonesty' revealed at that poi' could conceivably be

decisive.

Just as.with the application, there is a singu ar lack of focus in the

interview-training process on' the content of work 'story, explanations for

long periods of non-work or job hopping. Few f the mock interviewers
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focused on asking people to describe in detail their former jobs in any

detail.

Interviewing Style

It is in the realm of how job seekers should behave during an interview

that the perional predilectiOils of the program operators most affect the

advice offered. At heart', the advice encapsulates a model image of that

encounter held"by the program operator. "Negotiations between equals" can

best characterize one model:'it teaches job applicants to be active,

talkative, assertive, to "control" .the' content of the interview, to ask'

questions, AO press for a'deCision date, to talk about accomplishments on

previous jobs that saved the employer money, 6 make small talk, to brag. It

has strong. "hard-sell" qualities.

k , At the other end of the style spectrum'is what can be characterized as

the "supplitant before authbrity" model:.'The image is one of returning the

serve on a tennis court: respond tothe questions; offer little information

beyond what is asked; keep. the answers very short; respect the time of the

interviewer; be very honest;, don't asquestions--especially don't ask about

wages, benefits, or working conditions since employers are offended by people

whose-only interest is money. The two models are posed in extreme terms for

the sake of clarity. 'In fact, they sometimes intertwine. For example, most

programs ,agree that wages and beoefitS should not be raised by the job seeker--

until the job is offered, because the job seeker is -then An a better,

bargaining position,' and Is always free to refuse if the offer is too.far

below expectations.

Closing the Interview. "To some program operators this. is a more critical

pointthan the initial /,approach because it leaves the lasting impression.

is the point when people are asked if they have any questions: Those JST

programs that advocate the "negotiations between equals" stance usuaily

provide participants with lists of appropriate, questions about the jop,

wages, working conditions, and so forth. People are urged to deihonstrate

interest in the company -by'asking questions about the firm, its products 'or

services, and its future. The pr4gtrams4 that are more inclin'ed toward the

supplicant role urge their tlientjto ask no questions and remain essentially

passive.
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ORC's own experience as an, employer offers a bit of insight. When

\IL

interviewing candidates with Ph.D,s for a research associate position the

ORC staff, interviewing in group, were markedly ;turned against hose

applicants who asked no questions. This implied an absence of interestor

intellectual curiosity about the nature of the proposed research. Even
, .

impressive' credentials did not overcome that verynegative indicator;

However, when the staff interviewed candidates for a 'research secretary

position,' the hiring decision was far more influenced by other job related

. considerations than whether br notAhe candidates asked questions: At with

so many other job search techniques, appropriate behavior is largely

determined by occupation.
.

A few of the programs also advise people to (1) INA the interviewer
*$

fbr the time, .(.2) ask for other leads; ilf the-job is unattainable, and 13)

ask for a decision date: Oddly, none. of the programs advised people to

finish their interview by informing the employer that they would like to have

the job. The mere fact that,a person is at an interview doesn't'necessarily

insure that he/she wants' the job after hearing the details. A job seeker may

c1so be .shopping, exploring, uncertain. Informing the employer of the

decision can-be a strong influencing factor in the employer's mind.
a

Training in Interviewing Skills. .Short programs, generally ES run, do not

attempt to provide any training component, either in interviewing or anything-

else. They inform participants about desirable interviewing behavior in

their lectures, discussions, and in 'written form. However, most extended JST

programs do offer some form of training and practice in interviewing.

Training consists of practicing--emulating the real interviewing

situation. .When the program has video equipment the practice interviews are'

recorded and played back to the group so that individuals can see'themselves

in the role and can engage in critiquing and correcting their own behavior as

well as hearing responses from the rest of 'the group. Without'video

equipment, 'enactment takes place before the group. in a regular rolerplaying

situafion)wifth comments from the leader and the group.

Employer Wes are played by the leader, the staff, other participants,

or by employers who volunteer their services. The use of the participants as

the employers appeared to be uniformly unsuccessful since participants are

not partiomlarly adept at assuming the employers' role, even with a-canned
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question.list. The use of visiting employers or their agents to rote .play

also has proven problematical,- many of them being not very competent as

interviewers.' The leaders and other experienced agency staff memberS appear

to be most adept at the authority role.

The usfe of the video equipment presents JST programs with a variety of

techni41 and logisticallproblemi such as having the space necessary for a
. q

Separate video taping room, the staff necessary to continue running the group

while i\dividualsare.called out-and.taped, and th- time required to video

tape eve y participant- nd play all tapes back to the group. For example, in

one prog am with 33 participants,, the one leader took each personjfito a

leparate_rom for taping, speAding about five minutes with each. That4took

nearly three hours,Idurini which time the rest of theclats was unattended

and assigned to dolpiWork." An even longer period of time was required to

play each-of the 33 tapes back to the group and invite esponses, In other

programs, tncluding the ORC youth demonstration--Job Track- the class went on

with one leader as, one by one, people were called into-the fdeo room where

the other leader or another staff person conducted the
.

interview. Operating

the equipment was also a problem. In a few programs, participants were asked

to do so.; In fact, no program visited had adequately resolved all of'the

technicaliproblems associated with the useof the video.

'In most programemployers' questions in practice interviewing were

t'canned,' questions 'drawn from the "stress question" lists. HoWever; the

most successful \model noted, which was emulated' in the ORC youth

demonstration, was the use of the uncorrected work application prepared` -by

the participant as the basis for the practice interview,' This is generally

what cocain during the job search and it offers the JST program an effective

why of dealing simultaneously with the mistakes in:the application.vd in

correcting interviewing errors. However, this is best done by an experienced

person who can quickly spot the isk issues in an application form.

Critiquing the practice in erview as -also somewhat ,haphazard, often

lacking focus and group participa ion. There didn't appear to be adquate use

of the modeling technique--demonstrating a better waif to deal with a pr&lem.

In fact, presenting participants with role models o4 good interviews Was not

at all 6ident,

In geneeal, however, the use of Ike video; offers the single most

effective and enjoyable training device observed. 1.2niformly, participants,
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even those who -were initially hesitant and reluctant, exprested approval of

the 'training. However, most programs have time for only one rehearsal for

each participant. It is questionable whether-this is adequate to effect

actual behavioral changes', especially for the participants with more serious

communication:problems.

The wide differences in attitudes and teaching about the employment

interview found in JST programS prompts us- to tun 'again to the available

objective daii. An -article appearing in Personnel and Guidance Journal

(Galassi, 1478) offers an excellent synthesis of the relevant literature on

employment interviewing. The indings'are organized into a proposed training

model to prepare clients to interview more effectively. Though-the article

is directed to individual counselor's, it is entirely relevant to JST pro-

, grams. The ensuing material draws heavily on that article. and. on the staff

training materials of ES and private agencies.

Though the employment 'interview is the most widely 'used method of

selecting employees, it is concluded to be a costly,. inefficient,, and usually

invalid device. The'Tesearch suggests that performance during the interview

bears little or no relationship'to-how an applicant will perform on the job

and the results *are often prejudicial to. applicants! Nevertheless, since

employers persist in relying on that method aboVe all others, there is a

clear need to prepare individuals for the job interview.

An important -phase of any training program designed to improve inter-

.viewing techniques, is educating the clients about the interviewing process

itself so that they can develop realistic expectations. The curriculum

should include some theoretical constructs.about different types of inter-

viewing methods, content, length, different roles and styles of interviewers

that they may encounter, and' what the role of the interviewee-shouletii. For

example,. participants in JST programs should understand the difference be-

tween a structured and an unstructured interview. In a structured interview,
,

standard questions are, asked in-prescribed order, while in an unstructured

interview,- the. interviewer pursUes whatever line of questioning seems most

appropriate at the time. Most large .companies prefer structured 'interviews

because they believe that greater reliability a d validity can be attained.

Interviewers in both the ES-and, the private employment agencies are

trained in the structured interview. The form of the interview is-usually

determined by the document in hand, in most cases the work application. This
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is the information gathering phase of an interview, and the agenda belongs to

the interviewer. If the interviewer loses control of the interview, the task

cannot be completed. The drily appropriate role for the job applicant is to

cooperate. and provide the/information as well and as diEectly as-possible,

Any attempt by the job applicant to Control the interview during that phase

ofhe process is diversionary and.irritating.

In JST, participants would be:much aided ifthey'were forewarned that in

either type of interview the style may vary from warm and supportive to cold

and even rude.' Some/professional interviewers limit the applicant to very

brief remarks, and Others encourage the applicant to do most of the talking.

A Considerable amount of anxiety might te reduced if the JST participants

understood thatithey might encounter a wide variety of styles and

interviewing manners which are not of their making, to which they may have to

adapt: What /As more, there is considerable variance in the relative

importance of:different aspests of the interview according to the occupation.
.

For example,'
/

Subjective', nonljob-related factors such as communication and

interpersonal skills are far more important in managerial, and executive'

positions/ of lesser significance inclerical and technical jobs,, and of .very

Male Ognificance in most manual labor jobs. ,A:first rate craftsman does

not jeopardize his value if he is relatively silent, taciturn, or inadept in
. /

verbal' expression.

The aUthors of the article stress the importance of teaching job seekers

to 'focus their presentation on the objective, job-related characteristics in

the early stages of the interview and to intersperse that focus throughout.

the purpose is what the authprs refer to as "-image management"--presenting

oneself honestly but in a way that does not allow the interviewer 'to develop

-negative impressions based on subjective factors unrelated to job

performance. In fact, the literature offers considerable insights which would

be helpful to JST operators.

None of the JST programs suggested to participants that there were

different interviewing styles and methods, and.different hiring environments

in which the interview might take place. Ali, without exception, 'posed a

sin4le situation and emphasized only their own particular view of what to

expect. All JST programs would benefit from mining the research literature

aboUt employment interviewing, and sharing knowledge about*the interviewing

process itself with their clients.
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informational Interviewing

This technique, ich is quite prominently described and recommended in

the commercial- literatuoe,particularly in the Bolles books, had found its

way into three programs as part of the trainingprOcess. In five additional

programs, the' method was discussed and advice offered, but the activity was

not part of the curriculum. In one sense, informational interviewing is'the

most recent entry in the lexicon of work-search techniques.

ORC researchers observed, one program in which informational interviewing'

was a scheduled activity. The. program ,offered a two -week career - choice

focus, followed by Job. Club. The group in among. others,

'a black 18- year -old who had never worked, ,a welfare mother, an incarcerated

seaman on work furlough, and twbupper-class, non-CETA eligible, middle'vsaged-

women referred by a private agency, who were permitted to sit.101\The

.preparation of the participants, their .dispatch to the field in pairi, and
;

their return after the completion of their initial informational interviews

(participants made their own selections about who W.interview) were all

observed. It was a remarkable visual..demonstration of a "highlii.-all' 13

participants'were excited, full of information, astonished at theilsuccess,

and just plain "turned on." People, ret;ni and timid all week, were

fighting for the floor:to describe their experiences.
h

Job seekers are instructed to seek out.informatiOn-about the:industry,

firm, and occupation of individuals, but not to.ask for a job; The interview

is projected as a form of choice research--find out what peoplelactually do

in a company or occupation of interest. They approach assumes that people are'

usually cooperative and eager( to describe their' company orl their work.

:Generally, the method is intended for highly qualifiedi individuals \involved

in determining new directions. The technique is used "by_cxommercial

career-counseling firms that charge rather high fees.. J.

In discussion with program personnel who recommend thiS technique; and

particularly in observing it, it became-obvious that theigoalsunderwent

considerable adaptation when translated to JST participanti4. Though it was

presented as "research" and a way of .extending a person's "network,"

participants were also informed that, on the averaged25 percent of the

participants actually got jobs through this method. However, to the observes

er,. the ,greatest value appeared to be a remarkable loss of fear and
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apprehension about talking to people which, one would expect, would be'

carried over into the job search.

Unquestionably, the' short duration -of many programs raises the question

about whether it makes sense to use time for this activity. Many Program

operators felt that it was particularly inappropriate for JST clients and

youth. Such judgments .are certainly *belied by'the.one ORC observation. It

was; without question, of inestimable value to all of the participants.

Telephoning Employers

Of the visited programs,*ten had a supervised search component which

involved the use of banks of telephones by' participants. None of,the

relatively short, unsiipended, mostly ES. programs provided this supervision

or the telephones, though almost all recommended this method for uncovering

-vacancies and getting interviews. One PSE prpgrkr. didn't Provide he

telePtones, but did dwell heavily on role. playing. scripts. The

time allocated to the supervised search, mainly centring on the teleplone

room, ranges from two hours a day for two iieks, when ,the scarcity of tele-

phones requires assignments, to eight---hours .a day.for three weeks. WIN

programs formally allow three months of supervised search, but. feel cover

expenses for the 'whole period. Programs also vary widely on, how many

telephone calls the participants are expected to make in a. day and the degree

of supervision. Some programs require the participanti to turn in their work

sheets as a prerequisite for stipend payment or allowance. All programs

provide scripts for different tj'pes of. situations and train clients in their

use.

The telephone room techniques have been lifted, almost intact, from the

procedures used by priivate employment agency counselors and goo interviewers

when doing job development. The ;Guide to Train Interviewers in*Job Develop-

E0Dand the materials from 'various private employment agencies- offer

clear analogies., Wherisinterviewers_s_in__etther_institution do not have an
appropriate job 'listing on file and do have a "salabfeiii0Titant-at-the desk__ .

or in mind, they develop a jobvby calling companies directly. They speak

only to.the person who does the hiring and "sell" their client--get the

employer to,' agree to an interview. . Interviewers are warned not to call

unless there is a client and.not to seek any commitment other than the

interview. Though these professional brokers _ usually have access to
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companies' with which they have dOne bui\ness or aboUt,which they have

information on file; they also often resortl'to the yellow /'pages, as well as

to the want ads. In the private agencies, there are multiple purposes for

making 200 calls a day besides obtaining an interview among which is the

development of new business. National officials of the industry association

have estimated that 70 percent of their placements are obtained through the

aggressive method of unearthing openings, rather than from those jobs already

listed.

ln translating this method and teaching At. to JST participants .as an

approach to getting themselves a -job, -the' developers 'retained the

instructions to to only to.the person who does :the. hiring;, they developed

telephone scripts to assist the job seeker; they retained the principle of

.red.Ilining the most immediately positive 'or "salable ,points on the

applicatidn; and they retained' the goal--to get a direct interview, -rather
0

than engage in a phone interview. The instruction to keep the conversation

very brief is also retained, so that a maximum number of employers can. be

contacted in. the minimum time, which is a14 a major concern for the

professional broker.

The idea of teaching a job seeker this aspect of the broker's job is

ingenious and has been a major contribution that permits the institution to

supervise the search--to retain some measure of control over the time and

effort of participants who are, after all, being paid to look for work in

stipended CETA programs and in WIN. It 'concentrates* the search, increases

its intensity, and does indeed produce interviews which produce jobs; There

can be little doubt that this innovation is the turning point; the critical

difference that distinguis es the current-JST programs from- the historical

attempts' to teach job s rch skills in stipended programs such as the

Concentrated Employmoit Program and traditional WIN:programs. Giving

information without tran ating it into supervised client activity did not

change the basic di ibution of responsibility- between'client and

institutionit was s 11. up to a 'job 'deVeloper to dotthe work, to get the

job for the client o a one-to-one basis: the new method, supervised and in

grow!, format with all of the potential for positive impact of group support,
;-

took the issue in and. It provided a way to coerce the participant into an

active and agg stive effort, while being underpinned, encouraged, and

assisted.*

4
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The process is difficult, tedibus, and particularly frightening .tor.

non-verbal timid people. The profesiional broker has advantages over the

individual job Seeker, aside from training, experience, or possible Aptitude.

To start the conversation with "Thisis George Smith of the ABC EMployment

Service" or'"This is the public employment service" is much easier and pro-

duces a. very different response tban does an individual job seeker when

making the call. It'is'far easier for the-broker to say, "I have .a

rate Applicant who looks great and has, a wonderful personality," than it is
:

for a persoro say that about her 'or himself. It is not fortuitous that

programs using this method almoit inevitably have curriculum items'devoted to

Iteaching people how -to "brag," how t\l"package" themselves, how to give a

three-minute TV commercial about theii- Virtues. Most people art naturally

reluctant to engage in aggressively immodest behavior and have been

conditioned against it. For the telephoning Method to be successful, people

have.to be retrained to overcome such', reluctance even more than would be

necessary in direct contact with employers or during an'interview. Like the

broker, they have to command the employer's interest quickly enough to get an

interview, depending.onlyon.a diSembodied voice.

It is, therefore, understandable that-program operators\often describe

the many devices people use to ease. out of the process. roe:example,
I

Volunteer participants in the WIN program tend to drop away at-the point when

the class repairs to the,telephone, bAnks. Of course, those whdpOrsist

generally'. succeed in getting.an interview which, in turn,-increaSes the

motivation.

ORC observations of the supervised search, particularly in the telephone

room, were limited Project resOurcesprohibitedlore than a week's stay at

a Site,1which usually' occurred during the classroom.periodAlso,-program

operators were extremely eeliainiiOpermit observations of the phone room

since it tended to make participants, already apprehensive, even more uneasy.

The design usually calls for extensive practice sessions, a buddy system,

role playing, listening devices, and. other training methods. In actual

observation, ORC .did not see evidence'of these processes and noted little

supervision in the telephone room. It was also evident that scripts provided

by the program were quickly abandoned, as responses were unpredictable. and ;

people's natural styles asserted themselves.-



However; ORC staff noted a numbe of serious omission's in preparing i

lit

people for 't room which, if' Vercome,. might well facilitate thehe phone

process and spare participants frustrat n and unnecessary efforts. : Neither o

in the instructional handouts nor in the verbal instructionsfwere people- .

given any directions or warnings about the selection of Obmpanies. The
i It

following are a few examples: no one is warned that before selecting a
..,.. _- .,

company the location should be checked for accessibility and travel time; no'
. .

warnings-are-offered about the customary practice of large company personnel--

offices to be ayail;ble and open fqr any walk-iill-rwhich makes thtelephone

call Unnecessary; no one is warned against calling service establishments-at

busy times. A host of such insights have not been accumulated or dispensed.

Yet, within the relatively brief periods. of Observattons, ORO staff saw .

repeated incidents that could have been avoided, which were. frustrating,

misleading, and often time consuming .to the job seeker.' On .partieipant

expressed great pleasure at having obtained/an Hihterview%. i-ri fact, the

utility company he called, which has a permanently open personnel officer
k

simply told him to come in. Another job teeker was dismayed when he called a

'garage early Monday' morning to be greated with explosive7irrttation at ,the

bad timing, Again and .again, ORO -observers watched participants who,

following. instructions to ask ,for an interview, were infOrmed by tlp.6___.

peisonnel office that company policy required that an application be on file

before an interview was granted*.. A young person came in, after: presumably

going out for an interview, toannounce'that he couldn't get there without%

car, which he didn't have. He was too:dejectebt to start.with:the phone

again. Yet, no matter how often such mishaps occur, not a sliingle.progrli-4s

.felt impelled to forewarn its clients-1 It is puzzling, because many of the

programshave been running for a considerable period of time and the staffs

must have repeatedly obseived their clientS struggling with the same rebuffs,

or selecting only large companies-with personhel offices. . How is it that

th"ty were not impelled to develop a list,of companies not to call or, at.the

"Vbry least; to develop a series of facilitating instrucIions'other than

scripts?

The failure to respond to an -obvious need is worrisome. It suggests

inthat curriculum and models become so embedded, so set in concrete, as to lose

any flexibility or vitality. Worse, it raises the spectre that despite

protestations to-the contrary, the entrepreneurial view of the client is
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mainly manipulative, lacking the neessary commitment, the humanism that

motivates:the extra effort to facilitate'. and ease an essentially difficult

tisk. A JST programHis.obliged to provislethe best tools, the'best advice,

and.the best assistance within its resources to its participants.

Follow-up

follow -up refers to those actions that a job seeker might take after the

initial contact has been made or tOe interview has taken place. Few programs

consider this a curriculum item,,but-nearly every program suggests some type

of action. The most common piece of advice is that the job seeker should not

wait. for, the employer's decision, but shoOld telephone (some say-drop in),

not-only to find out, but to jog the employer's memory and display serious

intent. Both' the WIN JAG and the Self-Directed Placement program insist on

fdltow-up thank -you letters as a way of impreising the employer and getting
,

attention.

All of: the acbice.retts,On the assumption that a hiring decisiokis yet

to be made about a particular °Pen job, and is therefore directed'toward

influencing that decision; The image,orwhere the interview occurred is that

of a' compAratively small company' with a single oAning, where the person

interviewing also makes ,the hiring decision. }P

In fact, the advice is quite narrow and Jails to consider a wide variety
. _

f 0

of hiring environments, 'including the large-personnel-offideschatare

fied.of openings continually, by various .departments in the company... More t

important, JST programi generally fail' to deal with the'strategies..thatbjob

seekers should use to get into'companies, unions,ipprenticeship/programi, or.

industries that they. have a' particular &sire to into. This often

takes persistence, repeated calls, efforts to get. to know the gatekeepers,

someone on the inside, eating hunch where crew or foreman may eat, getting to

know the union business agent or dispatcher.- Many employers have stated that

persistent'efforts are the single most compelling convincer of a person's

seriousness and work ethic. RepresentatiVes of different Joint Apprenticship'.

Councils, when questioned about theitind of persons they seek to indenture,

concluded that persistence of effort to. get in was'the single best indicator',

they had -of commitment to the trade. Again, 'getting-e "good" job takes very
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different strategies than getting "any" job. This point is al9t.seriously

neglected in most JST programs.

Conclusion

_This conetudes the presentation and analysis ofwhatii Is, generally,

that JSTs are teaching their clienti. There is no doubt that, outside of

coMmon sense and common courtesy, there does not exist an irrefutable, un-

disputed, validated body .of knowledge that underpini the conterit.of most JST.

programs. Widely circOated mythologies pervade the field, either because,

the existing body of/elevant knowledge does not inform the major innovators,'

operators and service deliverers, or because the research has not yet* been, .

done that would lift.it out of the realm of 'excessive conjecture and personal

opinions, and into the real job world.

The critique of what is taught and done in JST programs has been sharp,

but this should-not obscure the fact that a substantial service, helpful to

many, is being,provided. Enough Programs /eport sufficiently high success..

rates to indicate that participants do better in findirig job's than they would.

have without JST.

The point is that JST programs might be more prodyctive if there-were a

better fit between what they teach,' the real problemi and needs of those who-
,

are.taught, a e. external .realities of the job-getting prOcess."

'purpose of this,ana sis of JST program content is to-stimulate thought and

effort towards that better fit. Hopefully, it will encourage the,kindlof

labor market.! research that will proVideJSTs with) a firmer and . more

comprehensive knowledge base about what really takes place in the job:searChi

processes, and in different occupationsand hiring -envjronmehti. *.The JST

potential for educating and motivating the people they serve can:only be

enhanced ifthe. substance they impart reflects- the complexities of.the ibb

wild as 'accurately as*pcZible.
4
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Though this state of the art study does-noi,purport tobe an evaluation,

job search training programs appear to be a significant social'intervention.

They have the capacity to improve_ job search skills .and increase the

'intensity of effort' of a wide spectrum of job seekers, from welfare

recipients to executives. There is strong evidence that JST programs meet

with much public. favor. In contrast with other types of emplOyability

training programs, JSTs are reasonably short; low cost, and effective.

Because of their. group format, they. are partiCularly suited to the'

capabilitiet of public agencies, whose services to the public are increasjhgly-

neededand whose resources-are continuously reduced.

o The rise of JST programs has,* for the most part, tiien a bottom-upe'.

effort, pushing their way into national consciousness from the' service

delivery point.. In'that diverse and fragmented process, a rich array of JST

models have emerged. Some have been widely emulated nationally and have

dominated: the field. These models, on the- whole, embodyl a variety of

influences that are not always appropriate or relevant to the :population

served. They also reflect the employment and training environment in the

recent past which provided a fairly substantial resource base froM which to

draw. Thus, these influential models.'have been generally leisurely,

expansive, and well-endowed. It is doubtful that the new atmosphere which
. -

pervades the employment and training arena will-encourage the. retention of

these,same models, particularly the length of the program cycle and in the

availability of full stipends to participants. Clearly, if JST continues to

be offered to the job seeking public ,on a widespread scale,* new models 011

have to emerge that are more responsive to the new budgetary realities.

MaAt jor administrative and congreslional decisions -about. the future shape

...
of empfoymeht and training delivery systems are yet to be made. Speculation

AP About these policy decis4ns is beyond the scope of this study or the crystal

:ball capacitiesofthe authors: Nevertheless, it is-not- irrational to

speculate.that the pOlici4: eventually adopted will support and-legitimize a

--)ST effort--that.JST pr4Orams, in one form or anoth4 will continue to be a
._,

service'tbm ent 0 a national employment and training system,

1>
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Heretofore, the JST alternative has euffered from persistent neglect nd

lack of oversight from national policy makers and aiministrators. At this

point, national guidance and leadership is needed to increase

effectivenessof this component. In anticipation of its future value to

leadership, ORC offers a synthesis of findings which represent the

minimal needs, gaps, and unanswered questions found in this state of the

study of JST programs:

the

hat

most

art

1. Improving_ Content: -Most of the JST programs examined were handl apped
with'a relatively meager body of knowledgeabout their'essential s bject
matter--how people can best conduct a productive search for work.
Programs need to present participants with a more Validated more
appropriate and relevant core of advice which has applicabilit to a.
variety of settings, industries, and occupations. To a limited egree,
a body of such information does exist in the research finding about
labor market operations and job search, and within the literat re and
training materials of the employment service. However, this ody' of

information remains largely unknown and unused by JST practitio ers and
curriculum developers. At .a minimum, two relatively, simple ational
steps would help to alleviate this problem:

a. - A synthesis could be prepared- incorporating the existing esearch
findings about how' .peop1e look for work, together with inst ctional-
materials, which could serve as a Staff training.syllabus, a efetenCe
document fors JST leaders, and which could be disseminated ong JST
service. deliverers. L-4--

b. 'The development of high quality film modules would-be specially
useful in programs where staff training fs inadequate or un vailable.
*The. 'filmss would insure the delivery of consistent, accurate i formation
to the job seeking public.

. 2. Program Administration: 114e JST movement has been ha pered' by
duplication oT effort, underuiWzation, absence of criteria for staff
selection and training, and inadequately developednationa standards
for measuring costs and outcomes. Several administrative ac, ions would
be useful:

.

.

I

a. ;Centralized community JST resourchenters -cOUld
quality of services, increase utilization; and reduce cos
centralized JST resource center would require the ability t
the isolation of different delivery systems and combine va
groups.

b. The quality of leadership in JST programs -needs to
Minimum-standafds for selecting leaders could 'be develope
-minimum quality.of service. Entry-specifications for new
employment institutions should be reexamined to, insu
incorporate these skills, training,-and experiences parti
for group leaderihip so that JSTleaders-could,be selected,
pool. _Training, staff development, 'and Supervision
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considerably more attention than heretofore given in order to fulfill
the potentials of the program..

c. A standard method for allocating costs and arriving at JST outcome
measurements need to be explored which considers relevant factors
including who and what will be counted, at what point and by what method
follow-up will be conducted, and what will be considered. success that
will permit uniform evaluations of'JST programs, in any deliverY system.

4. Research Needs: Though the agenda for research is not a priority, item
in the current .climate, JST programs Would benefit from two types of
research effort;

a. More evaluations of JST effectiveness are needed. The current
state of the art provides inadequate direction to policy Makers-on many
issues of cost effectiveness. Experimental designs with non-treated
control groups are needed that would compare JST to both traditional
agency services .and to those who receive no services of any kind.
Studies that compare different JST models on grossly varied dimensions
such as the cost effectiveness of a four-week program compared to.a
one-week program would provide important guidelines to policy makers and
program operators.

b. Labor market research is needed which probes and analyzes -the
hiring processes involved in different hiring environments. The state
of the knowledge is currently inadequate to provide job seekers with--
solid, validated information about how best to conduct their search for
work, and to provide JST programs with better guidance on curriculum
emphases. As' a consequence, the field is permeated with mythology, and
over-dominated by a singular image of the white-collary professional
job-finding process. Very. little research has been conducted about
these processes in other occupations, and in specific industries.

5. Disseminating Information: Despite the proliferation of private sector
activity in job search and the spread of knowledge about the subject
through 'books and 'other commercial literature, government 'sponsored
*programs have suffered from inadequate. dissemination of two types of
information:

a. Users of employment and training programs--job seekers, employers,
edUcational systems, other government and community agencies-.:.have been
inadequately informed of'the existence of thisservice component and its
potential value. To attain full utilization of JST programs and provide
the community with Aresponsive service, a conscious-effort must be made.
to disseminate information which would induce greater use of.and support
for such programs. As the widespread continuing availabiltty'of a free,
Andividual'brokering service becomes increasingly doubtful,.the.public
perception-and its traditional expectations of government programs must
be altered.

b. Within the employment system, there is a great need for a central
source of materials and inforniation about JST programs, and a means for
exchanging information across the nation. JST now operates as A set of
discrete, diSconnected local activities with designers and ..operators*

118
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forced to pull a program together from loose strands of scattered
material. Programs are operated in isolation, with little' opportunity
to exchange knowledge and experiences. A national clearinghouse
function would be a great aid to local programs, especially during this
period of evolving models and content.

In short, JST hai emerged from a long period of relitiveobscurity to

become an important new-service component. ORC's state of the art study, as

documented in this report, displays a service which is inherently valid and

widely valuable. Yet, it is a service that needs further development to

achieve its potential. A supporting ihfrastructure of' policies and

administrative actions is needed, some of which have'been outlined in this

report. An investment in building'this infrastructure would seem to be

worthwhile because there are skills and knowledge about finding work which

can be imparted successfully, to everyone's benefit. .A
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APPENDIX

Method and Scope

State.of the art research, a term-usually 'associated with technology,

Suggests that the research goal is to'identify'and describe the most advanced

development--the cuttirig*edge: In pursuing this project, ORC' staff found

that such a characterization was*not entirely applispble becauSe the field

itself has not been identified, the universe was unknown; and the criteria

for the "cutting edge" or most advanced had yet to emerge. The goals.of this

study were to describe the basic phenomenon itself, to probe-its logic, to

characterize the diversity .of models, and to identify directioni of change,

for the edification of policy.makers and program operators. -Such.a study is

by its very nature deicriptive and judgmental, but every reasonable attempt

has been made to confine judgments within a rigorous analytical framework.

ORC Approach

-.All research -takes. a basic .approach toward its task. ORC staff

approached thtt'project with the perception that it must be fundamentally,

qualitative, exploratory/research: .° This presumes that relatively little is

known about the subjeCt at the beginning and that the specific research

strategies and methodi must emerge and be-developed in the*process*.of gaining

the necessary understanding. Thus,, -.the research design and ,instruments

developed in advance of field- work would have. to be tentative.: The-

exploratory apprOach requires flexibility to adapt as the integrative 'and.

iterative processes of thinking, data gathering, and analysis move forward.

In contrast,. She evaluative approach* builds a statistically based,

analytical model, with variations inperformaricelas'the dependent variable.

This is an appropriate approach when the study goal is to advise :policy

makers about which of,several models is "best" or most effective. A ke,

premise is that-the phenomenon has reached a- state of development where the

major..design alternatives are,. relatively stable, the major period, of

innovation and development is over, and the'major policy concern is resource

allocation.
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The JST component .did no0Ulfill the key premise for2an $Valuative

design. JSTs were proliferating rapidly, even as.:the research., weglin

progress. Basic models are still undergoing change, and new, home-grOwn

varieties are still emerging.' The movement is clearly in a process'of rapid

innovation and velopment. The primary need,. in ORC staffs' view, was Ito

assist and further that process rather than to deflect it with a prematu're
)

evaluation. Other fa tors that influenced that decision were:

The assumption that quintitative knowledge gained in such an unstab e
period it subject to betominTrapidly-outdated. /

IA
-A number of respected actors and observers in-the field had explictliy,
urged ORC against trying to identify a "best" model at this stage.:

CoMparable outcomes` or cost data would be a prerequisite for evaluative,
research. .Obtaining such data across the lines of. three different
de ivery systems, ;with. different record-keeping and cost-accounting
methods, was infeasible, even if all of the ORC resources, were used. to
pursue'that inquiry.

The weleciion...of sites for study and observation reflected the ORC

approach. A state of the art study'does not -ask -for the average or norm:

Rather, the criterion for selection of field visit sites was that each

program represent the development of some important.. dimension in' program

design-or context: Hence, the. sample selected was entirely purposive and is

not necessarily representative of typical patterns of program operations.

Indeed,- in many cases, the search was-for the rare event or the needle-in-

the-haystack.

Methodology

The research process -involved essentially five .'stages: (1)

'identification of the programs, (2) selection of stud$, sites, (3) development

of field instruments, (4) data gathering, and (5) data analysis.

Data were gathered through telephone interviews, on-site interviews,

on-site observations, interviews with significant individuals, attendance at

seminars, review of program documents, and review of literature.

Identification of Programs. The first concern was to locate JST programs.

The national Youth Office was asked to provide information about nationally

-2. .13L30
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funded youth sites, and WIN national laders identified important WIN sites.

All Department of Labor regional offices were contacted and asked for known-
,

and/or exemplary JST projects in WIN, ES, and CETA. Regional offices were

also asked to survey CETA prime' sponsors, requesting them 'to identify JST

program operating' under their jurisdictions. The regions varied in their

response to the request.. Eitentually, 405 of the 1979 total of 456 CETA'prime

sponsors were surveyed. A numbers. Of ES state offices were interviewed by

telephone to identify known and/or exemplary ES' and WIN JST sites. In total,

over 300 sites were identified where JSTs existed which, on. first cut,

appeared to fall within the definition. Program materials were also

forwarded to ORC.

Through an examination of program descriptions and telephone interviews,

the list was reduced to 62 sites for potential visit and further study. The

telephone, calls also served to establish critical modeling characteristics

thit would aid in the selection process. In a few cases, the definitional

boundaries were somewhat'stretched because some intriguing activity'lay just

beyond the border and seemed to demand inclusion.-

Site Selection. A number of considerations determined-the choiceof 30 sites
,

for visits. Th first task was to identify and select youth JST programs.

This was. required by project contract 'in preparing for the ORC Youth

Demonstration. The second task was to select CETA, WIN, and ES programs.

Beyond that, ORC staff considered a number of primary and secondary Modeling

dimensions in making selections. The 30 sites were chosen with the following

primary considerations: youth progrardssix sites; nationally recognized

models, originals andlreplications--six; exemplary programs recommended - -six;

location rural, inner-city, out-of-California ES--four; 'unique curriculum

emphasis--three; unique institutional arrangements--two; unique service

delivererone; size of program--one; time variation--one. Beyond that, at

the secondary level of selection, some programs were picked becauie thep-had

other interesting features:, mixed youth/adut participantsr-,

participants, programs inspired by unique' individual concepts, geographit

distribution, buoyant and slack economies.

A-3
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Field Visit Guide--Modeling Dimensions. ORC' observers developed an initial

. guide for conducting the field visits that explored various ,aspects'of a JST

program. Each cycle of 'data gathering resulted in changes in the basi6

framework to reflect new insights. The
;

,final form is expressed in the

organization of this report, further modified by the changed institutional

realities. The framework or guide itselfiyas highly detailed, with' numerous

specific questions. Its design was ,inte!ided to' organize the'massilie amount

,of data and to overcome impressionistic /!aspects of. the observations--or at

least to separate them from objectivei: data gathering. 'The- outline, was

structured to permit horizontal analysis of various dimensions_across the 30

case studies under the major headings. //

pka Analysis. The 30 case studpes, the program materials, and the

/adAtional 32 sites with. telephone i#terviews were analyzed both vertically,

/as separate cases, and horizontally!, by each dimension.of the field guide.

Matrices were constructed'to capture all of the critical issues in order to

provide a basis'for controlled anklysis of an otherwise unstructured body of

Caveats. The Methodology illustrates both the strengths and weaknesses of

the study:

A. complete census of JST programs was not conducted. The rapid.

expansion of JSTs would" have outdated the data by the time this
report was published; Yet it is believed that significant models
were surfaced.

el Outcome and cost..data were offered by some program sponsors. However,
ORC staff found on initial probe, that success criteria and cost factors .

were so varied and inconsistent that comparability was impossible, and"-
potentially misleading data would be offered. Hence there is no basis.
for choosing a best program or best model. In fact, given the rate of
proliferation and experfmentation, the "best" may be just developing.

The study would not be able to establish which factors within programs
account for greater or lesser effectiveness; all programs were,nominated
for their exploratory nature.

A JST Program is a complex intervention which is many faceted, and it

may be administered. in a variety of settings. ORC resource limitations made

it unfeasible to gather and analyze data on all of the modeling dimensions
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from every vantage point. , ORC observers were. confronted with one of two

choices: apply an equal level of depth and effort to every phase of a JST

program, which would produce a relatively shallow descriptive overview, or as

an alternative, elect certain aspects for more probing and deeper analris,

which would !produce a report of unequal analytic depth. ORC observers chose

the latter 4ourse for the following reasons.

s Very excellent and valuable documents are already in the field which
'provide overviews of the JST phenomina, and which have been widely
circulated. 'At the overview level, ORC staff would have little more to
-contribute.*

. Each of the three delivery systems involved with JST has institutional
constraints and problems that, in and of themselves, would require great
probin; and deep study in order to make a significant contribution to
the field.

The one thing shared by all JST programs is that people come together, .a
leader stands before them and offers information and training about how'
they should go about looking for work. Thus, the oppdtOlity to observe
30 programs -in operation representing diverse delivery systems and

client groups, provided a unique case study dati base on,which to draw
for concentrated analysis of the conduct of JST programs.

'ORC staff determined that the most valuable contribution they could make

was to fOcus the data gathering and analytical' energies on what takes place

within the workshops themselves- -the 'kernel. No such effort had been

undertaken by any other observer and,-bicause of the history of involvement

in direct service delivery by some of its principles, ORC was uniquely suited

for that task. Hence, this report reflects that.choiee: It concentrates on

the activity itself, especially on the content of what is being taught.

Administrative and institutional matters we're addressed only in 'so far as,

necessary it give perspective and context.

*Robert Wegmann, a consultant to ORC on this project, wrote a paper, "Job
Search.Assistance: A Review" which was a critical factor in increasing
national awareness of JST. Bart Kennedy prepared 1 paper for the Private
Industry Council Siaff,'"Self-Directed Job Search: An LntraUctions whfth
is now being circulated. Both are excellent and comprehenstve. Both are
available through: . Inquiries Untt,'Office of Management Assistance, Employ-
ment .and Training Administration., U.S. Department of Labor, Room 10225, 601
0 Street, Washington, D.C. 20213.
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Date Base- -Scope

This section describes the basis upon Which institutional identity was

ascribed to-the visited sites, and identifies the external -environments.

Matrix tables appear at the end of this chapter (Table 1) listing the

individual sites and their geographic and institutional characteristics. The

tables are offered to.inditate the diversity of settings in the data base.

Institutional Matrix. The. most benign way to ,characterize what a researcher

encounters when attempting to unravel the employment and training dellivery

system now is utter confusion and-bewilderment. Funds,. staff, land service

deliverers crossover from. one delivery system to ,another at level and

are different in different communities. Even the seemingly iimple'task of

assigning i.program to, one of the three basic delivery ystems--CETA; WIN,

ES--involved complexity.

To make such assignment, three elements were considered:

1. Who has program responsibility? This might include a host of elements;
who keeps records, who initiated the program, in whose offices is it
administered, who is answerable? -(

Who funds the.program? .Even that element was often muddy, as programs-
exercised heroic ingenuity.to link funds from a variety of sources, to
join titles,.to combine state and federal funds.

3. 'Who actually delivers the service?'
and inconsistent' For example, ES
subcontractor to a CETA program.
administered through the ES for JST
to private contractors. What should

Again, the elAments were confusing
staff may.delimer the service as a

In one state, state funds are
, but the delivery is subcontracted
be-the institutional .identity?

Since the main thrust of this research is to examine the JST itself

rather than how institutions operate, ORC staff 'chose not to be unduly
4

diverted, and to make decisions on the best available evidence, with some

application of logic. For example, two programS--one a welfare reform site, UP

and the 'other a'generalassistance program for welfare clients with some-CETA

funding--are arbitrarily assigned to the WIN/Welfare category because all the'

clients are on. welfare. A CETA - funded youth program ii initiated.by ES,

operates with ES staff within an ES office. jilevertheless, its participants

must be CETA eligible and do receive stipend,. It is designated as an ES

program because i,t is most influenced'hy that institution.
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Withal, the institutional distribution of the visited sites is:

CETA 12,!! of which 4 are youth programs

ES 11,.of which 2 are youth programs

WIN/Welfare 7

Most programs interMingle youth

not, designated WIN/Welfare do include

participants.

nd adults and many programs'which'are

elfare and WIN recipients among their

In both ES and WIN, the service is always delivered by. the staff of the

institutions though this is shared w

agency in two prograis. In CETA, JST

types of subcontractors..

All of the WIN JST programs deve

impetus; the process was' top -down. M

where the impetus has been the policy

in four ES sites outside of Californi

staff. The CETA sites all evolved f

th staff.of the local social welfare

is delivered by a variety of different

oped as a result of state or national

st of the ES sites were in California

ecision of the state agency. . However,

the impetus was from the local office

m local initiative.

Geographic Matrix. The 30 visited sines were found in 27. different- ocations

in 13 states. More of the programs studied were *in the western part of the

nation than elsewhere. This is.a Corisequence of the'fact,that JST programs

-orilinated in the west,.are more numerous there, and.California is the only

state where the program operates statewide in the ES. California offered ORG.

a variety of alternative ES aesigns. However,. DOL regional offices IX; and X

(the far west) were far more aware :.of-the existence of JST progl-ams. rn

fact, regional offtcds in Regions: III, IV, and VI. reported al st no

programs. As a consequence,. 13 of the visited sites were in Califo nia, 17

of 30.in RegiopS IX and X.

The 30 programs were located in 27 communities of widelyAffferent size

and racial composition:

Population of Program Locales

0 to 9,999
10,000 to 49,999
50,000 to. 99,999
100,060 to 249,999
250,000 to 499,999
500,000 and up

4.

3

7

5.

4

-.2

6 .

2Y 'program locale%

41111111161.-...,



Only New York and Los. .Angeles, exceeded one miltio, though San

Francisco, St. -Louis, and MilWaukee were each central cities .with 'high

minority density. Though blacks were the predonlinant minority in, most

plades, there were a few sites where Hispanics. constituted the main minority

group. In the 27 communities, 13 served large rural populations thbugh the

\ communityitself might be fairly sizeable.

Minority Composition of Places
/ t

Minorities of 25% or more
Minorities 10 to 25%
Minorities 5 to 10%
Minorities 0 to 5%

2

Labor Markets. The programs visited were functioning in areas that ranged'

from high to' low unemployment rates, as of June; 1980. Of the 27 locations,14':

San Mateo had the lowest. unemployment rate7-3.9 percen --and Modesto had the

highest-13-7 percent. UneOployment rates rangedetwe n'6 and 10 percent in

22 of the'sltes. . *_

Only four of the visited ,programs were in commulkties. where

manufacturing constituted- over 30 percent 'of the industrial activity:'

Camden, Milwaukee, Rockingham, and Laniin9. At six of the sites plant

layoffs and closings were reported. On the other handf.'seien sites neRcpted

buoyancy and growth in the. economy. Four Ofthe'sites werettcollegiwns,
t

and two were state capitals. Overall, the diversity of the VI;i,Ied sites

would indicate that JST is not a. phenomenon whose relevance is limited by

type of community or tabor market.

. .

JST Models in Relation to External Conditions

ORC staff- were unable .t6 find any-Consistent- relationship between

external.factors,such as.economic Conditions;. community size, or poPollation

characteristics, and the_choices Made by program leaders about what to teach

or how to teach it. For example, one small rural area considers the use of

the telephone as a tool inappropriate for small communities. Another, of

aporximately the same size insists on use-of the teiephone:i' Discussiods .

with program operators indicate that in many cases the chOices are based upon .

what the decisonmaker heard, observed, obtaitedIcomfnational, directives or

bSught;comercially, without examining the appropriateness of the approach to
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the local environment, and without any evidenceJthat modifications were made

to fit that situation.. In most cases, the.decisionmakers:did not know there

were options among which to'choose.

.1

A-9
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GEOGRAPHIC AND INSTITUTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS , CETA VISITED JST SITES

PROGRAM SITE
POPULATION
1975

MAJOR
POPULATION
SERVED

UNEMPLOYMENT
RATES/JUNE
1980

.

MISCELLANEOUS
INFORMATION

.

.

DELIVERY
STAFF

FUNDING
SOURCES/
PARTICIPANT
PAYMENTS

NI

--Participants PLACE IN
.

PROCESS

1.-ARCATA.

OPTIONS
humbott Co.

Calif. IX

12,087 Rural 11.8 College town,
tourism, lumber

Private Mixed-titles;
non-profit no stipend
contractor

-(CIO)

Mixed CETA
eligibles

"tended.VELfront;
including PSE;JST
notpre-requisite

2. CAMBRIDGE
JOB FACTORY

Mass. t

1

102,420 Suburban 6.2
.

Polaroi layoffs,
college town,.tech-
nical qfacturing-,

.

Central National)

CETA staff 'Youth 0 Tice
Demonstration;
stipends

Youth, out of
school .

Free standing; JST
not pre-requisite

.

3.CAMDEN ACTION
FOR CAREER
EDUCATION-

New Jersey 11

9;066
,

,

Suburban

4.

. .

11.8 Two major Virus shut
down; manufacturing
'over 30 percent

.

Central Mixed titles;.
CETA. stipends' .

staff

Mixed CETA
eligibles

. .

.

.

Neinlyp front; JST
Pre-requisite for
other CETA

4. LANSING

JOB CLUD

Michigan V

126,805 Rural .

.

9.6 ileaiy auto layoffs

r

.

3 toCial VETP/Titib IV;
.service , No stipends,

elleecY . expanses

. .

Youth '

.

JST not required;
voluntary

S. MODESTO
HEAD pcsr
Stanitlaus Co.
Calif. IX

83,640

.

Rural 7

high
Fast growth area;

capitol turkey, food
processing

80 .:4 Llitle 18;woric
.experience;
full stipend',

Youth

-.

JST not required;
voluntary ..,

6. niuseoko
MULTNOMAH/
HASOINGTON CONSOR-
T1UM

"Oregon x

25,000

.

Suburban
-Rural.

5.9

.. .

Light manufacturing,
farming: near Port-
Mind

Central All CETA
CETA titles; .

staff / mixed CETA.;
welfare
clientsq.stt...

14 pends

Mixed heterp-
geneous gr
including

ri

I

ps;
th.

JST occasionally
pre - requisite; mixed

.138
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GEOGRAPHIC AND INSTITUTIONAL CHARACTER{ TICS ;ETA VISITED JST SITES
s

' -44Y.,=f-fe

PROGRAM SITE

POPMAT
1975

ON
MAJOR
POPULATION
SERVED

UNEMPLOYMENT
RATES/JUNE .

1980

M CELLAMEOUS
FORMATION .

DELIVERY
STAFF.

FUNONG
SOURCES/
PARTICIPANT
PAYMENTS

I

r

Participants
PieticE
PROCESS

.

4

7. PALACIOS
TRANSIT1ONAL-PRE-
EMPLOYMENT

4exas VI
.

6,959
.

Rural 4.7
1

Dow chemical pla t.;

i
only itinerant
program

School
district

-,
,

.

YETO Title 1V
stipends

4 time

Youth dropouts]
16 to 21,

JST Occasionally
,pri7requisitt;
mixed

. .

9SCARAHENIO
man MANAGEMENT
CORP. Ne

Calif. IX

260 22
.

Urban /9 State 'capitol;
growth in tet
logy industry

.

. .1

Private
contractor
profit .

Title 110 5
VI; PSE
expense
money

PSE mandatory Two months beforeent.
of PSE

.

9. aN olwo . . (),
tLF-RIRECTE0
PLACEMENT CORP

Calif.' IX 7
(

_

773,9g

,

Orbs

,,
.

7.5 ,

.
.

.

,

.

1

Private

profit
contractor

Title 118;
stipends

CETA eligibles Nixed anti free stand.

kW
m' al

JST not pre;..ait
IQ. -SAN FRANCISCO .

INTENSIVE J
'SEARCH, MOE

. Calif. R
.

. /664,52.0

,

/
,

' ,. !
::

::al
city

6.8
.

-

.1

tavily unionized;

°arise, corP. hdqts.,
low manufact'ring -

.

Central

CETA
staff

Title 110 &
VI, PSE, no
'expense

money

'

PSE non - mends-

tory -
.

Mainly in one month-.

before,PSE,ends
-r....

---
:II. SAN MATEO ,

JOB SEARCH,
WORKSHOPS CORP.
Calif. IX

878/7
.. Suburban

.

3.9
lowest

Close to Silicon
Valley, unions strong
within SF to

Private
contractor
profit

1111,110, IV
PSE, youth
cycles;
stipends

CETA eligible,
and special
target groups

.. .

JST no required

12. TUCSON .

JOB FINDERS
WORKSHOPS, PRf -Joe
TRAINING

IX
.

.

.

296,457 Urban

.

6.6 Sunbelt, very
low wages, 'Few

.

.

active,
unions

ES.staff,
CETA unit
Roffman
trained

Title IlB
Stipends

Heterogeneous,
CETAeligibies,
walk ins. .

.

Free standing, JST
not pre-requisite

.. ..

....]Arizona
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GEOGRAPHIC AND INSTITUTANAL CHARACTERISTICS STATE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE VISITED JST SITES

PROGRAM

1:

.

SITE
POPULATION
1975

.

MAJOR
POPULATION
SERVED

UNEMPLOYMENT
RATES/JUNE
1980

MISCELLANEOUS
INFORMATION

DELIVERY
STAFF

.

FUNDING
SOURCES/
PARTICIPANT
PAYMENTS

.

.r

Participants Pliti INP ,SS

1. BERKELEY FIELD
OFFICE

Calif. IX

.110,465

176,528

Urban
Suburban

Rural

Urban

8.3

8.4
.

,

. .

College town

.
-,:

Center of wine
growing; heavy agri-
culture:long range
depressed ego.
RecentIolsodettrial
*math

ES.

placement
unit

.

ES,,teep.

11 inter-

mittent

No funds .

No stipends

.

Flow of traffic;
mainly proles.;
sioials i -career
Choice

.

Flow
N/A

2. FRESNO FIELO
OFFICE

.Calif.

JOB FINDERS

IX

State Youth
Funds: 118,
AVvOiscret,;
stipends .

.CETA eligible,
out-of school
youth

.

Fre
.

3. GALESCURG FIELD
OFFICE

Illinois V

34,981

.

i

Rural, 7.1 Electric I electronic
equipment mans:factor-
ing

ES CETA dIscre
tionaryl no
stipend.

CETA eligible;
out f school
yoith.

,,

Free standing

.

4. LOS.ANGELES
SOUTH-GATE FIELD

.

OFFICE ix

7000,000 Urban
city
center

.

7.8 Integral part of LA
Metro; heavy plant
layoffs in district

ES

,

o'funds
No stipends

.

lbw 1 claimants;
laid off auto
workers

Beginning of Ul

S. PORIERVILLE FIELO
OFFICE'

'Calif. IX

I

14,748 Rural 7.2 Grapes, cotton, Indus-
trial base; low' wages,
non union

ES temp.
A Inter-.
mittent e

No funds

.,....

,

ES Mk and
Ul

Flow of traffic -.

6. RAPIO CITY FIELD
OFCEJOB
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
South Dakotl VIII

,...--

.

48.156 Rural

.

.

-;

4.6 Right-to-work, lowest
wage rates. Heavy .

tourism

ES tow.
Part time

No 'funds

No stipends

WIN, CETA clients
flow of traffic
cabinet' ,,

Flow of traffic .

CETA and WIN

.
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GEOGRAPHIC AND INSTITUTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS STATE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE VISITED JST SITES

PROGRAM
\

.

.

.
. .

SITE ,

POPULATION
1975

MAJORaMAJOR

'POPULATION
SERVED

ion:mow
RATES/JUNE
1980

n MISCELLANEOUS
INFORMATION /

.

.

.

..

/DELIVERY
STAFF

-.._

'FUNDING
SOURCES/
PARTICIPANT
PAYMENTS .

i

Participants.
.

.

PLACE IN
PINICESS

.

.

.
.

7. RoCKIINUU4 FIELD
OFFICE

North Carolina IV

6,316

.

Rural

...

8.9

.

.

Fait growing.'textile
and mill products.
Labor force 25.000
(in county service
area)

.

ES,
counselor

.

CEudiscret:Flow
Stipends

ottraffic,
voluntary; CETA
eligible, waxed.,

501 to work site
assessment

i.

8. ST. LOUIS FIELD
OFFICE

Missouri VII

523.964

.

Orbigi'`..

city,
center

.

.9.2

0,- .

.

.

Heavy recent General
Motors layoffs.
Highest percentage
of minorities

ES.
*counselor

funding
Nd ipends

.

,

.

Counseli es
referrals

.

.

After counseling
session

.

9. SAN DIEGO SERVICE
CENTER

.

Calif. IX
.

REPO'RTED 19 CETA
..

.

.
.

.
.

.

.

.
.

.

.

. .

ES.
placenent
unit.

No funding\
No stipendt

Job ready flow
Ul claimants

.

.

Newly registered
mostly

-

.111. SAN FRANCISCO.
Flab OFFICE

.

Calif. IX

.

.

___.....:,
.%

REPORTED 110 E.E T A

.

-..

.

.

.

.

* .

.

. .

ES .

'.

.

No funding
No stipends

Professional I
career choice ,
all locals.
offices \.,

.

N/A

.

N/A

-, .

,

.

\\

.

.

:AI

.

.

J

-
.

II. SANTA CRUZ FIELD
OFFICE

Calif. II
.

.

.

.-

36.007

.

,

Rural

.

-

. .

.

.

7.5

.

..

..

,

Highly seasonal,
tourist, college tdun

.

1

ES.
prates-
shine' -

staff,

.

No funding
No stipends

.

. .

A
1 ,-.

. .

.

Traffic flow. \

01'

. :

dr

a
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GEOGRAPUM ARD.INS (MOM CHARACTERISTICS - WIN/WELFARE 'VISITED JST SITES

4

1TOGRAM POPULATION
1975

..

MAJOR
POPULA ON
SERVED

UNEMPLOYMENT
RATES 1980

MISCELLANEOUS
INFORMATION

.

DELIVERY
STAFF

MANDATORY/

VOLUNTARY-

MODELING

ISSUES
-

INCENTIVES
OVER' WELFARE

1. HARLEM
408 CLUB
New York II

8,000,000 Urban
city
center

7.3 Mainly black ghetto
'' .

ES/INN Mixed Original
Azrin test
site .

630/ionth
$3 /lunch

transportation

2. WAYWARD
JD° CLUD
Calif. IK-

92,802
.

Urban 6.

\

Sig blue Collar work\
force; within commute.ES/ION
of San Francisco i San.
Jose

SAU stiff

\

.

s
Volunt0ry
attendance
pre-WIN
certification

Hoffman trained
JASAP-CALIF.
experiment/coob.
WIN/CETA/ES

CETA stipend until
welfare certification

.

30.0WELk/ .

:WELFARE REFORM
SITE
Nass. I .

94,493 Urban 7.0

.

Cold textile, big
growth 6 economic
renewal effort

WIN/ES
.

JST pre-
requisite

Straight
Azrin

Incentive and
expenses V

,

4. MILWAUKEE .

Wisconsin V
; .

665,796 Urban
city
center

6.7 Biggest program,
heavy manufacturing

Social
service
agency

Mandatory, Azrin is-CETA stipend

.

5.
.

liALEM

J00 CLUB .

Oregon X i

".I

78,168 Rural 9.5

. .

.

State capitol,
big layoffs

ES/VIN
SAU staff

.

Mixed Modified
Azrin

.

$40/week - 201 weeks

$3.50 lunch and
transportation

. ,
6.43IKESTON

2400 CLUB
Missouri VII

15,775

.

Rural 9.4
.

_

ES/WIN
counselors

Mandatory Straight
Azrin

,

615/week
$2.00 lunch and
transportation

7. TUCSON
&irons IX

. 1

.R E P'0 A T E 0 0 1 2

.
.

INN/ ES

.

Mixed W hims
trained
leaders

$35 weekly
incentive

!Not WIM--General A sistance--CETA funds for is time stipend
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